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Abstract
In bionic applications, where electronics meets biology, cell-material interactions and
especially those interactions with conducting polymers, have played a crucial role in
development of electrode-tissue interfaces. This thesis presents a fundamental study on
quantifying interactions, including the measurement of forces, involved in single live cellconducting polymer adhesion in the molecular domain as a function of electrical stimulation.
To enable this work, we have implemented the technique, Single Cell Force Spectroscopy
(SCFS), and combined it with in-situ Electrochemical-Atomic Force Microscopy (EC-AFM).
We also develop an alternative technique by integrating conducting polymer electrodes onto
AFM probes, termed Conductive Colloidal AFM-Scanning Electrochemical Microscopy, to
directly measure cell adhesion combined with electrochemical processes. Overall, we are
particularly interested in developing and applying Bio-AFM based techniques with
electrochemistry and conducting polymer electrodes to address the challenges of
quantitatively characterizing nanoscale and molecular-level interactions directly at cellelectrode interface in real-time and as a function of electrical stimulation.

Chapter 1 presents a review of implanted electrode materials, their electrode properties, and
cell-electrode adhesion with a focus of switchable electrode surfaces. Chapter 2 presents the
background on single cell force spectroscopy (SCFS) and Electrochemical AFM-based SCFS
(EC-SCFS), including the setups, methodology and details of operation, which are applied in
most of the thesis.

Chapter 3 describes the initial work on developing the protocol to quantify the non-specific
live cell adhesion on conducting polymer electrodes whilst applying a voltage to electrically
switch the polymer from oxidized to reduced states. The conducting polymer we studied is
6

polypyrrole doped with dodecylbenzene sulfonate (PPy/DBSA) whose surface chemistry can
switch between oxidized and reduced states as its polymer groups undergo rearrangement of
their orientation. The non-specific adhesion, which occurs between the glycocalyx cell
surface molecules and surface groups of the polymer, such as sulfonate and dodecylbenzene
groups, increased significantly as the polymer was switched from an oxidized to fully
reduced state. The study provides insight into the effects of electrochemical switching on cell
adhesion at the cell-conducting polymer electrode interface and is more broadly applicable to
elucidate the binding of the cell adhesion molecules in the presence of electrical fields and
directly at electrode interfaces.

Chapter 4 has taken further steps toward using EC-SCFS to probe cell adhesion on
conducting polymer electrodes with adsorbed fibronectin (FN) protein as a function of
applying a constant potential. Electrical stimulation was applied during or after FN
adsorption and the molecular basis for cell adhesion at the single integrin receptor-ligand
level was analysed. Chapter 5 investigated cell adhesion on conducting polymer electrode
with adsorbed FN as a function of frequency-dependent electrical stimulation. Chapter 6
employed an alternative approach by integrating the conducting polymer electrode onto the
AFM tip, which is then used to probe living cells. The method significantly increases the
efficiency of SCFS experiments as several cells could be measured during one experiment.
Chapter 7 provides recommendations for future work.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Bionics and Implantable Electrodes
The combination of biological and electronic systems is described as ‘bionic’, which refers
to the integration of human-engineered electronic devices and biology to achieve target
functions[1]. The underlying molecular mechanism is that external electrical signals are
transferred via activated extracellular signal molecules, receptor proteins on cell membranes,
through to intracellular proteins that trigger the synthesis of proteins and DNA involved in
cell proliferation and differentiation. These effects of electrical stimulation occur at voltages
ranging around the bias potential of the cell membrane (10-100mV) [2, 3]. For bionic devices,
like neural prosthetics, the requirements of the implantable electrodes are they must be
capable of injecting high-density electrical charge to surrounding cells and tissue, low
impedance, high flexibility and mechanical fixation, and not provoking an inflammatory
response [1, 4]. Therefore, screening and modifying the implantable electrode materials to
provide long-term reliable functionality in the warm, moist, and mobile environment of the
human body, is the priority for developing the electrodes for implantable bionic devices.

Foreign body responses, mechanical trauma of insertion, long-term inflammation and
infection, are commonly associated with the application of implantable electrodes[5]. For
example, the immune system reaction to implanted electrodes in the form of glial scar
encapsulates the electrode and reduces the efficacy of deep tissue stimulation and
prosthesis[6]. To overcome these challenges, a focus has been on modulating the properties
of the electrodes and subsequently understanding the mechanisms of their downstream effects
on the cells and tissues. For implanted electrodes, the basic principle is to control the
conversion of electron-to-ionic current flow in the surrounding tissue, which varies with
electrode materials of different intrinsic electrochemical properties. The electrochemical
reactions occurring at the electrode surface can be capacitive, involving the charging and
discharging of the electrode-electrolyte double layer, or faradaic in which surface-confined
species are oxidized and reduced. There are also pseudo-capacitive reactions whose faradaic
reactions are confined to a surface monolayer[7]. The maximum charge injection capacity of
faradaic electrodes is always larger than capacitive electrodes because the double-layer
charge per unit area at the electrode-electrolyte interface is smaller[7]. However, higher
charge injection capacity of capacitive electrodes can be achieved by increasing the ratio of
15

electrochemical surface area to geometric surface area; like applying the sputter deposition
technique to produce a highly porous geometry[8], or by using a dielectric coating as a
combined electrode and charge-storage element such as Tantalum(Ta)/Ta2O5[9, 10]. The
faradaic electrodes can provide higher levels of charge for stimulation over redox reactions at
an electrode. However, changes in the electrolyte composition adjacent to the electrode and
the finite rate of faradaic reactions can lead to irreversible processes that cause tissue or
electrode damage[7]. Therefore, the selection of stimulation parameters, like the potential
window, must be selected according to the electrode properties to avoid potential unwanted
electrochemical reactions. The implantable electrode materials are mainly classified as inert
metal and relevant alloys electrode, e.g. medical grade stainless steel, titanium(Ti),
platinum(Pt), gold(Au), iridium(Ir), alloys of Pt and Ir and titanium nitride(TiN)[11], carbon
electrode, e.g. carbon nanotubes (CNTs)[12-16] and doped-diamond[17, 18], polymer
electrode, e.g. PPy and PEDOT derivatives [19-22].

1.1.1

Implantable Metal Electrodes

Traditionally, the materials of implantable electrodes are inert metals and their alloys, like Ti,
Pt, Au, Ir , stainless steel, TiN and IrO, because of their relatively high biocompatibility, high
charge transfer capability and low-reactivity in-vivo[7, 11, 23]. For example, Pt electrodes
have been applied in the cochlear implant[24], cardiac pacemakers[25], early deep brain
stimulation[26] and bionic eyes[27]. Metal-based electrodes have been developed for singleelectrode systems[28] to multiple-electrode systems[29, 30], from single wire-based
stimulating electrodes[31] and electrode arrays[32] to wireless implantable microelectrodes.
This is enabled due to the development of advanced micromachining techniques, like
lithographic and silicon etching techniques [33, 34].

Pt is the most prominent neural stimulation electrode material applied in prosthetic devices
due to its relatively high biocompatibility[35], however, its low charge injection capability,
softness and dissolution at low charge density limits its extended applications in advanced
bionic devices[7, 36]. Pt electrodes inject charge by both faradaic reactions and double layer
charging but faradaic processes dominate under most neural stimulation conditions as the
relative contribution of each process depends on the current density and pulse width[37]. To
promote their performance, Pt electrodes have been electrochemically roughed via repeatedly
16

forming a hydrated platinum oxide layer on the surface and the roughened electrodes
demonstrated much lower impedance and higher charge storage capacity and charge injection
limit with good mechanical and electrochemical stability[38]. Beyond electrochemical
roughing, the strategies for enhancing the electrochemical properties of implanted electrodes
include electroplating a porous structure of materials, like Pt black [39], electron beam and
sputter deposition of novel metal on electrodes[40], and electrolytic etching or mechanical
abrasion[41]. Metal electrodes with an increase in the effective surface area, ratio of
electrochemical surface area to geometric surface area, and decreased impedance can then be
produced.

To meet the developing requirements of bionic electrodes, metals such as Ru[42] and alloys
of IrO[37, 43] and TiN[44], have been fabricated to achieve biocompatible, corrosion
resistive, mouldable, miniature, stable and high charge injection implantable electrodes. Pt/Ir
electrodes, which provide a more stable and inert electrode-recording site, are less prone to
corrosion and surface changes compared to other metals [45, 46]. In addition, Pt/Ir based
electrodes have an optimal combination of mechanical and electrochemical properties,
however, the charge injection capability of Pt/Ir electrodes is less than IrO electrodes with
similar geometric area and shape[47]. IrO electrodes have been widely used in neural
recording and stimulation due to its good stability and large charge storage capacity, and can
be grouped into three principal classifications: sputtering iridium oxide film (SIROF),
activated iridium oxide film (AIROF) and electrodeposited iridium oxide film
(EIROF)[48]. TiN film was deposited by reactive sputtering to make microelectrodes which
were found to be superior to evaporated and sputtered IrO electrodes with respect to electrical
and mechanical properties[44]. However, in-vitro experiments using stimulating electrodes
indicated that IrO electrodes had lower impedance and higher charge storage capacity than
TiN[49]. The charge injection capacity of sputtered IrO film based Utah electrode arrays is
double that of TiN electrodes, as reported by Wieland et al. [37, 49]. The outstanding
advantages of TiN electrodes are that they are more compatible with microfabrication
methods used to make silicon probes and have excellent thermal stability [7, 49].
Nevertheless, the resistance of narrow and deep pores limits the benefits of increasing
electrochemical area over roughened, porous TiN[7]. Moreover, TiN is susceptible to
oxidation, making TiN less suitable for chronic stimulation applications[50]. IrO electrodes
were reported to degrade under continuous electrical stimulation, leading to impedance
fluctuations and loss of charge injection capacity [51, 52]. Ruthenium (Ru) and Ir were
17

selected as components of the bimetal-oxide electrode due to their high charge storage and
injection properties, good electrical conductivity, and relatively high electrochemical stability.
One Ir/Ru-oxide thermally coated electrode has been developed by Nehar Ullah and the
charge storage capacity is 56% higher than current state-of-the-art IrO electrode[53].

Even though metal-based implanted electrodes have been developed for decades, challenges
and limitations still exist. The mechanical mismatch between the stiff metallic electrodes and
soft biological tissue can aggravate an inflammatory response during insertion of the
electrode and chronic movement after surgery. For example, high pressure on the surrounding
tissues and organs can trigger inflammatory mechanisms where affected cells release a host
of chemical communication messengers [34, 54]. To overcome this, scientists have developed
a soft meso-composite of platinum and silicone which meets both electrical and mechanical
demands for electrodes in bionics implants[39]. The other limitation of implantable metallic
electrode is the potential release of toxic metallic ions through corrosion [55-57]. Most
studies to date are short-term experiments, thus they may be not revealing such corrosion
processes during longer-term chronic application. For example, the impedance and charge
transfer characteristics of implantable electrodes are different between short-term and longterm in-vitro studies due to the oxidation of the adhesion layer, formation of pores on the
surface and interface, and the dissolution of the electrode materials[11]. The vast majority of
electrodes commonly used rely on metals for recording and stimulation and fall short in
satisfying such conflicting requirements[12].

1.1.2

Implantable Carbon-based Electrodes

The well-studied implantable carbon electrodes are carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and borondiamond based electrodes[58]. CNTs are very attractive because of high surface area, good
electrochemical properties, mechanical properties with combination of strength, flexibility
which resists bending/twisting, and being capable of functionalizing with different
molecules[16, 59]. The combination of these electrochemical, mechanical and biological
properties is highly desirable for advanced implanted electrodes. Since demonstrating the
ability of CNTs to support short and long-term cell survival in culture [60-62], CNTs (singlewalled and multi-walled) have been considered a biocompatible material and applied as
implantable electrodes [63]. The CNT electrodes operate predominantly with capacitive
18

current, which is ideal for neural stimulation and offers a high charge injection ability of 11.6mC/cm2 [64, 65]. The impedance magnitude of CNT electrode was significantly lower
than that of conventional Pt electrode, particularly at frequencies below 10 kHz that are in the
physiologically relevant range of spiking frequencies of neurons (i.e. 1 kHz)[7, 16].

The work form Gabriel et al. 2008 showed that single-walled CNTs based electrode arrays
have potential advantages over Pt black electrodes and can be successfully used to record the
single and multi-unit activity of ganglion cell populations [13, 66]. Furthermore, singlewalled

CNTs-based

electrophysiological

electrodes

were

developed

to

monitor

electrochemical communication between cells and electrodes and control cell proliferative
activity by varying the applied potentials [2, 3]. In addition, single-walled CNTs modified
disposable graphite electrodes were applied for improving electrochemical monitoring of
nucleic acids and biomolecule interactions[15].

Multi-walled CNTs based microelectrode arrays have been developed and demonstrated their
electrical stimulation of primary neurons, as well as performing as recording electrodes to
sense electrical and chemical activities in neural systems [64, 65]. Recently, a 3-dimensional
(3D) flexible CNTs implantable microelectrode array has been developed to overcome the
inflammation responses due to mechanical mismatch of metal electrodes. These electrodes
could be folded over by 180º without breaking whilst retaining an interfacial capacitance of
18.75mF cm-2 and signal-to-noise ratio of 12.5[16]. For chronic implanted multi-walled
CNTs electrodes, the highly reliable integration of multi-walled CNTs electrodes with proper
embedding of the CNTs to prevent damage and toxicity during implantation is needed. One
novel wafer-scale integrated multi-walled CNTs microelectrode has been developed using a
fabrication processes that does not compromise the electrodes’ superior electrochemical
performance and stability, chemical stability, and mechanical durability during insertion in
the brain [67]. Homogeneous conductive and layer thickness multi-walled CNTs films coated
microelectrode arrays have been fabricated by micro-contact printing enabled the
extracellular action potentials of neurons to be detected with a higher signal-to-noise ratio
compared to commercial TiN microelectrodes[68]. Soon afterwards, Japanese researchers
developed a simple electroplating technique to modify multi-walled CNTs on the electrode
surface and applied the microelectrodes for measuring three principal outputs of functional
neuronal networks with high signal to noise ratio(62~100), including neurotransmitter release,
action potentials and field postsynaptic potentials[69]. The ability for cell guidance and cell
19

signalling enhancement make multi-walled CNT microelectrode arrays highly suitable for
neuron and cardiac myocyte cell stimulation and recording [58, 68, 70]. The chemical
properties of CNTs can be systematically varied by attaching different functional groups and
the manipulation of the charge carried by functionalized carbon nanotubes can be applied to
control the outgrowth and branching pattern of neuronal processes[71]. CNTs have been
modified, through physiosorption or covalently binding, by attaching various compounds,
like 4-hydroxynonenal[60], lipids, DNA, peptides and enzymes, to improve their
biocompatibility and functions of cell control. The different CNT modalities really pave the
way for the development of novel multifunctional and miniature bionic devices with longterm stability. However, exposure limits and safety guidelines should be established when
using them in each bionic application in the near future.

Beyond single-walled and multi-walled CNTs based electrodes, carbon based products, such
as carbon nanosheets, CNT fibre and graphene, have been developed as implanted electrodes.
Carbon nanosheet decorated TiN microelectrodes have been demonstrated to enhance in-vitro
recording of neuronal activity with a high signal-to-noise ratios of 6.4 and retain good
surface-to-volume ratios and electrochemical stability. The specific advantages of carbon
nanosheet microelectrodes are better substrate adhesion, robustness and no metallic catalyst
particles are required during synthesis, hereby reducing possible cellular toxicity effects [14,
50, 72]. Another strategy is covering the potentially toxic metal catalyst used to grow the
CNTs with a dielectric [67]. Carbon nanofibers are especially appropriate for biological
interfacing because of their high surface area coupled with an abundance of dangling bonds
terminated with different bioactive molecules for biomedical applications[73-75]. Beyond
that, the potential advantages of carbon nanofiber electrodes include good biocompatibility
due to their covalent carbon structure, excellent electrochemical properties and inertness,
reduced tissue response due to electrode size and geometry, functionalization with specific
proteins to improve neuronal interfacing, and direct neurochemical sensing through
amperometry or cyclic voltammetry[76]. Stimulation and spontaneous extracellular evoked
neuro-electrical activity of cultured organotypic hippocampal slices have been recorded with
as-grown vertically aligned carbon nanofiber electrode arrays [76]. Furthermore, polypyrrolecoated vertically aligned carbon nanofiber electrode arrays have been fabricated and
demonstrated the ability to stimulate tissue through a biocompatible chloride flux at low
stimulating voltages without electrolysing water, which is a good platform for chronic
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implantable neuro-prostheses for neural stimulation[77]. CNT fibre microelectrodes have also
been applied in-vivo for neural stimulation and recording single neuron activity without
additional surface treatments for weeks and its tissue contact impedance is lower than stateof-the-art metal electrodes[78]. Another interesting study reported that vertically aligned
carbon nanofibers of ~150nm in diameter and 3-5μm in length were fabricated as electrode
arrays for measuring the activity of proteases using electrochemical methods. It is believed
this appraoch could be developed as a portable multiplex electronic method for rapid cancer
diagnosis

and

treatment

monitoring[79].

Recently,

a

graphene-based

transparent

microelectrode array has been demonstrated for long-term in-vivo stability and viability for
recording neural signals with the same degree of clarity as Pt electrodes. Unlike metal
electrode arrays, this graphene-based device allows for optogenetic stimulation and both
fluorescence and OCT imaging directly through the electrode sites due to the broad spectrum
transparency of graphene[80].

Another promising carbon-based electrode is doped diamond and its derivatives. Natural
diamond cannot be applied as an electrode material unless doped with elements such as
boron[81, 82] and nitrogen[83]. Doped diamond electrodes possess many unique properties
such as chemical inertness, extreme hardness, thermal conductivity, low friction coefficient,
high charge carrier motilities, biocompatibility, optical transparency, and possibility of
modifying the electronic and hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties at the nanoscale [81, 84-86].
The advantages of doped diamond as electrodes are their wide potential window, low and
stable background currents, chemical inertness, and mechanical durability, which make it a
promising material to fabricate stable microelectrode arrays for long-term recordings of
electrical and optical signals in living neurons systems [83, 84, 87, 88]. Among many kinds
of doped diamond electrodes, boron-doped diamond is widely applied as an electrode
material for electroanalysis [88] such as detection of carbohydrates[89], nucleic acids[90],
drugs[91] and heavy metals[92]. The limitation of diamond is that it is difficult to shape and
manipulate due to its extreme hardness and lack of ductility[87] but laser cut work and
photolithography masks are sufficient to enable fabrication of diamond electrode
structures[93]. Traditional electrode materials such as Pt do not have the necessary
electrochemical properties needed for fabrication of small electrodes to further improve the
performance of implanted electrodes. The electronic retinal implanted modified diamond
electrodes are intensely studied and already a market reality in terms of the physical stability
and hermeticity of a long-term bionic implant [86, 87, 94, 95].
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1.1.3

Implantable Conducting Polymer Electrodes

Figure 1. PC12 cell differentiation on heparin/PPy conjugates against different electric potentials.
The PC12 cells were grown on heparin/PP conjugates for 24 h, and then exposed to electrical
stimulation across the polymer films. The images were acquired 24 h after stimulation. (A) 100 mV,
(B) 150 mV, (C) 200 mV, and (D) 250 mV[96].

Due to their biocompatibility, semi-conductor range conductivity with high charge density,
low impedance, pliable and flexible mechanical properties, surface functionalities, and ease
of processing, organic conducting polymers (OCPs) have been extensively studied as
electrode materials in biosensors[97], neural prostheses[98], drug-delivery devices[99],
tissue-engineering scaffolds[100], regenerative medicine[101] and bio-actuators[102]. It is
envisaged that OCP-based implanted electrodes can ideally accommodate the curvilinear
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surface surrounding tissue to efficiently transduce electrical stimulation, decrease the
mechanical mismatch and minimize chronic inflammation between electrodes and tissue[103].

In 1977, MacDiarmid, Heeger and Shirakawa found that the halogen derivatives of
polyacetylene had remarkably high conductivity at room temperature, and this work unveiled
OCPs and rendered them 2000 Nobel Prize[104]. Conducting polymers (CPs) are a novel
generation of organic materials that have both electrical and optical properties similar to
those of metals and inorganic semiconductors, but which also exhibit the attractive properties
associated with conventional polymers, such as ease of synthesis and flexibility in processing
[105]. CPs possess a combination of physical and chemical properties which make them have
a set of characteristics except conductivity, including soft structure, flexibility, transparency,
and tunable functionality[106].

The main chains of CPs contain aromatic cycles, double bonds or both of aromatic cycles and
double bonds, like Poly(p-phenylene vinylene)(PPV), poly(pyrrole)s(PPy), poly (3,4ethylenedioxythiophene)(PEDOT) and poly(p-phenylene sulfide)(PPS). Undoped CPs state
are semiconductors or insulators whose energy gap >2eV, which is too great for thermally
activated conduction. To be precise, the conductivity of CPs is molecular basis, and the
molecular is always called dopant. Various dopants broaden the application of conducting
polymers.

OCPs allow both faradaic and non-faradaic charge transfer to occur at the electrode-cell
interface. Initially, OCP were coated onto traditional electrode recording sites with the intent
of improving the long-term performance of implanted microelectrodes[107]. PEDOT was
electrochemically deposited on thin film Pt electrode arrays to evaluate its stability by
recording site impedance, signal amplitude, and noise amplitude over the six weeks following
implantation[108]. The PEDOT-coated electrode presents much lower impedance, intrinsic
redox activity, much higher charge storage capacity and charge injection limit(2.3 mC/cm2)
than Pt film electrodes. As the deposition techniques used and thickness of OCP coating vary
among different groups, “side-by-side” comparisons of PEDOT with other materials are
essential. One work just directly compared the performance of PEDOT coated electrodes to
IrOx and PtIr electrode in-vitro[109]. PEDOT electrodes resulted in lower interfacial
impedance at physiologically relevant frequencies, with the 1 kHz impedance magnitude
being 23.3 ± 0.7 kΩ, compared to 113.6 ± 3.5 kΩ for IrOx on 177 μm2 sites. Further, PEDOT
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electrodes exhibit enhanced charge storage capacity at 75.6 ± 5.4 mC/cm2 compared to 28.8 ±
0.3 mC/cm2 for IrOx, characterized by cyclic voltammetry (50 mV/s). Long-term
performance of electrodes is significant for implantation and the previous study also showed
that the improvements in performance of PEDOT are sustained over two weeks of chronic
implantation in rat cortex[109].

In addition to PEDOT, researchers have been interested in the electrochemical
polymerization of PEDOT derivatives because of their promising electrical properties and
biocompatibility. For example, Yang et al. 2004 used Kovacs's model for evaluating the
microporous PEDOT coatings interface on the neural electrode[110]. The electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy results show that the microporous coatings decrease the impedance
modulus by almost two-orders of magnitude at a frequency of 1 kHz. PEDOT nanotubes can
also improve the signal quality of recording sites and long term performance of chronically
implanted neural microelectrodes in rats out to seven weeks[111]. PEDOT:PSS coated
electrodes have also demonstrated great success in acute to early-chronic studies for lowering
the electrode impedance though concerns still exists over long-term stability[112]. One of
the stand-out advantages of OCP electrodes is the ability to minimize the size of electrodes,
which will further improve the signal-to-noise ratio and density of electrodes. PEDOT doped
with carboxyl functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) electrodes shows
dramatic improvement of stability over only PEDOT: PSS [113, 114]. The long-term
reliability of neural interfaces and stability of high-quality recordings are still unsolved issues
for implantable electrodes in neuroscience. To address this, PEDOT:PSS:CNT composites
have been coated on a gold microsphere grown on the tip of a thin insulated platinum wire. In
this work, a further step was carried out by encapsulating the microprobe with a soft,
synthetic, permanent biocompatible hydrogel, poly (2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA),
while fully preserving the properties of the nanostructured PEDOT:PSS:CNT electrode. The
results indicate that shielding of the electrode from the tissue minimized the possibility that
CNTs are shed from the PEDOT:PSS:CNT coating, thus bringing the use of high
performance nanocomposites one step closer to clinical applications[115]. PEDOT films
deposited with counter-ions tetrafluoroborate(TFB) show relatively stable behaviour
compared to PEDOT:PSS and CNT:PSS:PEDOT modified micro-electrodes in-vitro[116]. It
was also noted that the number of electrodes showng unit activity post-surgery did not decay
for PEDOT:TFB as was the case for PEDOT:PSS and CNT:PEDOT:PSS. Recently, the
researchers from the same group have tested the stability of PEDOT:TFB in-vivo. The
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majority of PEDOT:TFB microelectrodes with activity had an impedance magnitude lower
than 400 kΩ at 1 kHz, which confirmed that PEDOT:TFB is a chronically stable coating for
microelectrodes to enable neural recording[117].

Williams et al. 1994 investigated the biocompatibility of PPy and its potential as an
implanted electrode material for supporting bovine aortic endothelial cells[118]. The results
highlighted that PPy could be an effective platform for carrying current. Then, Schmidt et al.
1997 demonstrated that positive electrical stimulation of PPy films during culture of rat PC12 cells and primary chicken sciatic nerve explants enhanced attachment and doubled neurite
extension, but no significant difference in neurite extension was recorded for cells grown on
tissue culture polystyrene and unstimulated PPy[119]. They proposed that the electrophoretic
redistribution of molecular components involved in growth cone formation, favourable
protein conformational changes, direct polarization of nerves, enhanced protein synthesis and
field-induced ionic and molecular gradients in the culture medium were possible mitigating
factors. In 2001, researchers used PC-12 cells to investigate the effect of protein adsorption
on PPy and the subsequent outcome of this on neurite extension. The results showed that
electrical stimulation increased the adsorption of fibronectin (FN) from solution onto the PPy
film prior to cell seeding. They explained that this was due to FN adopting a favourable
conformation during electrical stimulation. The biocompatibility of PPy was thoroughly
evaluated by Wang et al[120]. They found good growth of Schawnn cells cultured on
electrochemically polymerized PPy compared with bare glass substrates.

1.1.3.1 Biological Dopants of PPy

Dopants such as hyaluronic acid (HA)[121], chondroitin sulfate(CS)[122], heparin[96], and
non-biological molecules from ECM, para-toluene sulphonic acid (pTS)[123], DBS[124] and
poly (2-methoxy-5 aniline sulphonic acid) (PMAS)[125] have been incorporated with PPy to
study the correlation between electrical stimulation and cellular growth and adhesion.
PPy/HA was reported to increase early attachment and spreading of human adipose stem cell
(hASCs) adhesion under +200mV electrical stimulation compared to unstimulated[126].
Interestingly, PPy/CS was reported to enhance hASCs proliferation and early osteogenic
differentiation, however, there was no additional effects from electrical stimulation [127].
Heprin/PPy used to enhance the attachment and growth of PC12 cells showed that neurite
length was 3~4 times longer after electrical stimulation (100mV for 1 hour). The heparin
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concentration increased with the increasing current density, which was prove to affect cell
behaviours[96]. The work from our group found that a clinically relevant 250 Hz biphasic
current pulses delivered directly via PPy/PMAS films could encourage neural outgrowth at
the neural/electrode interface [125].

It is also possible to incorporate a wide range of chemically functional dopants into PPy[128130]. In cases where a dopant with a specific activity is incorporated, the polymer may act as
no more than a carrier or a means of electronic communication. Many works have been
reported, where functional biomolecules such as antibodies [131-135], enzymes[136], antiinflammatory agents[137], DNA[138], and neurotrophins[130] have been incorporated into
PPy. The results highlight the potential for PPy to be used as attractive electrode materials for
bionic applications.

For example, PPy has been electrically deposited onto electrode sites of neural recording
arrays together with CDPGYIGSR, a peptide fragment from laminin[139, 140], to improve
the connection between the neuron-electrode interface in-vivo. To further improve the
performance, PPy was incorporated with dexamethasone (Dex) for electrically controlling
and locally delivering the ionic form of an anti-inflammatory drug. In-vitro studies and
immunocytochemistry on murine glial cells suggest that the released drug lowers the count of
reactive astrocytes to the same extent as the added Dex[128]. Cochlear implant electrodes
modified by PPy/pTS containing neurotrophin-3(NT3) have been shown to promote a slight
improvement of neural density without affecting fibrous tissue formation. As both NT3 and
brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) from hair cells in the cochlea is essential for the
survival of spiral ganglion neurons (SGNs), the same researchers incorporated BDNF alone
and both NT3 and BDNF with PPy/pTS as nerve electrodes. Dual release of these growth
factors was successful and shown to have synergistic effect with electrical stimulation for
enhancing neurite outgrowth in SGN dendrites [141, 142].

Efforts have been made to increase the OCP charge injection window for safe neural
stimulation and to meet the criteria of high-performance implantable electrodes. This was
also achieved using PPy and nanotubes, which had much lower impedance and higher
capacity of charge density. The nanotube structures enabled cultured dorsal root ganglion
explants to exhibit longer neurites than on their film counterparts[143]. This highlights that,
in contrast to thin coatings of OCP on metal electrodes, advances in processing and
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fabrication technologies will enable new electrode structures for generating less invasive, soft
and curvature-adaptive in-vivo all-polymer microelectrode arrays[144-147]. Optimising the
implanted electrode will require a trade-off between desired electrical, mechanical, chemical
and biological properties. OCPs based implanted electrodes providing a mechanical match,
high surface area, low impedance electrode-cell/tissue interfaces and controlled biological
function is a promising candidate in implanted electrode development.

In general, the electrochemical mechanisms of OCPs for use in application include:


charge transmitting in and out of biological systems;



entrapping dopant and molecules to modify conductivity;



volume changing during redox processes;



forming electric fields to affect cell and tissue development;



changing surface topography and wettability to modulate protein and cell affinity;



loading therapeutic drugs for controlled release;

1.2 Switchable Electrode Surfaces: Modulating Cell Adhesion
Beyond the operation as a stimulating or recording electrode, much of the research interest
has been in controlling electrode surface properties through oxidized and reduced electrical
stimulation, thus providing a means to control the adsorption of proteins and other
biomolecules native to cellular environments[148]. The ability of controlling cell adhesion is
a prerequisite extending into various research fields for bio-applications such as tissue
engineering[149], cell culture systems[150-152], cell capture[153], bio-sensing[154], stem
cell regenerative medicine[155, 156] and self–cleaning surfaces[157].

Such control over cell-material interactions requires that a material surface can be switched in
real-time from a cell adhesive to a cell-repellent state and vice versa. Fig.2 demonstrates the
schematics of stimuli-responsive surfaces, or otherwise referred to as switchable surfaces.
Among the switchable surfaces, such as pH sensitive [158], temperature sensitive[159],
optical[160-165], force-activated[166, 167] and electrical[150, 168-171], electrically
switchable surfaces (Fig. 1E) have proved to be ideal for controlling cell adhesion, spreading
and detachment[172, 173]. In particular, electrode surfaces have conventionally been applied
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for electrical stimulation of cells and tissue to induce action potentials and modulate nerve
signalling, though in the past decade their application has rapidly expanded to include
biomaterials, drug release systems, actuators and switchable surfaces to control cell adhesion,
proliferation and differentiation. In the following section, we focus on conducting polymers
as electrically switchable surfaces and their ability to control cell interactions.

Figure 2. Stimuli-responsive interfaces as in vitro model systems. (A) Shape-memory polymer surfaces,
which transitions are induced by temperature, allows for dynamic topographical control of cell behaviour.
(B) Superparamagnetic nanoparticles (purple), each linked with a single ligand, bind evenly across the
plasma membrane to cell surface receptors. By applying a magnetic field, the nanoparticles aggregate
together, driving the receptors into a clustered arrangement and activating cell signalling. (C) Enzyme
triggers activation of a surface-tethered RGD peptide, thereby promoting cell adhesion. (D) Specific
interactions between cell integrins and immobilised RGD moieties can be non-invasively thermally
regulated for cell attachment/detachment using surface-grafted thermoresponsive polymers. (E) Surface
tethered electrical and photoresponsive molecules are able to expose or conceal biomolecules on
demand[174].

1.2.1

Conducting Polymers as Switchable Surfaces for Cell Adhesion

OCPs can be switched among an oxidized (conductive), neutral (insulating) and reduced
states by electrical stimulation [175, 176]. The facile switching of OCPs among the different
redox states, with accompanying changes in their physical properties, makes them attractive
materials for switchable surfaces. Many studies have also demonstrated that OCPs provide
good biocompatibility for cell culture, as well having the ability to control cell adhesion via
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electrical stimulation [177-181]. Thus, PPy has been studied extensively as a bioactive
substitute and exogenous electrical stimulation platform [100, 123, 182-184].

The first study on reversely controlling the wettability of OCPs films between
superhydrophobicity and superhydrophilicity was reported by Lianbin Xu et al[185]. By
controlling the electrochemical potential, PPy films doped with tetraethylammonium
perfluorooctanesulfonate (TEAPFOS, Et4N+CF3(CF2)7SO3-) and FCl3 were switched between
the oxidized state and neutral state repeatedly, resulting in a reversibly switchable
superhydrophobic and superhydrophilic surface(Fig. 3). The tiny amount of Fe3+ in the
solution plays a key role in formation of highly porous structure. Fe3+ is assumed to confine
the chemical polymerization to the vicinity of the electrode surface, leading to closely
coupled electropolymerization and chemical polymerization, which promotes the porous
structure.

Figure 3. Electrical-potential-induced wettability conversion between perfluorooctanesulfonate (PFOS)doped (oxidized) PPy films and dedoped (neutral) PPy films. Under negative potential (0.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl),
the oxidized PPy films were reduced to neutral PPy films, and under positive potential (1.0 V vs.
Ag/AgCl), the neutral PPy films were again oxidized to oxidized PPy films. The conversion is reversible. a)
The profile of a water drop on a highly porous PPy film. Oxidized PPy film shows superhydrophobicity
with a water contact angle of 152±2° (left); Neutral PPy film shows superhydrophilicity with a water
contact angle of ≈0° (right). b) The profile of a water drop on a compact PPy film. Oxidized PPy film is
hydrophobic with a water contact angle of 105±2° (left); Neutral PPy film is hydrophilic with a water
contact angle of 48±2° (right)[185].

PPy/DBSA is a cation-transporting system in which the DBS- anions are immobile, and it is
another useful system to study the switching mechanisms of conducting polymers (Fig. 4).
The reversible change in liquid droplet contact angle as a function of switching the applied
potential between 0.6V and -0.9V for the PPy/DBSA is shown Fig. 4 (top images) and the
mechanism for this described in Fig.4a-4c. The electrochemical switching mechanism for
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PPy/DBSA involves rearrangement of the sulfonate and dodecylbenzene groups of the DBSmolecules within the conducting polymer (Fig.4a-4c). During oxidation, the negatively
charged sulfonate groups coordinate with the positively charged polymer, causing the
hydrophobic groups to orientate to the polymer-liquid interface. The sulfonate groups and
hydrophobic groups can then switch orientation during reduction, with the hydrophobic
groups preferring to coordinate with the neutral polymer backbone. Changes of
wettability/surface energy from contact angle measurements during this process are in
agreement with this mechanism of switching.

The switching of OCP electrode surfaces due to electrical stimulation is shown to alter cell
adhesion and differentiation. It was reported that a significant reduction in cell density occurs
on highly reduced PPy/DBSA compared to that on unstimulated surfaces[186]. However,
applying a pre-coating of a membrane matrix gel layer prevented the loss of cell viability on
the reduced PPy/DBSA. The researchers concluded that mechanisms originating both from
changes in surface composition of the polymer and/or adsorbed protein layers, as well as
from ion fluxes generated during reduction contributed to the observed loss of viability [186].
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Figure 4. (Top image) Reversible change in liquid droplet contact angle as a function of switching the
applied potential (blue trace). (Bottom schematic) Mechanism for surface state of PPy/DBSA
bidirectionally “tuned” from hydrophilic to hydrophobic: (a) When the PPy/DBSA is oxidized, sodium
(Na+) ions are diffused out from the PPy/DBSA surface for charge neutralization, while DBS− molecules
are immobilized. (b) Oxidization of PPy/DBSA film lowers the surface energy and increases the contact
angle of a water droplet (hydrophobic). (c) In the case of an organic fluid such as DCM, the contact angle
of a droplet is decreased on oxidized PPy/DBSA surface (oleophilic)[148, 187].

In addition to PPy/DBSA, many PPy-based materials have demonstrated their biocompability
and ability of providing electrically switchable surfaces for controlling cell adhesion. Jingwen
Liao et al. 2014 demonstrated the use of PPy doped with taurocholic acid (TCA) to achieve
reversible switching of surface wettability, protein adsorption, as well as cell adhesion and
spreading on the implants in response to an applied potential of +0.50 and -0.80[188]. The
chair conformation of TCA (Fig. 5a) indicates a unique facial amphiphilicity. Namely, it
bears a distinguishable hydrophobic face (α-face) and hydrophilic face (β-face) due to the
exposure of -CH3 and -OH/-SO3H groups, respectively. The switchable wettability, arising
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from the electrically-tuneable orientation of the hydrophobic and hydrophilic face of TCA,
further led to preferential adsorption of proteins, as well as cell adhesion and spreading.

Figure 5. (a) The chair conformation of TCA. (b) The possible mechanism of forming 1D PPy/TCA
through the self-assembly and polymerization of pyrrole (Py) droplets and free-Py. (c) Possible
mechanism of the potential-switchable wettability of 1D PPy/TCA: (c1–c2) The orientation of
hydrophobic α-face and hydrophilic β-face of TCA was random in the absence of potential. (c3) The
hydrophilic β-face of TCA was exposed on the surface of the implants when a switch-off potential was
applied to the implants. This state was termed as switch-off. (c4) When a switch-on potential was applied,
the hydrophobic α-face would be exposed on the surface, making the implant surface become
hydrophobic. This state was termed as switch-on[188].

Kelvin force probe microscopy (KFPM) has been applied to elucidate nanoscale lateral
variations in the roughness, elasticity, and surface charge across the surface of PPy/HA as a
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function of redox state[126]. The results show that the positively charged surfaces
(+200mV), even those not exposed to serum proteins for longer incubation times in the
medium, which promoted cell adhesion to a greater extent than uncharged samples treated
under the same conditions. The majority of hASCs were uniformly adhered at the 3 h time
point on +200mV charged PPy/HA surfaces. However, cells seeded on non-stimulated PPyHA surfaces were unevenly spread and many cells were not well adhered. The application of
+200mV bias did not have a significant effect on the topography and only slightly increased
the modulus though did significantly alter the surface potential and adhesion forces acting
between the AFM tip and polymer.

PEDOT has been extensively studied as an electrically switchable surface to control cell
adhesion and proliferation. PEDOT doped with tosylate polymer electrode was applied as
coatings on cell culture dishes using spin- or bar-coating procedures [189], with two electrode
surfaces present in the same chamber (Fig. 6). When a potential (1.0-1.5 V) is applied in the
presence of an electrolyte, the device functions as a two electrode electrochemical cell. The
potential and associated current drives the reduction and oxidation reactions occurring at the
negative and positive electrode, respectively (Fig. 6a). The reduced polymer surface
promoted MDCK cell adhesion and proliferation through the formation of tight junctions,
actin stress fibers and macro-molecular focal adhesion complexes containing the αvβ3
intergrin, talin and vinculin. However, cell viability decreased significantly on oxidized
polymer electrodes. The difference was supposed to be related to the functional presentation
of the surface-adsorbed fibronectin (FN). In this case, the oxidized surface interfered with the
presentation of FN makes the RGD-domain inaccessible for integrin binding. Conversely, the
reduced surface facilitated the orientation of bioactive FN for promotion of cell adhesion (Fig.
6b).
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Figure 6. The functionalized cell culture dish, consisting of two electrochemically active PEDOT:tosylate
electrodes. (A) Schematic description of the electrochemical device. The cathode (left) is reduced and the
anode (right) is oxidized. The redox process is accompanied by an ion flow into/out of the polymer matrix.
A− denotes an arbitrary anion and M+ an arbitrary cation. (B) Schematic drawing of the proposed
mechanism for cell interaction via Fibronectin (Fn) on reduced and oxidized PEDOT. On reduced films,
Fn in an extended conformation presents RGD sites for cell binding and growth. On oxidized films, Fn in
a more compact conformation conceals RGD sites and disallows cell attachment and growth [189].

Wan et al. showed that PEDOT:tosylate polymer electrode could also induce electrically
controlled normal and cancerous cell density gradients[190]. A bipolar power supply source
giving -1.5 V and +1.5 V at opposite ends of an ITO stripe (outside the PDMS reservoir)
produced a linear potential gradient (Fig. 7a). For both normal and cancerous cell lines, the
cell density decreased gradually towards the reduced side of the film (Fig. 7b and 7c). The
mechanism of electrical control of cell adhesion for this study was not clear in the results.
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Figure 7. (a)Device schematic and chemical structure of PEDOT: tosylate. The inset shows a micrograph
of MDA-MB-231 cells after performing a live/dead assay. Population densities for the 3T3-L1 cells (b)
and the MDA-MB-231 cells (c) across the PEDOT–TOS film[190].

A follow up study was done to control cell migration speed over the biased PEDOT:tosylate
electrode. Marked differences were observed as a function of location along the polymer
stripe. In particular, a 3-fold increase in cell migration speed and directional persistence time
was observed on oxidized (+0.9V) compared to reduced polymer(-0.5V)[191] and this is
emphasized in Fig. 8a and 8b showing the migration speed, S, and directional persistence
time, P of cells located in 5 pixels across the polymer. Immunostaining assays to quantify the
density of adsorbed FN at different locations along the polymer (Fig. 8c) revealed that the
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density of adsorbed FN increases along the PEDOT:tosylate polymer from the oxidized to the
reduced end. Two interpretations were proposed to explain the results. The first interpretation
assumed that strong cell adhesion due to increased FN adsorption leads to difficulties in
breaking existing cell adhesion ‘attachments’, thereby decreasing cell migration speed on
reduced PEDOT:tosylate. Conversely, less adsorption of FN leads to weaker cell adhesion
with higher migration speeds on the oxidized polymer. The alternative interpretation was
reconciled by hypothesizing that the orientation of the adsorbed FN is different on the
reduced and oxidized polymers and that this may determine their differences in adhesion and
subsequent migration speed [191].

Figure 8. Migration speed (a) and direction persistence time (b) at various locations across the
PEDOT:TOS stripe which are marked by the average local potential, as it was applied before seeding the
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ECs. ‘‘*’’ indicates p<0.0001 compared to all other groups. Dash indicates statistically similar groups. (c),
a fluorescence micrograph taken after immunostaining of adsorbed density of fibronectin along the
PEDOT:TOS stripe. The direction of applied bias is indicated [191].

Figure 9 . FRET ratios on the gradient (a) and pixel (b) devices as a function of applied bias and position.
Images were taken at the locations indicated by open black squares, and the surface was interpolated.
The inset shows the device configuration[192].

To better distinguish between these two interpretations,

a technique named Förster

Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) was applied to directly assess FN conformation on the
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surface of PEDOT:tosylate[192]. The results revealed that the applied bias established a
monotonic gradient in FRET ratio, indicating a gradient of FN conformations that varied
smoothly from a compact conformation at the oxidized end of the polymer stripe to an
unfolded conformation at the reduced end of the polymer (Fig. 9a). In Fig.9b, one of the
pixels was brought to the most oxidized (+ 1 V) state, and the other to the most reduced (–1
V) state, while incubating in FN-containing cell culture medium. Subsequent FRET imaging
of the two pixels showed a uniform high FRET ratio (compact conformation) on the oxidized
pixel and low FRET ratio (unfolded conformation) on the reduced pixel, respectively.

The FRET was applied to physiologically-relevant 3D conducting polymer platforms. A 3D
macroporous scaffold made from PEDOT:tosylate was reported to be able to electrically
control protein conformation and cell adhesion[193]. The FRET results indicated that the
conformation of scaffold-adsorbed FN varies as a function of redox potential, with FN
molecules assuming more compact conformations (high FRET ratios) in the oxidized
scaffolds, and more extended conformations (low FRET ratios) in the reduced scaffolds. The
cells adhered in greater numbers (50% more) onto oxidized scaffolds coated with compact
FN than onto reduced scaffolds coated with unfolded FN.
Recently, Jiang Lei’s group reported an electrochemical-responsive nano-biointerface,
composed of PPy nanoarrays that enabled highly efficient cell adhesion/detachment with
desirable viability along with its dynamic hydrophobic/hydrophilic switching (Fig .8). The
NIH/3T3 cells preferred the oxidized (hydrophobic) conducting polymer surface more than
reduced (hydrophilic) [194].
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Figure 8. Schematic illustration of cell adhesion/detachment on oxidized/ reduced PPy nanoarray surfaces.
(a) Water contact angles of oxidized and reduced PPy nanoarray surfaces. (b) Cell adhesion and
detachment on oxidized and reduced PPy nanoarray surfaces. Due to the wettability mediated
hydrophobic interaction between cells and oxidized PPy nanoarray surface, cell can adhere to the
substrate rapidly, while when the PPy nanoarray surface reduced to hydrophilic state, cells could be
detached from the substrate. Through such switch between hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity, the
reversible cell adhesion and detachment can be easily controlled[194].

1.2.2 Understanding Cell-Conducting Polymer Interactions at the Molecular Level

The studies mentioned above have demonstrated the ability of controlling cell adhesion,
proliferation and migration using various forms of electrically switchable conducting polymer
surfaces. A common approach has been to electrically switch between oxidised and reduced
states, inducing changes in surface energy, interfacial dopant groups and adsorbed proteins,
to modulate interaction with the cell surface[194] [195, 196]. In these studies, physical
characterization of the surface and interfacial properties (i.e. roughness, surface energy,
surface potential, modulus, solvent uptake, pH) are attempted to be correlated with the
observed cell morphology, adhesion or density. One of the difficulties is that the physical
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properties during the redox process are inextricably linked and isolating the effect of a single
parameter can be problematic. For example, the solvent uptake may be responsible for
changes in surface roughness or modulus and vice versa.

Certainly, the effects of redox processes and concomitant changes in surface properties on
adsorbed proteins, such as extracellular matrix and serum protein (e.g fibronectin), are known
to play an important role. Probing changes in the protein adsorption and/or conformation is
typically achieved using fluorescent antibodies or measured using techniques such as AFM or
QCM [179, 197]. Molecular-level details of changes in the protein conformation as a function
of redox switching can be determined, however, the findings must still be extrapolated to
whole cell observations from separate cell culture experiments. For example, the analysis of
cell adhesion typically involves quantifying the degree of cell spreading or rounding-up, or
use of fluorescent dyes to determine adhesive structures such as actin stress fibres or focal
adhesions. Yet in these studies to date, there is a chasm in our understanding of the molecular
dynamics, physicochemical interactions and biomolecular interactions that take place at the
cell-material interface. Extrapolation of the data in this case fails to capture the critical
dynamics of ligand-receptor binding, including recognition, forces and kinetics of the bonds
during cell adhesion. In this field and more broadly biomaterials, it is the material surfaces
that provide the instruction for controlling the cells – though how do the cells “compute”
these instructions and transfer the signals? It is the dynamic interactions and forces, embodied
by the process of mechanotransduction, that enable transfer of the information across the
interface and through to the intracellular space. Furthermore, understanding the effects of
electrical switching of surface properties and electrical fields on the dynamic, molecular-level
signalling directly at the interface will provide deep insight on how to precisely control
cellular function via electromaterials and electrode devices. This will also add another
dimension to our general knowledge of cell adhesion on inherently conducting polymers and
have a broader impact on biomaterials in general.

A major challenge however is getting access to the cell-material interface, a highly confined
space of approximately < 100 nm, using a physical measurement probe to directly measure
the molecular level interactions. Ideally, we would like to measure the entirety of the
conducting polymer ⇔ adsorbed protein ⇔ cell surface interface. This is where the thesis
aims to merge a Biological-Atomic Force Microscopy technique, termed Single Cell Force
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Spectroscopy, with the electrochemistry of conducing polymers to address the
characterization challenges in quantifying real-time, molecular interactions directly at the
cell-electrode interface.

Therefore, the aims of the project are to:

Aim 1:

Develop the protocol of Electrochemical-Single Cell Force Spectroscopy (EC-SCFS) and
related Bio-AFM techniques to directly quantify cell adhesion at the cell-conducting polymer
interface at the molecular level as a function of electrical stimulation.
Aim 2:

Employ EC-SCFS and related Bio-AFM techniques to quantify single cell adhesion and
elucidate the single molecule ligand-receptor binding governing the cell adhesion on
conducting polymers as a function of electrical stimulation.
Aim 3:

Understand the effects of electrical stimulation, such as constant and frequency-dependent
waveforms, on single cell and molecular level adhesion on conducting polymer electrodes.
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Chapter 2 Single Cell Force Spectroscopy for
Studying Cell-Material Adhesion
2.1 Cell-Material Adhesion

Cell-material adhesion is widely studied in various research fields, including tissue
engineering, biomedical engineering, biomaterials, drug delivery and more recently for
improving techniques, such as cell printing [107, 198-201]. The key strategy for modulating
cell-material interactions is to develop materials that can promote attachment, migration,
proliferation, differentiation, long-term viability and/or cell function through surface
modification via doping, chemical functionalization or use of other surface modification
techniques like plasma grafting and coating deposition. In order to control the adhesion, the
substrates are endowed with bioactive molecules or dopants, such as ligands, growth factors,
hormones and enzymes or synthetic regulators of cell behaviour. These can be incorporated
in pre-set concentrations and with controlled spatial distributions on a bio-inert background
resistant to cell adhesion.

The molecular mechanisms of cell adhesion on materials can be divided into non-receptormediated and receptor-mediated adhesion. Non-receptor-mediated cell adhesion refers to
non-specific binding via so-called weak non-covalent interactions and intermolecular forces
such as hydrogen bonding, electrostatic, polar or ionic interactions between various charged
molecules on the cell membrane and functional chemical groups on the modified substrate. In
contrast, receptor-mediated cell adhesion is more specific and mediated by ECM components
such as FN, vitronectin, collagen and laminin, which are immobilized on the surface of
materials [202-205]. In addition to ligand-receptor mediated responses, changes in the
structure, morphology and physical properties of the ECM structure can have effects on
cellular morphology, spreading, cytoskeletal arrangement and cellular adhesion[206].
Importantly, the concentration, distribution, and mobility of the surface ligands (e.g. ECM
proteins and fragments) play a fundamental role in the functionality of synthetic biomaterials
[207].
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It has been shown that cell adhesion to materials depends strongly on the physiochemical
properties of the surface such as energy, charge, polarity, chemical composition and
wettability [208]. The chemical composition of the material surface is an important factor
influencing the surface energy, for example, the presence of oxygen-containing chemical
functional groups that increase the surface energy, polarity and wettability of the material
surface often support the adhesion and cell growth [208-210]. Generally, all the
physiochemical properties of material surfaces are integrated as an embodiment of surface
wettability [195]. As such, many studies have focused on the effect of hydrophobic and
hydrophilic material surface properties on cell adhesion [211, 212] and further extended these
investigation to the use of materials with extreme wettability ranges, namely
superhydrophilicity and superhydrophobicity [195].

2.1.1

Cell Adhesion Molecules

Cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) are proteins, mainly including integrin[213], cadherin[214,
215], selectin[216] and immunoglobulin superfamily(IgSF)[217], that are located on and
across the cell membrane and involved in binding with the other cells or surrounding tissue.
CAMs play a critical role in a variety of biological processes, like in tissue
morphogenesis[218], cell migration[219], synaptic signalling[220] and axon guidance[221].
Some of the current questions in this field relate to - how are CAMs functions integrated to
regulate cell adhesion and downstream signalling [222-224]? How can these interactions be
manipulated via engineering of biomaterials to control cell function [198, 225-228]? Further
work is required to provide insight into these fundamental questions.

2.1.1.1 Integrin

Integrins are large membrane-spanning heterodimeric proteins consisting of non-covalently
associated α and β subunits. There are 19α and 8β subunits that can assemble into 25 different
receptors with different binding properties and d tissue distribution in vertebrate cells [213,
229, 230]. The structure of integrin is like assembling a large ‘head’ on two ‘legs’, with the
head containing the sites for ligand binding and subunit association. It has been established
that integrin involved in cell development, signal transduction between intracellular and
extracellular[231, 232].
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Integrins are not only bind to ECM, but also linked to groups of intracellular proteins, thus
providing a ‘bridge’ for signalling and communication between the extracellular and
intracellular environments [232, 233].

2.2 Challenges in Quantifying Cell Adhesion on Materials

Cell adhesion measurement techniques have been recently classified in the work by Amelia
Ahmad Khalili(Fig. 1)[234]. Techniques for probing cell adhesion can be sorted as
qualitative, semi-quantitative methods and quantitative. Qualitative methods estimate the
adhesion based on imaging of cell morphology, e.g. either “spread” or “rounded-up”, or the
level of expression of focal adhesions[235, 236]. Washing assays, spinning-disk[237], and
flow-chamber assays[238] are semi-quantitative cell adhesion methods. For example,
conventional approaches typically define cell adhesion as the number of fixed and stained
cells remaining behind on the substrate after washing. The popular washing assay relies on
seeding cells on a substrate, then washing of non-adherent cells with buffers or cell medium
and counting the remaining cells. Washing assays can elucidate the adhesion receptors or
proteins regulating cell-substratum adhesion, but they are difficult to provide quantitative
information the strength of cell adhesion, especially in single cell and molecular level. Shear
fluid forces and centrifugal forces assays are more pseudo-quantitative approached to
determine the adhesion forces requiring to detach the cells[239]. However, like the washing
assay, they are influenced by cell shape, cell spreading area, non-specific interactions, and
thus cannot isolate the forces involved in specific cell adhesion. Furthermore, the analysis of
fixed and stained dead cells are not dynamic cell behaviours. In conclusion, there is
somewhat of a vacuum in our knowledge of the direct forces involved in cell adhesion,
especially at the molecular level with high temporal resolution.
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Figure 1. Summary of techniques involved in cell adhesion studies, categorized by the adhesion
attachment events and detachment events [240].

Single Cell Force Spectroscopy (SCFS) is a controlled and quantitative method to test cell
adhesion. SCFS assays can be sorted into 5 types, including magnetic tweezers (10~200pN),
optical tweezers (0.1~100pN) bio-membrane force probe (10-2pN~100pN), micropipette (102

~200pN) and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)-based SCFS (10~10-6pN) [240, 241] Among

these techniques, AFM-based SCFS, which is discussed in this chapter and the focus of the
thesis, is particularly suitable for probing molecular and cellular interactions in
physiologically relevant conditions with high spatio-temporal resolution and over a wide
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range of forces. In the last few years, various SCFS techniques have been increasingly
developed and their recent applications into materials science are exciting.

2.3 AFM-based Single Cell Force Spectroscopy

AFM-based SCFS is a powerful tool for directly quantifying a large range of cell adhesion
forces (10~10-6pN) and related process, including single cell adhesion, molecular level
binding, adhesion energetics and kinetics. Measurements can be done in near-physiological
conditions, thus it has the advantage of measuring the binding of receptors when ‘housed’ in
their fully functional and native environment of the living cell membrane (e.g. not extracted
and isolated on a substrate). For detail information on SCFS and its protocol, good reviews
can be found in several literatures [240-243]. Briefly, AFM-based SCFS converts a
conventional AFM cantilever with sharp tip to a chemical-functionalized tip-less AFM
cantilever attached with a single viable, live cell (Fig. 2D).

Figure 2. Converting a cell into a probe. (A) The apex of a lectin-functionalized (often by binding con A)
AFM cantilever is positioned above a cell. (B) The cantilever is gently pushed (generally with a force of <1
nN) for several seconds onto the cell. (C) The cantilever-bound cell is separated from the support and
allowed to establish firm adhesion. (D) A phase-contrast image of a cell (arrow) bound to a tip-less
cantilever [240].
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2.3.1

Single cell force spectroscopy data: SCFS Curve

The SCFS study uses the live cell probe to perform a SCFS curve and provides information
on cell adhesion to a material, functionalized substrate or another cell.

[244-247]. A

representative SCFS curve is shown in Fig. 3 and firstly involves the cell probe approaching
the surface (green line, I) until the cell makes contact with the surface and continues to ‘push’
into the surface with an increasing loading force up to pre-set value (green line, II) termed
the set-point. In this part of the curve, the cell undergoes deformation and thus the Young’s
modulus (E) of the cell can be extracted by fitting the slope to mechanical models such as the
Hertz model[248]. At this point, the cell can be left to dwell on the surface for a set period of
time from seconds up to minutes to determine the effect of time on the processes of adhesion.
Subsequently, the cell is retracted from the surface (blue curve, III) and adhesion is observed
as hysteresis in the curve, including the bulk detachment of the cell from the surface followed
by smaller unbinding events such as jumps and plateaus (tethers) Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. SCFS curve is the main data generated over SCFS technique. During the approach (denoted by
green arrows), the cell (probe) is pressed onto the substrate until a pre-set force (usually <1 nN) is
reached. After a contact time, the cell is retracted from the substrate (marked by blue arrows), and a
SCFS curve is recorded. This curve corresponds to a cell-adhesion signature. As the strain on the cell
increases, bonds that have been formed between the substrate and the cell break sequentially until the cell
has completely separated from the surface. The maximum downward force exerted on the cantilever of
the atomic force microscope is referred to as the detachment maximum force (Fdetach). During the
separation of the cell from the surface, two types of molecular unbinding events can occur. In the first
event, the receptor remains anchored in the cell cortex and unbinds as the force increases (denoted as
jumps). The second type of unbinding event occurs when receptor anchoring is lost and membrane
tethers are pulled out of the cell. In the unbinding-force curve, long plateaus of constant force
characterize tethers. The shaded area in B represents the measured work of cell detachment from the
substrate. The lower-case letters (a, b and c) denote different phases of cell-substrate detachment [240].

The maximum force (Fdetach) in Fig. 3 is given as the force required to separating a majority
of the cell body from the substrate (blue curve, b). Assuming a homogenous distribution of
specific or nonspecific receptors over the contact region, the maximum force is detected
when the contact region starts to shrink as maximum bonds existing. Within retract curve,
there are multiple unbinding events of cell surface molecules that occurring in parallel and
series, and giving rise to ‘saw-tooth’ like profile in the retract curve. The peaks are referred to
as ‘jumps’, and typically following jumps are “plateau” of the force (blue curve, c). In
addition to the force, the energy of the entire adhesion process can be quantified as the
integrated area under the curve (blue shaded)
Jumps are defined as undergoing an approximate non-linear increase in force over shorter
distances, while the plateaus show a constant force along its displacement, with both types
occurring due to binding interactions with cell surface molecules. Various mechanisms of
explaining the origin of the jumps and plateaus have been described [247, 249, 250] and their
different interactions are depicted in Fig. 4. Plateaus are due to binding interactions between
the substrate (e.g. with adsorbed proteins) and cell receptors that are not associated tightly
with cytoskeleton or cell cortex, and causing the extraction of the receptor along with a
membrane tether or nanotube from cell membrane. The plateau force is not due to unbinding
of the ligand-receptor complex, but relating to the force required continually extracting the
tether. For example, the diameter, concentration of lipids and bending modulus of the tether
will determine the plateau force which is typically <50 pN [251, 252]. The constant force
regime of the plateau interaction serves as evidence that the membrane is being pulled to
form a tether. As the lipid membrane reservoir becomes depleted, there can be an abrupt rise
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in the plateau force toward the end of its elongation prior to finally detaching from the probe
[253]. For unbinding events indicated by jumps, the non-linear increase in force prior to
rupture suggests that the receptor remains tightly anchored to the intracellular actincytoskeleton[254]. At several tens of pN force, they can be interpreted as the unbinding of a
single or few ligand-receptor complexes[252] . Jump event related membrane adhesive
molecules, such as integrin, form adhesive bonds and also attach through their cytoplasmic
domains to protein linkers that connect them firmly to the actin cytoskeleton, kind of
interaction have been demonstrated previously[255]. The distribution of jump force reflects
the stochastic survival of ligand-receptor bonds under an increasing force load[256].

Figure 4. Illustration of the different processes causing jump(s) and plateau (t) events. Jump event (upper
panel). A cell adhesion receptor (green) anchored to the cytoskeleton (red) binds to a ligand within the
ECM (here collagen). Upon cantilever retraction, the cell adhesion receptor-membrane-cytoskeleton
linker is stretched and the force on the cantilever increases. Upon bond rupture the force acting on the
cantilever rapidly decreases. Plateau event (lower panel). A receptor that is not anchored to the
cytoskeleton is extracted at the apex of a membrane nanotube (plateau) from the cell body. The force on
the cantilever remains constant during tether extraction. When the cell adhesion receptor–ligand bond
fails, the force on the cantilever decreases in staircase-like manner [243].

2.3.2

Operating Principle of SCFS.

Many experimental parameters can be adjusted for SCFS. The set-point value or total applied
force of the cell in contact with substrate has an effect on the measured adhesion. The
maximum adhesion force can increase with an increase in the applied force due to an increase
in cell deformation and therefore an increase in the contact area for adhesion[257]. The Z
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length is the distance of the x-axis of the SCFS curve and determines the distance that the cell
probe is retracted from the surface. This distance, typically greater than several microns, must
be sufficient to enable full detachment of the cell from the substrate. The extend delay, or
time the cell spends in contact time with the substrate, is critical for controlling the temporal
processes of cell adhesion. The extend delay can range from less than seconds up to 30 mins.
Shorter times on the order of seconds are employed to probe initial adhesion events with
higher probability of measuring single ligand-receptor interactions while longer times on the
order of minutes are used to observe adhesion processes related to the cooperativity and
clustering of receptors (e.g. formation of focal adhesions). These different adhesion processes
are interdependent and may temporally overlap, which may complicate dissecting their
precise contribution to cell adhesion formation[258]. However, the maximum detachment
force does not increase persistently along with contact time[259], as each of the factors which
contribute to cell adhesion may become saturated. Time-dependent changes in cell adhesion
measured with SCFS have been reported, with increases in the adhesion force due to the
formation of small clusters of integrin at a time point around 1 min. After around 1 min, the
forces increased to tens of nN and represented subsequent larger focal adhesion complexes
[242]. SCFS is better suited to shorter times (i.e. seconds) as longer times on the order of
mins present several limitations. Firstly, SCFS curves for longer times are subject to thermal
drift which may alter the position of the cell relative to the substrate. If the cell is in contact
with the surface for longer periods, the strength of adhesion between the cell and substrate
becomes significant (tens of nN) and may eventually exceed the binding of the cell to the
AFM cantilever. Inevitably, the cell will be pulled off the tip during retraction of the
cantilever [241]. To ensure the latter is avoided, the attachment of the cell to the AFM
cantilever (see methods section for more details) involves allowing the cell to establish
adhesion for 5-10 mins on a Biotin-ConA functionalized cantilever prior to the SCFS
measurements. By using shorter dwell times, this procedure has been shown to ensure that the
cell adhesion to the cantilever will be significantly greater than adhesion to the opposing
surface [260].

Another important parameter is the retraction speed that affects the force and lifetime of the
jump and plateau forces [240]. Higher retraction speeds effectively reduces the amount of
time for thermal energy to contribute to dissociation of the bonds. Thus, faster retraction
speeds, or loading rates (force/s) when considering the force, causes an increase in the
adhesion force while the opposite is the case for slower speeds. Typically retraction speeds
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used are on the order of several microns per second and must be kept constant between
experiments so as to enable comparable data. Alternatively, a series of experiments can be
performed by analysing the adhesion forces as function of changing the retraction speed over
orders of magnitude. This can be used to give insight into kinetic parameters of adhesion (e.g.
lifetime of the bonds) and relates to an area developed for AFM termed Dynamic Force
Microscopy[261]. Temperature is shown to affect the bond forces when undertaking dynamic
force spectroscopy[261] and may also influence the spring constant and hydrodynamic drag
forces. Thus, a well-defined cell incubator with temperature set-point and feedback control (±
0.1 degree Celsius) is used during the SFCS experiments to keep the sample and live cells in
cell medium at 37℃ (see methods).

2.4 Review of SCFS studies
Since AFM-based SCFS has been applied to study different aspects of cell adhesion,
including

cell-material,

cell-cell,

and

single-molecule

receptor-ligand

interactions

experiments. Several classic protocols [242, 249] and reviews [240, 241, 262] have been
published and are highly recommended.

2.4.1 Cellular-level SCFS Studies

SCFS was initially applied to measure the endogenous adhesive properties of single cells
from zebrafish embryos to fibronectin coated substrates, as the adhesion plays an important
role for germ layer formation during vertebrate gastrulation(Figure. 5)[263]. To assess
whether there were measurable differences in the adhesion of wild-type (WT) and slb/wnt11
mutant (SLB) mesendodermal progenitors to fibronectin, SCFS was performed for the
different cell types (Fig. 5A). Histograms for the maximum detachment force (Fig. 5B)
showed that the mesendodermal progenitor cells from slb/wnt11 mutant embryos that carry a
loss-of-function mutation in the wnt11 gene exhibited reduced detachment force to a
substrate coated with fibronectin when compared to wild-type cells[263]. Wild-type cells
typically had average detachment forces ranging from 198~405pN and average detachment
work ranging from 1.07×10–16J to 2.80×10–16J. In contrast, slb/wnt11 mutant cells exhibited
average detachment forces ranging from 123~156pN and work ranging from 7.80×10–17J to
1.3×10–16J.
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Figure 5. Typical SCFS curves and histograms for the different cell types and experimental conditions. (A)
SCFS curves for wild-type cells, wild-type cells plus RGD peptide and Slb/wnt11 cells adhering to a
fibronectin substrate for a contact time of 5 s. (B) Corresponding relative count histograms of the
detachment forces for wild-type and Slb/wnt11 cells on fibronectin [263].

To further study the molecular and cellular mechanisms of Wnt11, is a protein that is encoded
by the Wnt11 gene, in tissue morphogenesis during vertebrate gastrulation, SCFS was used to
identify a novel mechanism of Wnt signaling in gastrulation by modulating E-cadherin
mediated cell cohesion through Rab5c[264]. The study prepared cultures of single
mesendodermal cells and coupled one single cell to the AFM probe by coating the cantilever
with the lectin, Con-A. The cell probe was then used on E-cadherin-decorated substrates by
first pressing the cell onto the substrate for various dwell times and then pulling it away from
the substrate and recording the de-adhesion forces needed to completely dissociate the cell
from the substrate(Fig. 6A). Typical SCFS curves of single mesendodermal cells to substrates
decorated with E-Cadherin are shown in Fig. 6A. The specificity of these measurements was
determined by knocking down E-cadherin in mesendodermal cells and adding EGTA and
indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) to the culture medium to inhibit cadherin binding (Fig. 6B). A
significant decrease in the maximum detachment forces was needed to dissociate wild-type
versus Slb/ wnt11 mutant cells from E-cadherin substrates for dwell times ranging from 1s to
5s, suggesting that Wnt11 is required for suitable adhesion of mesendodermal cells to Ecadherin(Fig. 6C).
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Figure 6. Measurements of Maximum detachment Forces of Single Mesendodermal Cells to Substrates
Decorated with E-Cadherin. (A) Schematic of an AFM single cell adhesion experiment on a decorated
surface and typical SCFS curves showing the detachment events. A single cell is captured using a lectindecorated cantilever (1) and then pressed on a cadherin-decorated substrate (2). After a prescribed
contact time, the cell/cantilever is separated from the substrate at a controlled speed (3). The SCFS curve
shows a maximal detachment force jump(F), with several small unbinding events either preceded (T) or
not preceded (J). In the end, the cell probe and the substrate are fully separated (4). (B and C)
Histograms of maximum detachment force for different conditions, cell types, and contact times. (B)
Control experiments showing wild-type cells (WT) in the presence of either EGTA to remove Ca2+ or
IAA to compete with E-cadherin binding and wild-type cells injected with e-cadherin-MO (morpho) to
reduce E-cadherin activity.(C) Comparison of the maximum detachment forces measured for wild-type
(WT) and Slb/wnt11 mutant (SLB) cells, wild-type cells injected with rab5c-MO (rab5), and Slb/wnt11
mutant cells expressing 10 pg Slb/wnt11 mRNA (rescued) for contact times ranging from 0 to 5 s.
Asterisks indicate values that are not significantly different (p > 0.05). The data are presented as mean ±
SEM[264].
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SCFS protocol have been developed for investigating cellular adhesion to extracellular matrix
components [249], allowing the interaction strength of native receptors to their ligands to be
quantified. As a result, SCFS curves have shown a degree of high variability when measuring
the adhesion of Hela cells to collagen type I. Fig. 7a displays SCFS curves recorded after a
Hela cell was in contact with collagen type I for 60s. The maximum detachment forces vary
by several hundred piconewtons (pN) (Fig. 7a, SCFS curve IV and VII) and the length of
adhesion interactions along the x-axis (distance) (Fig. 7a, SCFS curve IV and V) can be
highly variable and does not necessarily correlate with the detachment force. Examples of
typical analysis include the maximum forces given as histograms on a logarithmic scale to
highlight the distribution of forces (Fig. 7b). Box-whisker plots of maximum forces required
to detach the HeLa cells from collagen type I–coated supports provide another format for the
analysis and typically used to statistically compare the cell adhesion in the presence of
different adhesion-inhibiting agents such as ion chelators and antibodies (Fig. 7c).

Figure 7. Anticipated results. (a) SCFS curves (curves I–VII) recorded while repeatedly detaching a single
HeLa cell from collagen type I–coated supports after a contact time of 60 s. (b) Histogram of detachment
forces extracted from SCFS curves recorded for a contact time of 60 s. (c) Box-whisker plots of forces
required to detach HeLa cells from collagen type I–coated supports. In these experiments, the adhesion of
HeLa cells to collagen-coated supports in the presence of different adhesion-inhibiting agents was
measured. EDTA is a metal-ion chelator that inactivates cell-surface integrins (integrins are
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heterodimeric metal ion–dependent transmembrane proteins and mediate cell adhesion to ECM proteins).
Optional addition of EDTA to the CO2-independent medium significantly decreases adhesion of HeLa
cells to collagen-coated supports. Similarly, addition of antibodies blocking the function of different
subunits of the collagen-binding integrin α1β1 (optional; can be added to the CO2-independent medium)
reduces adhesion to background levels. In the box-whisker plots shown, half of the data points are within
the box and 80% within the whiskers. Black and white lines mark median and mean, respectively. The
number of analyzed SCFS curves is given above bars (< n>). Numbers between bars indicate the P-value
of the indicated Mann-Whitney test [249].

In addition to extracellular components, the interaction of living cells with their local
microenvironment is a complex process that is simultaneously influenced by several factors.
The influence of topographic microstructures on the initial adhesion of L929 fibroblasts have
been investigated by Patrick Elter et al[257]. The results prove that it is more favorable for
the fibroblasts to adapt their contact area to the planar regions. Further studies adopted AFMbased SCFS for a detailed analysis of initial adhesion of L929 mouse fibroblasts on a grooved
nanostructure decorated with varying fibronectin concentrations (Fig. 8)[265].

Figure 8. Schematic of the experimental set-up. An L929 fibroblast was attached to a functionalized AFM
cantilever and brought into contact with the substrate. After a pre-defined contact time, the cell probe
was retracted, and the adhesion forces were derived from the deflection of the vertical cantilever. By
moving the cantilever to different positions on the substrate, the adhesions to the nanostructured and
planar regions could be directly compared[265].
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Firstly, the results showed that an increase in FN concentration increased the adhesion forces
and energies (From Fig. 9a). Fig. 9b shows the relative adhesion forces for each fibroblast
cell at different FN concentrations on the nanostructured versus planar substrates. In
summary, on the grooved nanostructures, the cell adhesion force decreased to 79%±13% of
the value for the planar reference, because the effective contact area between fibroblasts and
the nanostructure was reduced.

Figure 9. a, Maximum force (left) and the adhesion energy (right) in the planar regions of the substrate.
Each box encloses half of the data points, and the whiskers represent the 10th and 90th percentiles. The
point indicates the mean, and the line indicates the median. All plots are based on 190-200 measurement
points and 10 different cells per FN concentration. The contact time was 10 s; the contact force was 500
pN; and the retraction velocity was 5 m/s. Black arrows indicate datasets that are significantly different
from those at the next lower fibronectin concentration according to a Paired Sample Wilcoxon Signed
Rank test at the 0.05 level. b, Comparison of the relative cell adhesion strengths (maximum forces)
between the nanostructured and the planar substrates. The substrates were pre-incubated with FN at
varying bulk concentrations (top: 0 g/ml; centre: 5 g/ml; bottom: 25 g/ml fibronectin). In all plots, the 100%
line represents the mean value of the adhesion forces on a planar substrate; the box encloses half of the
data points, and the whiskers represent the 10th and 90th percentiles. The point indicates the mean, and
the line indicates the median. The left boxes show the adhesion behaviour for 10 different cells, and the
right boxes represent the distributions of the means. For each cell and region, 20-40 SCFS curves were
obtained (i.e.10-20 SCFS curves in the nanostructured regions and 10-20 SCFS curves in the planar
regions; a total of 360-400 SCFS curves per FN concentration). Cells are shown in ascending order
according to their mean force. The dwell time was 10 s; the contact force was 500 pN; and the retraction
velocity was 5 m/s. Black arrows indicate datasets that are significantly different from the 100%-value
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according to a One-Sample Wilcoxon Signed Rank test at the 0.05 level[265].

Due to the extrusion of long-distance membrane tethers (plateau) during cell separation, the
effective pulling range is always required to tens of micrometres. With the extended pulling
range of SCFS set-up 100μm, the interaction between a melanoma cell and human umbilical
vein endothelial cells have been quantified over SCFS (Fig. 10)[266].

Figure 10. (A) Schematic of a melanoma cell capture. The lectin-decorated cantilever is positioned over a
cell in suspension, at close proximity to the surface. Then the cantilever is gently pushed for a few seconds
on the cell. After this, the cantilever-bound cell and support are vertically separated by ≈100 μm. This
allows the cell to establish a firm adhesion to the cantilever. The last panel presents an optical image of a
cell captured on a tipless cantilever. (B) Schematic of an adhesion assay of a single captured melanoma
cell on an endothelial cell layer. The probe cell is positioned over a zone of interest, which has been
selected by phase-contrast microscopy. A given force (usually of several hundred of pN) is applied for a
given time (usually in the range of seconds) on the cell layer. The probe cell is subsequently separated
from the surface, and the de-adhesion events are recorded. The last panel shows a phase-contrast image
of a cantilever-bound melanoma cell (arrow) in contact with an HUVEC layer (scale bars=20 μm)[266].

2.4.2 Molecular-level SCFS Studies

A significant interest is to study molecular mechanisms underlying cell adhesion to the ECM.
The Muller group reported a protocol for studying α2β1 integrin-mediated adhesion to type I
collagen at the single-molecule level using AFM-based SCFS[267]. In this study, SCFS
curves were recorded at the pulling speeds ranging from 0.9 to 9μm/s (Fig. 11A). Bond
strength, bond life time and bond barrier width could be determined according to the
Bell/Evans theory of bond rupture under force[268, 269]. The mean value of rupture forces
increased from 40pN to around 100pN along with the increasing of loading rate (Fig. 11B).
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Figure 11. Dynamic SCFS. (A) Distribution of rupture forces measured at different loading rates (n > 50
adhesion events). SCFS curves were recorded at pulling speeds ranging from 0.9 to 9 μm/s. (B)
Dependence of rupture forces (mean ± SD) on the loading rate (mean ± SD). For each loading rate, the
mean rupture force was determined from the corresponding rupture force distributions shown in (A).
The mean rupture force values were fitted using Bell’s equation[268, 269] and bond lifetime (1/koff) and
barrier width xu were calculated[267].

Feiya Li et al. used SCFS to characterize the interaction between α5β1 and a fibronectin
fragment derived from the seventh through tenth type III repeat of FN (i.e., FN7-10)
containing both the arg-gly-asp (RGD) sequence and the synergy site. The cell attached on
the AFM probe was a K562 cell expressing the integrin α5β1 and FN7-10 was absorbed on
the cell culture dish. To assess the individual α5β1/FN7-10 bond strength, the contact
between cell and FN7-10 absorbed cell culture dish was minimized by reducing both dwell
time (<50 ms) and contact force (100 pN). The representative SCFS curves are displayed in
Fig. 11 and 30% of the SCFS curves resulted in single-molecular adhesion. This work
provided a detailed description on undertaking dynamic SCFS measurements with singlemolecule sensitivity and the protocol for measuring energy landscape parameters of ligandreceptor bonds[261]. This study identified two barriers to the unbinding of the α5β1/FN7-10.
The inner barrier, which is affected by deletion of RGD sites, but not by the synergy site, is
observed at high forces and may not be physiologically important. The outer barrier operates
at lower, physiologically relevant forces, which is affected by both RGD and synergy sites.
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Figure 11. SCFS curves between K562 and FN7-10 under conditions of minimal contact. Two of the six
SCFS curves (first and fifth) revealed adhesion. fr is the rupture force of the α5β1 integrin/FN bond. ks is
the system spring constant and is used to determine the loading rate of the measurement. The cantilever
retraction rate of the measurements was 5 μm/s[261].

Furthermore, the specificity of the cell adhesion can be demonstrated by using blocking
experiments involving the introduction of excess free ligand/receptor, antibodies, or chelating
ions during the experiments to selectively inhibit the CAMs and/or binding complexes
responsible for cell adhesion[245, 267, 270]. For example, SCFS curves before and after
injection of β1 integrin-antibodies to block binding of the integrin receptors are presented Fig.
13. The maximum force decreased from ~1.3nN (Fig. 13 B) to ~0.3nN (Fig. 13 A) after
treating the cells with β1-integrin adhesion blocking antibody. In addition, most of the
molecular-level interactions such as jumps and plateaus disappeared after blocking. These
blocking experiments are critical for determining which receptors are involved in the cell
adhesion and the contribution of specific binding versus non-specific interactions [271].
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Figure 13. SCFS curves of human foreskin fibroblasts (HFF) cells attached to FN. (A) Attachment is
inhibited using a β1-integrin adhesion blocking antibody. (B). The Lowest point of the retraction curve
represents the maximum unbinding force, and is marked with green circle. The area enclosed by the
retraction curve (colored gray) describes the work required for the cell detachment[271].

In another example of determining specific binding, SCFS was employed to get a more
quantitative insight into the early Madin-Darby canine kidney cells adhesion to different
ECM components[272]. In this approach, single cells were immobilized to a Con A-coated
AFM cantilever and lowered onto laminin-111- or collagen I-coated substrates. In contrast to
long-term adhesion (90s), early adhesion (2s) to laminin-111 was found to be independent of
integrin binding because chelation of divalent ions by EDTA or the addition of β1-integrin
antibodies had no significant effect (Fig. 14, c and e). The opposite was observed for early
adhesion to collagen I, which was entirely dependent on functional β1-integrin (Fig.
14, d and f).
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Figure 14. SCFS analysis of adhesion to laminin-111 and collagen I. a, single control (2 s, n = 53; 90 s, n =
21), Gal3-KD (2 s, n = 24; 90 s, n = 23), or Gal9-KD (2 s, n = 26; 90 s, n = 20) MDCK cells were captured
onto Con A-coated AFM cantilevers and pressed onto laminin-111-coated substrates. After the indicated
contact times, cells were lifted from the substrate, and the maximum force was recorded as described
under “Experimental Procedures.” ns, no significance (p > 0.05); *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.001. c, the
maximum force between MDCK cells and laminin-111 was measured in the absence and presence of 50
mm lactose or 5 mm EDTA. e, the maximum detachment force between MDCK cells and laminin-111 was
measured in the absence and presence of β1-integrin function blocking antibody (AIIB2; diluted 1:10) or
100 μg/ml RGD peptide. b, single control (2 s, n = 21; 20 s, n = 20), Gal3-KD (2 s, n = 20; 20 s, n = 19), or
Gal9-KD (2 s, n = 22; 20 s, n = 21) MDCK cells were captured onto Con A-coated AFM cantilevers and
pressed onto collagen I-coated substrates. The maximum force was recorded. ns, p > 0.05; *, p < 0.05; **,
p < 0.001. d, the maximum force between MDCK cells and collagen I was measured in the absence and
presence of 50 mm lactose or 5 mm EDTA. f, the maximum force between MDCK cells and collagen I was
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measured in the absence and presence of β1-integrin function-blocking antibody (AIIB2; diluted 1:10) or
100 μg/ml RGD peptide[272].

Similarly, SCFS was used to study the contribution of specific integrin adhesion[273] of preosteoblastic cells to native (Col) and partially-denatured (pdCol) collagen I. Thermal or
proteolytic denaturation of collagen I unwinds the triple-helical structure, leading to the
exposure of cryptic RGD-motifs[274]. After a dwell time of 5s, the maximum force to
detach the pre-osteoblasts cell from pdCol (931 ± 214 pN; median ± median average
deviation) was greater than the native Col(306 ± 91 pN)(Fig. 15 b). The contributions of β1,
αV, α5β1 and β3 integrins in pre-osteoblast adhesion to Col versus pdCol was further tested
(Fig. 15 c and d). Such studies highlight the flexibility of AFM-based SCFS for assessing the
relative contributions of specific cell surface components to the process of cell adhesion,
regardless of the heterogeneity of the cell surface and the complex molecular mechanisms
determining overall cell adhesion.

Figure 15. Quantification of pre-osteoblast adhesion to Col and pdCol matrices by SCFS. (a) Phase
contrast image of a living MC3T3-E1 cell attached to an AFM cantilever. (b) SCFS curves recording the
detachment of single MC3T3-E1 cells from Col and pdCol. (c,d) Detachment forces of MC3T3-E1 cells
(5 s contact time) that were pre-incubated for 30 min with different antibodies blocking β1-, αV-, α5β1- or
β3-integrins or RGD peptides. Data in c,d is represented as Box-Whisker plots. Top and bottom of the
boxes indicate the 75th and 25th percentiles, upper and lower whiskers the 90th and 10th percentiles.
White and black lines within boxes denote medians, and < n > the number of analyzed SCFS curves.
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Asterisks on top of bars indicate significant differences (p ≤ 0.05) according to a non-parametric test
(Mann–Whitney) [273].

SCFS was also applied to investigate the contributions from glycocalyx mediated cell
adhesion of K562 cells on FN-coated substrates[275]. The importance of this is that all cells
have a glycocalyx which contributes to non-specific adhesion between cells and substrates.
The glycocalyx adhesion was characterized by multiple jumps with dispersed jump sizes that
extended from 5 to 30 µm in length.

SCFS has been combined with other techniques to map the molecular –level interactions of
cells. For example, SCFS was combined with cell biological and genetic recombination
approaches to characterize the contribution of individual domains of neuronal surface
receptors to neuronal outgrowth[276]. In this study, the researchers identified which teneurin
domains facilitate molecular recognition between cells, more specifically strengthen cell–cell
(HEK293) adhesion, and direct neurite outgrowth by using a combination of deletions and
insertion/deletion of teneurin-1 and teneurin-2 domains.

In additional to animal cells, SCFS has been more broadly applied to study fungi and bacteria
cells. For example, Seoktae Kang etc. studied bacterial cell adhesion using a bioinspired
polydompamine wet adhesive. The SCFS curves showed that single bacterial interactions,
repulsive steric forces and multimodal weak adhesion forces, with quartz surfaces are greatly
influenced by the bacterium exocellular polymers[277]. This method has been modified from
a tipless AFM probe to the use of a colloidal probe which is a simple, versatile,
nondestructive, and affords much better control of the cell positioning of the cell over the
substrate [278]. SCFS has also been used to quantify the interactions between fungal cells,
providing novel insights into the molecular origin of the cohesive strength of fungal
cells[279].
In conclusion, the ability to measure forces with high resolution over a wide range makes
AFM-based SCFS a valuable technique to study cellular adhesion forces across dimensions
from the single-molecule level to that of the entire cell. SCFS promises to become a valuable
tool for quantitating molecular contributions to adhesion forces in living cells in a wide range
of applications.
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From Publication: Zhang, H, Molino, P., Wallace, G. G. Higgins. M. J. (2015).
Quantifying molecular-level cell adhesion on electroactive conducting polymers using
electrochemical-single cell force spectroscopy. Nature Scientific Reports, 5:1334
Summary: This study developed a new AFM-based technique, termed ElectrochemicalSingle Cell Force Spectroscopy, to quantify the adhesion between live single cells and
conducting polymers whilst applying a voltage to electrically switch the polymer from
oxidized to reduced states. The cell-conducting polymer adhesion represents the non-specific
interaction between cell surface glycocalyx molecules and polymer groups such as sulfonate
and dodecylbenzene groups, which rearrange their orientation during electrical switching.
Single cell adhesion significantly increases as the polymer is switched from an oxidized to
fully reduced state, indicating stronger cell binding to sulfonate groups as opposed to
hydrophobic groups. This increase in single cell adhesion is concomitant with an increase in
surface hydrophilicity and uptake of cell medium, driven by cation movement, into the
polymer film during electrochemical reduction. Binding forces between the glycocalyx and
polymer surface are indicative of molecular-level interactions and during electrical
stimulation there is a decrease in both the binding force and stiffness of the adhesive bonds.
The study provides insight into the effects of electrochemical switching on cell adhesion at
the cell-conducting polymer electrode interface and is more broadly applicable to elucidating
the binding of cell adhesion molecules in the presence of electrical fields and directly at
electrode interfaces.

3.1 Introduction

Electrically switchable surfaces are capable of on-demand, temporal control of cell adhesion.
This is achieved by applying a voltage to an electrode, causing a switch of surface chemistry,
to either promote or inhibit interactions with surface molecules present on the living cell
surface. They are important for fundamental studies on cell interactions[280] and increasingly
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used to manipulate cell adhesion for spatio-temporal detachment of cells[281],
electrochemical cell sensing[282], electrophoretic cell trapping[283], diagnostic protein
arrays[284], low-fouling biomaterials[285], and envisaged as signaling platforms to enable
electrical recording as well as novel delivery of physico-mechano-chemical signals to control
the growth and development of cells in direct contact with the electrode[186].

Strategies include the use of gold substrates functionalized with self-assembled monolayers
consisting of charged end-groups or ligands. Upon electrical stimulation, these surface
molecules are either electrochemically cleaved[286], or electrostatically attracted toward or
repelled from the electrode[287], with the effect of shedding, hiding or exposing bioactive
groups. Electrical control of cell adhesion is also achieved using conducting polymers with
entrapped biomolecules that can switch their orientation, or freely diffuse, upon oxidation and
reduction[287, 288]. The general switching mechanisms involve controlling the presentation
of surface ligands specific to cell surface receptors[289], or bioactivity of cell recognition
proteins adsorbed on the electrode surface[290].

Most electrically switchable surfaces are capable of reversible and rapid switching. For this
situation, it is predicted that cell adhesion will involve the cyclic breakage and formation of
many individual bonds. Such rapid turnover of cell adhesion, as occurs in migration[291], is
an emerging mechanism in adhesion-mediated signaling pathways[292] and increasingly
implicated in cell processes such as regulation of stem cell populations[293]. Switching on or
off the activation of receptors at specific time-points enables temporal regulation [293].
Endogenous or weak electrical fields and gradients in the cellular environment also polarize
receptors and intracellular signaling molecules, altering their density and distribution, to
control cell migration[294]. It is therefore conceivable that electrode surfaces could provide
electrical control of physical bonds involved in cell signaling pathways.

An important question is how do the dynamic electrochemical signals of electrode surfaces
affect cell adhesion at the single molecule level? Studies to date on electrically switchable
surfaces use optical imaging to monitor the effects on cell adhesion. These typically involve
quantifying the amount of spreading or detachment of cells over a period of > 30 minutes,
which is incompatible with rapid switching and elucidating potential effects at the molecular
level. One often needs to extrapolate the whole cell morphological changes to possible
dynamic, molecular processes of cell adhesion under electrical control. To address this, we
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need to directly probe in real-time the individual molecular bonds and force between the
living cell surface and electrically switchable surface, which has hitherto been difficult to
achieve. Here, we apply a technique termed Electrochemical-Single Cell Force Spectroscopy
(EC-SCFS) to enable direct measurement of molecular force between a single cell and
conducting polymer under electrical control.

To implement EC-SCFS, we combine EC-AFM with the SCFS [243, 247], which is capable
of dynamic, repeatable measurements of single cell adhesion on electrically switchable
surfaces with force resolution down to 20 pN from millisecond(ms) to minute timescales.
SCFS has made a significant impact by elucidating molecular mechanisms of integrinextracellular matrix adhesion (e.g. collagen)[249], including early stages of adhesion[242],
receptor cross-talk[295] and effect of culturing agents[242]. Furthermore, the ability to
repeatedly probe molecular interactions of the same cell on a material surface is important for
gaining access to temporal and dynamic effects of electrically switchable surfaces. A detailed
practical guide on SCFS and its advantages-disadvantages as a single cell measurement
technique have recently been described [243]. We specifically probe the live L929 fibroblast
single cell adhesion on polypyrrole (PPy) conducting polymer substrates doped with
dodecylbenzene (DBSA). PPy/DBSA functions as a working electrode within a 3-electrode
electrochemical cell under the AFM probe (Fig. 1a). The setup allows cyclic voltammetry
(Fig. 1a, left) and constant potential measurements whilst simultaneously measuring single
cell adhesion on the working electrode.

To date most studies have investigated protein-mediated cell adhesion on conducting
polymers, although the contribution from non-specific interactions is less clear. Non-specific
interactions can override specific peptide-mediated cell adhesion[296] and may also exert
significant control over cell growth and development, representing an evolving strategy in the
use of functional groups to enable “specific” interactions without using expensive peptides or
bio-reagents[297]. Here, we use only serum-free medium (without proteins) as the electrolyte
to investigate intrinsic binding of cells to the conducting polymer substrate. The interaction
between the external region of the cell membrane, known as the glycocalyx which serves as a
barrier to adhesion, and bare conducting polymer is considered as non-specific
interactions[298, 299]. Specifically, the incorporated DBSA with sulfonate groups is a
potential mimic of sulfonated biopolymers such as glycosaminoglycans whose degree and
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“patterning” of sulfonation regulates binding with extracellular matrix proteins, cytokines and
cell surfaces[300].

The electrochemical switching mechanism for PPy/DBSA involves rearrangement of the
sulfonate and dodecylbenzene groups of the DBSA molecules within the conducting polymer
(Fig. 1b). During oxidation (yellow), the negatively charged sulfonate groups coordinate with
the positively charged polymer, causing the hydrophobic groups to orientate to the polymerliquid interface [301]. The sulfonate groups and hydrophobic groups can then switch
orientation during reduction (green), with the hydrophobic groups preferring to coordinate
with the neutral polymer backbone. Thus, SCFS is used to quantify live single cell adhesion
during this redox process.

Figure 1. (a) Simplified schematic of experiment setup which enables SCFS within a 3-electrode EC cell
above an inverted Nikon microscope. The EC cell is mounted on the AFM scanning stage and the live cell
probe is brought into contact with the conducting polymer surface in cell medium. A PPy/DBSA substrate
(orange) is inserted in the bottom of EC cell as the working electrode(red), a platinum wire ring (silvery
grey) is positioned above as the counter electrode, and small Ag/AgCl reference electrode(yellow) was fed
into a side opening of the EC cell. The system can be temperature, humidity and gas controlled (5%CO2),
and force measurements conducted in CO2 independent medium (blue). Cyclic voltammograms (CV)
were performed in the EC cell to determine the reduction and oxidation reactions of PPy/DBSA in CO2
independent cell medium. The CV indicated an oxidation peak at approximately -340mV and reduction
peak at around -500mV. (b) Zoom in cell membrane-PPy/DBSA polymer interface. The surface
properties of PPy/DBSA can be switched between hydrophilic and hydrophobic via reorientation of its
surfactant dopant molecules DBS-[175]. When oxidizing PPy/DBSA (yellow), positive ions are ejected
from PPy/DBSA for charge neutralization, with the negative sulfonic acid group switching to coordinate
with the positively charge PPy chains. The hydrophobic dodecyl benzene group are then presented at the
polymer surface Upon reduction (green), positive ions enter the polymer for charge neutralization of
excess DBS- anions immobilized in the polymer, while dodecyl benzene groups switch to coordinate with
the neutral PPy[302]. Thus, sulfonic acid groups switch to the polymer surface. Due to the surface
switching dodecyl benzene and sulfonic acid groups, the interfacial surface properties can be tuned via
ES[301, 303].
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3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Electrochemical Polymerization of Polymer Films
The pyrrole monomer was purchased from Merck and purified by distillation over molecular
sieves prior to use under nitrogen. The chemical dopant was sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate
(DBSA) (Sigma-Aldrich, 289957). Aqueous solution for electrochemical polymerization
consisted of 0.2 M pyrrole in deionised milli-q water (18.2 MΩ) with 2mg/ml DBSA. Gold
coated Mylar was prepared by cutting 2.2 × 2.2 cm square pieces. Polypyrrole substrates
doped with DBSA (PPy/DBSA) were grown galvanostatically under constant current
(0.10mA/cm2) for 10 min using an eDAQ EA161 potentiostat and recorder. The polymer
growth was specifically performed in a JPK Electrochemistry Cell (ECCell™) with the gold
coated Mylar as the working electrode (active electrode area of 2.0 cm2), a platinum wire
counter electrode and Ag/AgCl reference electrode (DRIREF-2SH, World Precision
Instruments). After growth, the films were washed with milli-q water, gently dried with
N2 gas and placed in a drying oven until use.

3.2.2 Contact Angle Measurements

A goniometer (KSV instruments Ltd.) was used to measure the contact angle of a freshly
grown, native polymer substrate without an applied potential. After measurements on the
native polymer, the same film was dried under N2 gas, placed in the JPK Electrochemistry
Cell with CO2 independent medium (18045-088, Life Technology), and a constant potential
of +300mV was then applied to the film for 5 minutes using a eDAQ EA161 potentiostat.
The film was then rinsed with milli-q water (18.2 MΩ), gently dried under N2 gas and
goniometry immediately carried out on the film to determine the contact angle. This process
was repeated on the same film for potentials of -300 mV followed by -800 mV.
Measurements were repeated using 3 different polymer film samples.

3.2.3 Quartz Crystal Microbalance
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Electrochemical polymerization of PPy/DBSA films was performed using a Q-Sense
electrochemistry module (QEM 401) axial flow cell with a Q-Sense E4 quartz crystal
microbalance system (Q-Sense AB, Västra, Frölunda, Sweden), as described previously[197].
The QCM sensor was an A-T cut quartz crystal with a 10 mm diameter gold electrode
(QSX301) with a fundamental resonance frequency of 5 MHz (Q-Sense AB, Västra, Frölunda,
Sweden). Aqueous solutions for electrochemical polymerization were the same as above,
consisting of 0.2 M pyrrole in deionised milli-q water (18.2 MΩ) with 2mg ml-1 DBSA. The
Q-Sense electrochemistry cell consisted of a platinum counter electrode, a World Precision
Instruments Dri-ref reference electrode, and gold working electrode upon the quartz sensor.
PPy/DBSA films were grown galvanostatically onto gold-coated Q-Sense quartz sensors
using an eDAQ e-corder 410 recorder and EA163 potentiostat connected to the Q-Sense
electrochemistry module. Aqueous polymer growing solution was flowed through the
electrochemistry module at 10μL/min, and films were grown at a current density of 0.1
mA/cm2 for 10mins. The quartz sensors were then removed from the E-cell and rinsed in
distilled water and dried under a flow of nitrogen gas. The 5th harmonic was used for
analysis of the QCM experiments.

The PPy/DBSA coated sensors were transferred to back into the standard QEM-401 Q-Sense
electrochemical cell as described above, with a three-electrode electrochemical cell setup
employed with the polymer upon the Q-Sense sensor acting as the working electrode and
equilibrated in CO2 independent medium for 60 mins at a constant temperature of 22 ±
0.02 °C. Using E-Chart v. 5.5.18 (eDAQ) data acquisition and analysis software, a series of
applied voltages was applied to polymer film whilst monitoring the QCM frequency (f) and
dissipation (D) signals. f and D were initially measured for the native (as-grown, oxidized)
polymers followed by the polymer with constant applied potentials of +300 mV, -300 mV
and -800 mV. Experiments were repeated on 2 sample films.

3.2.4 AFM Imaging
AFM imaging of the PPy/DBSA films on native polymers and whilst applying potentials of
+300 mV, -300 mV and -800 mV was performed using the JPK Nanowizard II with
electrochemistry cell in CO2 independent cell medium (18045-088, Life Technology). Images
were acquired in contact mode using cantilevers with spring constant of ~0.12N/m (NP-O10,
Bruker). Images were first collected on native polymer with no applied potential. The tip was
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then retracted and a constant potential of +300 mV was applied using an eDAQ EA161
potentiostat. Imaging was resumed after the current had reached steady-state. This process
was repeated for applied potentials of -300 mV and -800 mV.

Scans of 10µm were

performed at a scan rate of 1 Hz. Experiments were repeated on 3 sample films.

3.2.5 AFM Probe Calibration and Functionalization
AFM tipless probes (NP-O10 from Bruker) were firstly calibrated for their spring constant
using the thermal method [304] and then plasma cleaned for 20 mins. The probes were
incubated in 0.5mg/ml biotin-BSA (bovine serum albumin, biotinamidocaproyl-labeled)
(A6043, Sigma) for 12 hours at 4℃. After rinsing with PBS (P5368, Sigma), the probes were
incubated in 0.5mg/ml streptavidin solution for 1 hour at room temperature, followed by
further rinsing with PBS. To enable covalent coupling of concanavalin-A(ConA), the probes
were finally incubated in biotin-ConA (C2272, Sigma) for 1 hour at room temperature and
rinsed with PBS. After functionalization, the probes could be stored at 4℃ for up to two
weeks.
3.2.6 Electrochemical-Single Cell Force Spectroscopy (EC-SCFS)
SCFS was performed using a JPK Nanowizard II mounted on a fully automated inverted
Nikon microscope, with the 3-electrode electrochemistry cell integrated onto the AFM
sample stage. The instrument was enclosed in a cell incubation system for temperature and
humidity control. The electrochemical cell also enabled local temperature control of the
sample and consisted of a freshly grown PPy/DBSA polymer film as the working electrode,
platinum wire counter electrode and small Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Electrochemical
voltage and current signals/recording were controlled via an Edaq potentiostat and recorder
(eDAQ EA161). For the SCFS, L929 cells were resuspended in 1ml CO2 independent cell
culture medium (18045-088, Life Technology) at a density of 1 x 104~5 x 104 cell/mL and
injected into the electrochemical cell, which was maintained at 37° C. Cells were allowed to
settle onto the polymer film for only 5-10 mins to ensure they did not spread and adhere to
the surface.
A functionalized AFM probe was lowered toward the surface, and prior to attaching a cell, a
force curve was performed to measure the sensitivity. The probe was positioned over a cell
and contact was made with a force of 1 nN for 5secs followed by retraction of the probe with
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attached cell (Fig.2a). Visualization of both the cantilever and cell with the inverted
microscope and control of the cell sample by a motorized stage with step resolution of ≈ < 0.5
microns enabled precise positioning of a single cell at the end of the AFM cantilever. The cell
was allowed to establish adhesion for 5-10 minutes on the Con-A functionalized cantilever
prior to the SCFS measurements, an important procedure for ensuring that cell adhesion to
the cantilever is greater than adhesion to the opposing surface[260]. The live cell probe was
then repositioned over the polymer to collect 10 SCFS curves firstly performed on the native
polymer with no applied potential. The live cell probe was then retracted for 50µm and a
constant voltage was applied. SCFS curves resumed once the current had reached steady-state
(~30secs) and were performed during the electrical stimulation. This procedure was
performed on the same live probe for the native polymer followed by applied potentials of
+300 mV, -300 mV and -800 mV. 10 SCFS curves were collected on each of the different
surfaces. A waiting time of 10s was used between each SCFS curve with the probe retracted
~10 µm from the surface. SCFS parameters included a loading force of 0.5nN, dwell time of
1s, force retraction distance of 10 µm and retraction speed of 5µm/s. A total of 32 cells were
measured. 22 cells were measured on native polymers without electrical stimulation. In
electrical stimulation experiments, the series of measurements on the native polymer
followed by +300 mV, -300mV and -800 mV, were obtained with 10 cells.

Table 1. The desired parameters for modulating single live L929 cell.
Parameter

Value/Mode chosen

IGain

50Hz

PGain

0.048Hz

Setpoint

1nN

Rel. Setpoint

0.5nN

Adjust Baseline

1

Z length

10μm

Z movement

Constant Speed

Extend speed

5μm s-1

Extend time

2s

Ext. Delay

1s

Retr. Delay

10s

Delay mode

Constant Height

Sample Rate

2048Hz

Z loop

Closed

All the experiments are preceded at 37℃
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3.2.7 SCFS Curve Analysis and Statistics
Analysis of the AFM images and SCFS curves was done in the JPK Data Processing software
(Version spm-5.1.4). Histograms of the force distributions were plotted and primarily fitted to
either Gaussian or Lognormal functions using OriginPro 9.1 to extract the peak distribution
values. Histograms were prepared using the same bin size and peak distribution values
obtained from the fitting. ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey were performed using statistical
packages of OriginPro 9.1 and Igor Pro (Wavemetrics). To account for changes in cell
modulus on adhesion, we fitted the contact region of the approaching curves to contact
mechanical (hertz) model using the JPK Data Processing software (Version spm-5.1.4) to
quantify the Young’s modulus of the cells as a function of the series of applied voltages
applied to the polymer.

3.2.8 Cell Culture

Mouse fibroblast L929 cell lines were originally sourced from ATCC (CCL-1TM). L929
cells were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) (12800017, Life
Technology) supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (10099141, Life
Technology) and 3.7g/L NaHCO3 (S5761, Sigma). Cells were cultured at 37 °C in a
humidified, 5% CO2 atmosphere (HERA cell 150, Thermo) and were subcultured every two
days by splitting 1 in 10 after trypsinising with 0.25% trypsin to achieve the desired cell
density. Before the experiments, L929 cells were cultured to 90% ~ 100% confluency of the
cell culture flask. More specifically, old medium was removed the cell culture flask and then
rinsed with 5ml PBS. To remove cells, trypsin (0.25%, 0.5ml) was added and the cell culture
flask stored in a humidified 37℃ incubator for 1~2 mins. 5ml of fresh cell culture medium
was then added to the flask and the cell suspension transferred to a 15ml centrifuge tube,
centrifuged at 1500rpm for 5 mins, and the supernatant removed. Cells were the resuspended
in 1 ml fresh culture medium and 0.5ml transferred to a T-25 flask containing 4.5ml prewarmed culture medium. This was flask was kept for further experiments. 0.5ml of fresh
medium was added to the remaining cell suspension in the centrifuge tube and then
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centrifuged again at 1500rpm for 5 mins. The supernatant was removed and the cells
resuspended in 1ml CO2 independent cell culture medium (18045-088, Life Technology)
which is capable of maintaining long-term pH stability under atmospheric CO2 (0.04%)
without proteins. 1ml of the cell suspension was then transferred to fresh 4ml CO2
independent cell culture medium into the 15ml tube. Then use this 5ml cell suspension for
SCFS experiments.

3.2.9 Calcein Staining of L929 Cells
The live cell stain was stored as 1mM calcein AM (C3100MP, Life Technology) in
DMSO(C-3099, Life Technology). For live staining of cells, a dilute 2µM (1:500) solution of
calcein AM was prepared in PBS. The calcein AM solution replaced the culture medium and
live cells were incubated for 15 minutes at 37°C. Cells were then removed from the calcein
solution and rinsed 3 times in fresh PBS. Cell were then resuspended in CO2 independent
medium 1ml CO2 independent cell culture medium (18045-088, Life Technology) at a
density of 1 x 104~5 x 104 cell/mL and injected into the electrochemical cell of the AFM.
Live cells AFM probes were then prepared (as described below) and a series of SCFS curves
during electrical stimulation were obtained. To confirm cell viability, fluorescent images
were taken of the live single cell probe before (Fig. 2a) and after (Fig. 2b) measurements
with electrical stimulation. Images were also collected from cells settled on the working
electrode for 30 mins without electrical stimulation to assess general cell viability in the
electrochemical cell (Fig. 2c).
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Figure 2. (a) Optical x40 microscope image of live calcein stained cell picked up via a tipless
functionalized probe. (b) Corresponding fluorescent image calcein stained cell after a total of 40 SCFS
curves were taken on the native polymer and also whilst applying the series of applied voltages, +300mV,
-300mV and -800mV. These measurements to confirm the viability of cells after electrical stimulation was
repeated with 3 live cell AFM probes. (c) Optical microscope image of L929 cells on PPy/DBSA substrate
after injecting a cell suspension and allowing cells to settle for 30 minutes. Most cells spread and rapidly
developed lamellipodia, indicating viable cells within the CO2 independent medium and temperaturecontrolled electrochemical cell.
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3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Electrical Switching Properties of PPy/DBSA
Changes in wettability of the oxidized and reduced films support the mechanism of switching
observed in previous studies [305]. During our SCFS measurements, we initially apply no
voltage, followed by potentials of +300 mV, -300 mV, and then complete reduction of the
PPy at -800mV. This series of potentials gives decreasing substrate contact angles of 77.8 ±
2.1°, 63.8 ± 2.8°, 56.6 ± 3.8° and 23.7 ± 3.3° (mean ± s.e., n = 3), indicating a gradual
increase in wettability, relevant to the extent of interfacial sulfonate groups, as the polymer
becomes more reduced (Fig.3). AFM height images of the different polymer surfaces show
that an applied voltage of -800 mV induces a change in surface morphology and ≈ 1 nm
increase in r.m.s. surface roughness (Fig. 3d) that may be due to either uptake of electrolyte
or structural rearrangement of PPy chains and/or DBSA.
To further understand the process of electrolyte-ion uptake, QCM monitoring of frequency (f)
and dissipation (D) was performed whilst applying a series of voltages with durations in
accord with the SCFS measurements. Representative time-resolved QCM measurements
revealing the f profiles in response to the series of applied voltages are shown in Figure 3e
and f. After equilibration, constant f signals are evident on the native polymer, which do not
change during +300 mV, though small shifts in f (12 Hz decrease) occur during -300 mV
(Fig.3f). Notably, a further significant decrease in f (600 Hz), or effective increase in mass
representing almost half of the polymer film initial mass, occurs upon application of -800 mV
(Fig.3e), indicating a significant uptake of electrolyte/ions that is the likely cause for the
changes in surface morphology and roughness during reduction of the polymer. The mass
increase during reduction is indicative of cation movement into the polymer to charge
balance negatively charged sulfonate groups of entrapped DBSA.
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Figure 3. Three-dimensional AFM height images of the native PPy/DBSA polymer (a) and same film
subjected to a series of applied voltages in the order of (b) + 300 mV, (c) − 300 mV and (d) − 800 mV.
Inset shows side-view optical images of milli-q water droplets on film under different surface potentials
during goniometry measurements. Contact angle of the PPy/DBSA film at the different applied voltages
are displayed above inset images. Values under images are surface roughness. (e) Frequency response
from PPy/DBSA as a function of the series of applied voltages in accord with SCFS experiments. (f)
Zoomed in region of dashed box in (e). Errors are standard error of the mean (s.e.m), n = 3 (n is number
of measured polymer samples).
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3.3.2 Molecular Interactions of Cell Adhesion on Conducting Polymers: Membrane
Tethers and Cytoskeletal-linked Molecules.
Whilst applying a constant voltage, the cell is brought into contact with the conducting
polymer with an applied force of 0.5nN for a period of 1 sec, and then the adhesion force is
quantified as the cell is retracted from the surface. For substrates with no applied voltage,
referred to as “native” polymers, the SCFS curves show a profile that is typical of SCFS
studies [247, 306](Fig. 4a). A maximum cell adhesion force of 0.54 ± 0.03nN (peak
distribution value ± s.e.m; nf = 650; nc = 22; nf: number of analyzed SCFS curves, nc:
number of measured cells) (Fig. 4b) indicates the force required to detach most of the cell
from the surface, followed by characteristic events involving plateaus and jumps (Fig. 4a).
The integrated area under the entire interaction represents the adhesion energy (Fig. 4a) and
gives a value of 9.5 ± 0. 4×10-16J (peak distribution value ± s.e.m; nf = 650; nc = 22) (Fig.
4c).
Plateaus are evident as a constant force of 20.8 ± 1.5 pN (peak distribution value ± s.e.m; nf =
650; nc = 22) (Fig. 4d) with a rupture length of 0.17 ± 0.03µm (peak distribution value ±
s.e.m; nf = 650; nc = 22) (Fig. 4e) and occur due to adhesion-induced formation of membrane
tethers[307]. In this case, binding to cell surface molecules that have weak, or absent,
physical linkage with internal cytoskeletal components results in dislocation of the binding
complex, followed by extraction of lipids that form a tube, or membrane tether, as the cell
moves away from the point of adhesion[243, 306]. The membrane tether force does not
reflect the strength of the bond anchoring the molecules at its end to the polymer, but is
described by lipid membrane properties such as bending rigidity and dimensions of the
tether[308]. We measure a tether force of 20.8 ± 1.5 pN (peak distribution value ± s.e.m; nf =
650; nc = 22) (Fig. 4d), indicating interactions with individual tethers of <100 nm[309] that
are shown to have relevance as adhesion structures for neutrophil binding to platelets in
thrombogenis[310] or retrograde transport for communication between cells[311].
Conversely, the jumps relate to unbinding of cell surface molecules that maintain their
cytoskeletal linkages[243, 306], leading to stiffer bonds that break with force of 33.0 ± 0.8
pN (peak distribution value ± s.e.m; nf = 650; nc = 22) (Fig. 4f) at shorter rupture lengths of
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0.06 ± 0.01 µm (peak distribution value ± s.e.m; nf = 650; nc = 22) (Fig. 4g). Without the use
of extracellular matrix proteins, the maximum cell adhesion force, as well as jumps and
plateaus, represent the very early events of cell attachment via the glycocalyx to the
conducting polymer. SCFS on cells treated with hyaluroniase, an enzyme that degrades
hyaluronic acid, show a reduced jump force and this is consistent with jumps being a result of
interactions with major components of the glycocalyx[312]. The non-specificity of the
glycocalyx-conducting polymer interaction means that identifying the specific molecule(s)
involved is difficult to ascertain. Non-specific interactions are expected to comprise a mixture
of interacting molecules, leading to variability in force and rupture lengths. However,
previous SCFS on concanavalin functionalized substrates that bind various cell surface sugars
show characteristic interactions for the glycocalyx[275]. Similarly for the jumps, we observe
a well-defined force distribution with peak value at ≈33 pN (Fig. 4f) that corresponds to
forces at the single molecule level. In addition to this, the presence of only a single
distribution, as opposed to a multimodal distribution, further supports that single molecules
are mainly involved in the jump interactions.
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Figure 4. (a) Representative force-distance curves (retraction curve) of a single L929 cell adhesion on
native PPy/DBSA polymer (no applied voltage). The peak force is given as the maximum force values
required to detach the cells. Plateau and jump interactions are evident following the bulk detachment of
the cell. (Inset) Plateau interactions show a constant force over a given distance, while jump interactions
typically show a non-linear increase in force that is characteristic of an elastic response of a biological
molecule under strain. Analysis of the force-distance curves including quantification of the maximum
force, adhesion energy, and force/rupture length of the jump and plateau interactions. (b)-(g) Histograms
of the (b) Maximum force (0.54±0.03nN); (c) Adhesion Energy (9.5±0. 4×10-16J); (d) Plataeu force
(20.8±1.5pN); (e) Plateau length (0.17±0.03μm); (f) Jump force (33.0±0.8pN); (h) Jump length
(0.06±0.01μm);(peak distribution ± s.e.m ; nf=650;nc=22; )

3.3.3 Effect of Electrical Switching on Single Cell Adhesion to Oxidized and Reduced
Polymers.
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SCFS curves initially taken on the native polymer exhibited similar maximum cell adhesion
force to curves obtained using substrates exposed to +300 mV or -300 mV (Fig. 5a).
Subsequent SCFS curves obtained after exposure of the substrate to -800 mV show a ≈ 65100% increase in the maximum cell adhesion force (Fig. 5a) with a value of 0.95±0.16nN
(peak distribution ± s.e.m; nf=91;nc=10) (Fig. 5b) and accompanying significant increase in
adhesion energy to 2.4 ± 0.4×10-15 J (peak distribution ± s.e.m; nf=91;nc=10) (Fig. 5c). This
effect of -800 mV in enhancing cell adhesion is evident by a shift in the peak distribution
values of the maximum cell adhesion force (Fig. 5b) and energy (Fig. 5c) when compared to
the native polymer, +300 mV, -300 mV, and shows statistical difference in ANOVA (Fcritical
< F, p = 1.1e-16 < 0.05) and post-hoc Tukey (qcritical > q; p < 0.05). When considering the
electrical switching mechanism given in Fig. 1b, stronger adhesion on the reduced polymer
indicates that sulfonate groups play a more dominant role in promoting cell adhesion via
glycocalyx molecules compared to their contiguous hydrophobic, dodecylbenzene groups on
the DBSA. This follows that under serum-free conditions, cells tend to adhere more on
hydrophilic followed by hydrophobic substrates [291]. Concomitant with the increase in
interfacial sulfonate groups is the significant uptake of cations and associated solvent (CO2
independent medium), causing the observed swelling of the polymer film at -800 mV that
may also play a role in influencing single cell adhesion (Fig. 3e). We considered that a
change in the stiffness or deformation of the cell may modify the effective interaction area
between the cell and polymer surface, hence affecting the adhesion. To account for such
changes, we fitted the contact region of the approaching curves to Hertz contact theory to
quantify the Young’s modulus of the cells during exposure to the series of applied voltages.
A small increase in modulus at -800 mV (127 Pa), compared to native polymers (112 Pa),
+300 mV (112 Pa) and -300 mV (111 Pa) (Fig. 6), would be expected to reduce the
deformation of the cell (under the same loading force) and thus decrease the effective
interaction area and cell adhesion. Therefore, the change in cell modulus does not correlate
with the increase in cell adhesion during electrochemical reduction at -800 mV.
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Figure 5. (a) Representative SCFS curves for the different polymer surfaces. SCFS were taken in the
order of native polymer, +300 mV, -300 mv and -800 mV. A greater maximum force and rupture length is
observed for -800 mV. Comparison of histograms for the maximum force (b) and adhesion energy (c) of
the native polymer, +300 mV,-300 mV and -800 mV. Both histograms for -800 mV show an increase in the
peak distribution value. (Peak distribution ± s.e.m; nf=91-100; nc=10).
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Figure 6. Histograms of cell modulus as a function of the applied voltage. (Peak distribution ± s.e.m;
nf=91-100; nc=10). To quantify the cell modulus, we fitted the contact region of the approaching curves to
the Hertz model using the JPK Data Processing software (Version spm-5.1.4).

The total number of plateau interactions significantly increases at -800 mV (Fig. 7a), while
the native polymer shows the opposite with a significantly higher number of jumps (Fig. 7b).
Such a difference suggests plateaus and jumps may be ascribed to interactions with two
different types of cell surface molecule(s), which preferentially bind to either the reduced (800 mV) or oxidized (native) polymer during electrical switching. For instance, sulfonate
groups on the reduced polymer are more likely to bind to those glycocalyx surface molecules
associated with weaker, or absent, membrane linkages. Another partial explanation is that
increased adhesion and subsequent extension of a cell as it is pulled away from the surface,
could lead to higher tensile stresses, thereby weakening membrane–cytoskeleton linkages and
giving rise to increased plateaus interactions on reduced polymers. Cells treated with
cytoskeletal disrupting compounds show a higher probability of observing plateaus
accompanied by a decrease in the plateau force[312]. We observe a decrease in the plateau
force at -800 mV (20.1 ± 0.9 pN) (peak distribution ± s.e.m; nf=91;nc=10) compared to the
native polymer (27.0 ± 1.6 pN) (peak distribution ± s.e.m; nf=100;nc=10) (Fig. 8a),
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suggesting a possible weakening of membrane-cytoskeletal linkages. However, applied
voltages of +300 mV (18.0 ± 1.1 pN) (peak distribution ± s.e.m; nf=100;nc=10) and -300 mV
(22.7 ± 1.3 pN) (peak distribution ± s.e.m ;nf=100;nc=10) also show reduced plateau force
(Fig. 8a), despite their lower maximum cell adhesion force (Fig. 5a and b) and lower number
of plateaus (Fig. 7a), indicating that an increase in adhesion-induced tensile cell force does
not necessarily correlate with lower plateau force. It is therefore not definitively clear that
weakening of membrane-cytoskeletal linkages, i.e. through mechanical effects, is the cause of
the increased membrane tether interactions for more adherent cells on reduced polymers. The
latter is discussed below in relation to concomitant increases in rupture length of the plateau
(Fig. 8b) and jumps (Fig. 9b) at -800 mV, which again raises the possibility of structurally
compromised membrane-cytoskeletal linkages.

Figure 7. Statistical analysis of jump and plateau events. (a) Total number of observed plateau
interactions obtained for each polymer surface (white bar). Total number is given above each bar.
Average number of plateau interactions in each force curve performed on the different polymer surfaces
(grey striped bar). The average number is given above each bar. (b) Same anaylsis for jump interactions.
A higher number and average of plateau interactions occurs at -800 mV, while a higher number/average
for jump interactions occurs on the native polymer.
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In contrast, a greater number of jumps occur on native polymers (Fig. 5b) whose surface
chemistry is determined by their initial electrochemical growth. These substrates are in the
oxidized state but remain marginally hydrophilic with a contact angle of 77.8 ± 2.1°(mean ±
s.e.m; n=3) (Fig. 3a), indicating that the DBSA does not completely orientate to present
hydrophobic groups, as shown in Fig. 1b. Prior to electrical switching, conducting polymers
typically show a pattern of doped and undoped regions[313], reflecting nanoscale lateral
variations in surface charge[179] and electrostatic interaction force across the polymer[126].
Notwithstanding this heterogeneity in surface chemistry, the increase in jumps suggests that a
type(s) of cytoskeletal-linked glycocalyx molecules may show a higher affinity for
hydrophobic, dodecyl groups, or regions of different surface charge, which are more
prevalent at the native polymer surface.

3.3.4 Effect of Electrical Switching on Single Molecule Interactions.
Of significant interest is the effect of electrical switching on single molecule force and bonds
of living cell surface molecules. In this regard, we observe an interesting phenomenon
whereby the series of applied voltages through oxidized to reduce states has a similar effect
on the force and rupture length of both plateaus and jumps (Fig. 8, 9). Firstly, the plateau
force decrease by ≈ 15-25% after an electrical switch from the native polymer (27.0 ± 1.6 pN)
(peak distribution ± s.e.m; nf=100;nc=10) to applied potentials of +300 mV (18.0 ± 1.1 pN)
(peak distribution ± s.e.m; nf=100;nc=10), -300 mV (22.7 ± 1.3 pN) (peak distribution ±
s.e.m; nf=100;nc=10) and -800 mV (20.1 ± 0.9 pN) (peak distribution ± s.e.m; nf=91;nc=10)
(Fig. 8a). This effect shows statistical significance in ANOVA (Fcritical < F, p = 1.7e-12 <
0.05) and post-hoc Tukey (Qcritical > q; p < 0.05). Furthermore, the final switch to -800 mV
causes an ≈ 45-135% increase in plateau rupture length to values of 0.26 ± 0.03 µm (peak
distribution ± s.e.m; nf=91;nc=10) (Fig. 8b), indicating an increase in the propensity of the
membrane lipid reservoir to form tethers[253] that again can be explained by weakening of
membrane-cytoskeletal linkages. ANOVA (Fcritical < F, p = 2.2e-11 < 0.05) and post-hoc
Tukey (Qcritical > q; p < 0.05) analysis confirms this significant increase in plateau length at
-800mV compared to the native polymer, +300mV and -300mV.
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Figure 8. Histograms of plateau force (a) and plateau rupture length (b) for the different polymer
surfaces. The peak distribution value decreases as the polymer is switched from the native polymer to the
+300 mV, -300 mV and -800 mV polymers. The final switch to -800 mv causes an increase in peak
distribution values.

Following a similar trend, the jump force decreases by ≈ 20-33% after an electrical switch
from the native polymer (33.0 ± 2.2 pN) (peak distribution ± s.e.m ;nf=100;nc=10) to applied
voltages of +300 mV (22.9 ± 2.1 pN) (peak distribution ± s.e.m ;nf=100;nc=10), -300 mV
(26.9 ± 2.1 pN) (peak distribution ± s.e.m ;nf=100;nc=10) and -800 mV (25.2 ± 1.5 pN)
(peak distribution ± s.e.m ;nf=91;nc=10) (Fig. 9a), with ANOVA (Fcritical < F, p = 8.8e-9 <
0.05) and post-hoc Tukey (Qcritical > q; p < 0.05) analysis confirming a significant
difference. The switch to -800 similarly causes an increase in jump rupture length by ≈ 80170% with values of 0.27 ± 0.02 µm (peak distribution ± s.e.m; nf=100; nc=10) (Fig. 9b) and
ANOVA (Fcritical < F, p = 1.9e-3 < 0.05) and post-hoc Tukey (Qcritical > q; p < 0.05).
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Figure 9. Histograms of jump force (a) and jump rupture length (b) for the different polymer surfaces.
The peak distribution value decreases as the polymer is switched from the native polymer to the +300
mV, -300 mV and -800 mV polymers. The final switch to -800 mv causes an increase in peak distribution
values.
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Figure 10. (Right image) Representative plateau and jump interactions obtained from SCFS curves on
native oxidized polymer (black curve) and reduced polymer (red curve). For the native polymer, the
plateau force is higher and occurs over shorter lengths, while the jump force show a linear increase over
short distances, resulting in a peak profile. In contrast, the reduced polymer shows longer plateaus with
lower force, and jumps with a smaller linear increase in force over longer distances. These indicate that
switching from the oxidized to reduced state cause a change in the positive gradient (pN/um) or stiffness
of the jump interactions on the reduced polymers. (Left image) Schematic highlighting these changes in
the glycocalyx-polymer bond properties, including the decrease in interaction force (F) and increase in
rupture length (L) when switching from the oxidized to reduced state.

These findings indicate a trend that firstly involves an electrical switch from the native
polymer to the more reduced polymer that causes a decrease in single molecule binding
forces associated with cell surface glycocalyx–PPy/DBSA interactions. This occurs despite a
gradual decrease in polymer wettability during the series of applied voltages, suggesting that
modifying the degree of sulfonate and/or dodecyl surface groups does not affect the single
molecule binding force, but rather it is a difference in surface redox characteristics
specifically between the native polymer and more reduced polymers, or the action of
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electrical charging, that appears to be responsible. Without identification of the groups
involved in binding, it is difficult to know whether the change in force is due to the sampling
of a different type of bond on the respective surfaces, i.e. native polymer versus +300 mV, 300mV and -800mV, or intramolecular changes within a single type of bond. For instance,
electrical switching from the native polymer to either +300mV, -300mV or -800mV may
modify the type of polymer or glycocalyx group(s) involved in binding and therefore
magnitude of the plateau or jump force. It is alternatively conceivable that the electrodeelectrolyte interfacial properties, such as the electrical double layer or pH, may affect the
single molecule binding force as the native polymer (with no applied voltage) is subject to
electrical charging during the SCFS measurements. Following this decrease in force, the final
switch to -800mV also results in lengthening of the plateau and jump interactions.
Rudimentarily, this implies a decrease in the stiffness of linkage or structural elements, such
as the cytoskeletal membrane components, glycocalyx molecules and polymer surface groups,
which effectively act as spring on the bond. Fig. 10 provides force profiles of individual
plateau and jumps, as well as an accompanying schematic of the cell glycocalyx-polymer
bond to highlight the changes in the interaction length (and force). Again, this may be related
to surface chemistry that is specific to the reduced polymer, electrolyte uptake (i.e. swelling)
and associated changes in mechanical properties of the polymer, and/or due to direct
electrical effects such as electrical field gradient or electrical double layer as the polymer is
constantly charged at -800mV. In particular, application of 2V/cm DC current electrical fields
is shown to cause a twofold decrease in cell elasticity and depletion of intracellular ATP
[314]. Reduced ATP leads to inhibition of linker proteins that physically couple the cell
membrane to the cytoskeleton. Separation of the membrane from the cytoskeleton is seen as a
twofold increase in tether length extracted from the cell after electrical stimulation. Although
the exact mechanism for a decrease in bond stiffness is unclear, it is interesting to consider
that we may be observing a similar electrical effect on cell elasticity that manifests at the
molecular level of glycocalyx-conducting polymer interactions.

In conclusion, the strength of initial events related to cell adhesion increase on DBSA doped
conducting polymers as they are electrically switched from oxidized to reduced states. As the
polymer is reduced, an increase in surface sulfonation, hydrophilicity and significant
electrolyte uptake and polymer swelling correlates with the increase in single cell adhesion.
Without the presence of proteins, the non-specific adhesion occurs primarily between the cell
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surface glycocalyx and sulfonate/dodecyl surface groups of the polymer. At the molecular
level, the glycocalyx interactions involve molecules that have either a weak/absent linkage to
the intracellular cytoskeleton, resulting in interactions with membrane tethers, or those that
have stronger cytoskeletal-linkages. For the latter, binding force of ≈ 20-50 pN with a narrow
force distribution indicate interactions at the single molecule level. Electrical switching
modifies the single molecule bond properties, including both the force and stiffness, of the
glycocalyx-polymer interactions. This may be due to switching of specific surface chemical
groups, electrolyte uptake or direct electrical effects at the electrode-electrolyte interface.
This work provides a platform to enable insight into the effect of electrical switching and
stimulation, as well as changes in redox properties, on molecular-level interactions between
living cells and conducting polymers; it will more broadly be applicable to elucidating the
bond properties and kinetics of specific cell adhesion molecules such as integrins in the
presence of electrical fields and directly at electrode interfaces.
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3.4 Supplementary

Figure S1. SCFS curves of single cell L929 adhesion on PPy/DBSA in CO2 independent cell culture
medium at 37 degrees. SCFS curves are for the native polymer (no applied voltage), +300 mV, -300 mV
and -800 mV. In each the top curves show the entire force versus distance curve with corresponding scale
bars. The curves below show an expanded region of the curve to highlight the jump and plateau
interactions. The top left curve (native polymer) also includes dashed lines to delineate the jumps (J) and
plateaus (P). Only jumps and plateaus showing a clear single peak or step, respectively, were used for
analysis of the force and rupture lengths.
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Chapter 4: Effect of Electrical Stimulation on Live
Cell

Receptor-Ligand

Binding

at

Conducting

Polymer Surfaces
From Publication: Zhang, H, Molino, P., Wallace, G. G. Higgins. M. J. (2015). Tuning of
Cell Receptor-Ligand Bond Complexes by Electrical Stimulation. Nature Materials
(submitted).

Summary: In this chapter, we utilize Electrochemical-Single Cell Force Spectroscopy to
quantify the binding properties of single integrin α5β1 receptor-fibronectin complexes at
conducting polymer interfaces as a function of electrical stimulation. Blocking experiments
with antibodies indicates that the single cell adhesion is predominately due to specific
binding of α5β1 receptors to fibronectin adsorbed on the conducting polymer surface, giving
rise to stronger cell adhesion compared to non-specific adhesion studied in the previous
chapter 3. This is expected due to the role of integrins in cell adhesion and quantitatively
shown by higher single molecule unbinding forces of the integrin α5β1 receptor-fibronectin
complex (60-70 pN) compared to non-specific interactions between the glycocalyx molecules
and polymer surface groups (30-40 pN). Electrical stimulation during fibronectin adsorption
reduces cell adhesion, while applying an oxidation potential after fibronectin binding to the
conducing polymer surface causes an unexpected increase in cell adhesion. The chapter
investigates the possible reasons for these observations, including the amount of adsorbed
fibronectin, modification to the fibronectin surface conformation and/or bond strength of the
integrin α5β1 receptor-fibronectin complex. In doing so, the chapter demonstrates a new
concept for using electrical switchable surfaces to ‘tune’ the physiochemical interactions,
specifically molecular recognition and tensile forces, which are responsible for cell
mechanotransduction and transmitting information across the cell-material interface.
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4.1Introduction
Molecular interactions at cell-electrode interfaces are fundamental in the development of
electrode devices for applications in medical bionics, including implantable electrodes for
tissue regeneration (e.g. nerve repair) and neuro-stimulation for brain and cognitive disorders
(e.g. epilepsy) [315]. In these applications, the electrodes are used to apply electrical
stimulation, injecting charge into the surrounding medium and nearby tissue, to modulate
extracellular potentials and the electrical activity of cells [28, 29, 32]. At the molecular level,
interactions between the electrode and extracellular matrix(ECM) components, such as serum
proteins, are important as the chemical and electrical properties (e.g. impedance) of an
electrode are quickly modified, for example, by adsorbing proteins when exposed to
biological fluids[316]. The extent and type of protein adsorption is a determining factor of
cell adhesion and critical for the recruitment and activation of other cell populations in the
inflammatory response and formation of tissue that encapsulates the electrode[317].

Controlling electrode-protein interactions is of significant interest and evident in the
increasing application of electrically switchable surfaces to control physicochemical
interactions of ECM proteins and function of living cells that are typically in direct contact
with the electrode surface [301, 316]. Electrical control of such interactions are envisaged for
cell culture substrates that can non-enzymatically detach cells; promoting recognition and
adhesion of appropriate cells to the electrode surface to minimize inflammatory responses;
forming intimate electrode-cell (nerve synapse) contacts; or potentially regulating
mechanotransduction signalling across the electrode-cell interface.

In this chapter, we continue the focus on electrically switchable surfaces based on conducting
polymers (CPs), as they possess inherent biocompatibility and interfacial ECM components
that can be directly incorporated via a doping process during chemical or electrochemical
polymerization of the polymer. The incorporation of biological dopants, such as
glycoaminoglycans (GAGs) that are primary constituents of the ECM, enables specific
interactions with ECM proteins (e.g. fibronectin) or growth factors to enhance and/or
facilitate electrical control of cell adhesion[179]. For example, by doping Poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) PEDOT surfaces with heparin, the electrochemical control of
heparin interactions with soluble growth factors enabled a strategy for on-demand control of
neural stem cell differentiation[318]. Oxidation has been found to increase fibronectin (FN)
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protein adsorption from purified FN and serum-containing solutions onto polypyrrole (PPy)
surfaces, however, delaying the onset of electrical stimulation did not have the same effect.
Correspondingly, PC-12 cells grown on the PPy films with increased FN adsorption
expressed longer neurites compared to those on PPy films exposed to delayed electrical
stimulation [319]. A 2-fold increase in neural stem cell adhesion was specifically observed on
oxidized PEDOT doped with tosylate (TOS) compared to the reduced polymer[288]. The
concentration of human serum albumin (HSA) was denser on the reduced polymer which
may have provided an unfavourable orientation for cell adhesion. A redox gradient generated
by applying a bias voltage along a PEDOT:TOS film caused a gradient in the amount of
adsorbed FN concentration, with the FN concentration decreasing from the reduced to
oxidized side. Similar to the previous study, a higher concentration of adsorbed protein did
not lead to a higher cell density[190].

It is generally accepted that electrochemically induced changes in the amount and/or
conformation of adsorbed proteins from the serum medium are responsible for having an
effect on adhesion of different cell types across a range of differently doped conducting
polymers. FN has served as a good model system and shown to undergo significant changes
between oxidized and reduced states of the conducting polymer. Quartz Crystal Microbalance
with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) studies have shown that both the adsorbed mass and
viscoelasticity of FN increases during oxidation of PPy doped dextran sulfate (DS) films[316].
Changes in the FN viscoelasticity are associated with the degree of hydration, suggested to be
caused by changes in the protein conformation. FRET analysis of FN adsorbed on PEDOT:
TOS films has confirmed the unfolding of native FN conformation due to differences in the
oxidation state of the polymer. Previous AFM work shows that single molecules of FN are
electrically switched from a bioactive conformation to a non-specific conformation when
interacting with PPy conducting polymers doped with GAGs[179].

These studies and those presented in Chapter 1 have led to the current understanding that
redox-induced changes in the conformation of adsorbed ECM protein either inhibit or
promote the ability of cells to adhere via their surface receptors (e.g. integrins) to cell binding
regions (i.e. RGD sequence, Arg–Gly–Asp) of the protein. However, at present, the effects of
electrical stimulation (ES) on cell adhesion is typically deduced by observing the cell
morphology, e.g. cells having rounded up or spread on the surface, or fluorescent labelling of
cell adhesion complexes (e.g. focal adhesions) during or after ES. This leaves a chasm in our
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understanding on the dynamic processes of cell adhesion, including the molecular-level
recognition and binding forces of receptor-ligand complexes, at these electrified conducting
polymer surfaces. In this chapter, we address this by employing the EC-SCFS to quantify the
adhesion between live L929 fibroblast cells and conducting polymers with FN adsorbed onto
the surface (Fig. 1a). Importantly, the experimental setup enables real-time detection of
single integrin α5β1 receptor-FN complexes directly at the living cell-conducting polymer
interface upon oxidation and reduction (Fig. 1b), which is either applied during or after
adsorption of the FN onto the conducting polymer electrodes.

Figure.1 a, Depiction of electrochemical-AFM-based SCFS experiments to study single live cell adhesion
with FN immobilised conducting polymer electrode as a function of electrical stimulation. This
experiment proceeded in a 3-electrode-electrochemical cell filled with CO2 independent cell culture
medium under ideal physiological atmosphere (37℃, 5%CO2) whose working electrode is FN coated
PPy/DBSA polymer.

4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Electrochemical Polymerization of Conducting Polymer Electrodes

The aqueous solution for electrochemical polymerization consisted of 0.2M pyrrole monomer
(Merck) and 2mg/ml sodium dodecylbenzene (DBSA) in Milli-q water (18.2MΩ).
PPy/DBSA were polymerized galvanostatically under 0.10mA cm-2 for 10 mins via an eDAQ
EA161 potentiostat and recorder (eDAQ Pty Ltd). The electrodeposition process was
performed in a 3-electrode JPK electrochemical-cell with the gold mylar as the working
electrode (growing area 2cm2), a platinum wire counter electrode and Ag/AgCl reference
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electrode (DRIREF-2SH, World Precision Instruments). After growth, the films were washed
with milli-Q water, gently dried with N2 and kept in a desiccator until use.
4.2.2 Cyclic Voltammetry
Cyclic Voltammograms (CVs) were acquired using PPy/DBSA as the working electrode with
a scan rate of 100mV s-1 in CO2 independent cell culture medium in the same EC-cell as those
used in SCFS experiments. Electrochemical potentials were recorded vs. Ag/AgCl reference
electrode (DRIREF-2SH, World Precision Instruments).
4.2.3 Cell Culture

Mouse fibroblast L929 cell lines were originally sourced from ATCC (CCL-1TM). L929
cells were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) (12800017, Life
Technology) supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (10099141, Life
Technology) and 3.7g/L NaHCO3 (S5761, Sigma). Cells were cultured at 37 °C in a
humidified, 5% CO2 atmosphere (HERA cell 150, Thermo) and were subcultured every two
days by splitting 1 in 10 after trypsinising with 0.25% trypsin to achieve the desired cell
density. Before the experiments, L929 cells were cultured to 90% ~ 100% confluency of the
cell culture flask. More specifically, old medium was removed the cell culture flask and then
rinsed with 5ml PBS. To remove cells, trypsin (0.25%, 0.5ml) was added and the cell culture
flask stored in a humidified 37℃ incubator for 1~2 mins. 5ml of fresh cell culture medium
was then added to the flask and the cell suspension transferred to a 15ml centrifuge tube,
centrifuged at 1500rpm for 5 mins, and the supernatant removed. Cells were the resuspended
in 1 ml fresh culture medium and 0.5ml transferred to a T-25 flask containing 4.5ml prewarmed culture medium. This was flask was kept for further experiments. 0.5ml of fresh
medium was added to the remaining cell suspension in the centrifuge tube and then
centrifuged again at 1500rpm for 5 mins. The supernatant was removed and the cells
resuspended in 1ml CO2 independent cell culture medium (18045-088, Life Technology)
which is capable of maintaining long-term pH stability under atmospheric CO2 (0.04%)
without proteins. 1ml of the cell suspension was then transferred to fresh 4ml CO2
independent cell culture medium into the 15ml tube. Then use this 5ml cell suspension for
SCFS experiments.
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4.2.4 Immunofluorescence Staining of Anti-integrin α5β1Antibody

To stain anti-integrin α5β1 antibody, L929 cells were cultured in 12-well plate with a cover
glass at the bottom of each chamber over 24 hours. After the cell culture
medium(DMEM+10%FBS) was removed, the cells were fixed with 3.7% paraformaldehyde
at room temperature for 10 minutes, then permeabilized and blocked with 0.3% Triton X-100
containing 10% donkey serum for 10 minutes. The cells were incubated with anti-integrin
α5β1 antibody at room temperature for 1 hour. After the cells were rinsed with PBS three
times, the samples were incubated with Alexa Fluor secondary antibody (Invitrogen) at room
temperature for another 1 hour. Finally, DNA was stained with 4', 6-diamidino-2phenylindole (DAPI, 10μg ml-1). Afterwards, the coverslips were mounted onto glass sides
and were observed under the scanning confocal system (Leica SP5).

4.2.5 AFM Probe Calibration and Functionalization with Convanavalin-A

AFM tipless probes (NP-O10 from Bruker) were firstly calibrated for their spring constant
using the thermal method and then plasma cleaned for 20 mins. The probes were incubated in
0.5mg/ml biotin-BSA (bovine serum albumin, biotinamidocaproyl-labeled) (A6043, Sigma)
for 12 hours at 4℃. After rinsing with PBS (P5368, Sigma), the probes were incubated in
0.5mg/ml streptavidin solution for 1 hour at room temperature, followed by further rinsing
with PBS. To enable covalent coupling of concanavalin-A (ConA), the probes were finally
incubated in biotin-ConA (C2272, Sigma) for 1 hour at room temperature and rinsed with
PBS. After functionalization, the probes could be stored at 4℃ for up to two weeks.

4.2.6 Attaching Single Live Cell to the Functionalized AFM Probe
As described above in section 4.2.3, L929 cells were resuspended in 1ml CO2 independent
cell culture medium (18045-088, Life Technology) and injected into the JPK Nanowizard
Bio-AFM electrochemical cell, which was maintained at 37° C. Cells were allowed to settle
onto the PPy/DBSA film for only 5-10 mins to ensure they did not spread and adhere to the
surface. A ConA functionalized AFM probe was lowered toward the surface and prior to
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attaching a cell, a SCFS curve was performed to measure the sensitivity. The probe was
positioned over a cell and contact was made with a force of 1 nN for 5secs followed by
retraction of the probe with attached cell. Visualization of both the cantilever and cell with
the inverted microscope and control of the cell sample by a motorized stage with step
resolution of ≈ < 0.5 microns enabled precise positioning of a single cell at the end of the
AFM cantilever. The cell was allowed to establish adhesion for 5-10 minutes on the ConA
functionalized cantilever prior to the SCFS measurements, an important procedure for
ensuring that cell adhesion to the cantilever is greater than adhesion to the opposing surface.
The live cell probe was then repositioned over the polymer to perform SCFS curves.

4.2.7 Electrochemical-Single Cell Force Spectroscopy (EC-SCFS)
SCFS was performed using a JPK Nanowizard II mounted on a fully automated inverted
Nikon microscope, with the 3-electrode electrochemistry cell integrated onto the AFM
sample stage. The instrument was enclosed in a cell incubation system for temperature and
humidity control. The electrochemical cell also enabled local temperature control of the
sample and consisted of a freshly grown PPy/DBSA polymer film as the working electrode,
platinum wire counter electrode and small Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Electrochemical
voltage and current signals/recording were controlled via an Edaq potentiostat and recorder
(eDAQ EA161).

After positioning the live cell probe above the polymer (as described above), 10 SCFS curves
firstly performed on the native polymer with no applied potential. The live cell probe was
then retracted for 50µm and a constant voltage was applied. SCFS curves resumed once the
current had reached steady-state (~30secs) and were performed during the electrical
stimulation. This procedure was performed on the same live probe for the native polymer
followed by applied potentials of +500 mV and -500 mV. 10 SCFS curves were collected on
each of the different surfaces. Thus, a total of 30 curves were collected for each cell.
Measurements were repeated with 10 different cells and PPy/DBSA polymers films. Table 1
lists all the parameters for the SCFS.
Table 1. The desired parameters for modulating single live L929 cell.
Parameter

Value/Mode chosen
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IGain

50Hz

PGain

0.048Hz

Setpoint

1nN

Rel. Setpoint

0.5nN

Adjust Baseline

1

Z length

10μm

Z movement

Constant Speed

Extend speed

5μm s-1

Extend time

2s

Ext. Delay

1s

Retr. Delay

10s

Delay mode

Constant Height

Sample Rate

2048Hz

Z loop

Closed

All the experiments are preceded at 37℃

4.2.8 Integrin Blocking Experiment

Anti-integrin α5β1 antibody (ab75472, Abcam) was aliquoted (2µl) into 2mL tubes and
stored at -80℃ prior to use. After pipetting out 1mL of the cell suspension, as described in
section 4.2.3, 1mL of cell suspension was injected into the aliquot of antibody. 1ml of the cell
suspension with the anti-integrin α5β1 antibody was then transferred to a 15mL tube and
4mL of fresh CO2 independent medium was added. The 5ml cell suspension with antibody
was kept at 37℃ in an incubator for 30 minutes before injecting into 3-electrode EC cell for
the SCFS blocking experiments.

4.2.9 Electrical Stimulation Schemes
4.2.9.1 Scheme 1: Electrical Stimulation ‘During’ Fibronectin Deposition
Human Plasma Fibronectin (FN) was purchased from Invitrogen (Australia) (33016–015) and
reconstituted in distilled water at a concentration of 1.0 mg mL−1. 20µL aliquots of the FN
solution were prepared in 2mL tubes and stored at -80℃ until to use. The aliquots were
diluted to 20 µg/ml of FN by adding 1mL PBS solution and then used for coating the
PPy/DBSA electrode. For FN deposition during electrical stimulation, the protein was
injected into the electrochemical cell of the JPK Nanowizard Bio-AFM with the PPy/DBSA
as the working electrode (growing area 2cm2), a platinum wire counter electrode and
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Ag/AgCl reference electrode (DRIREF-2SH, World Precision Instruments). Immediately
after injecting the FN solution, a constant voltage of +500mV or -500mV was applied for 5
mins. After 1 hour, the FN modified PPy/DBSA surfaces were removed, rinsed gently with
milli-q water, and then placed back into the electrochemical cell for the SCFS experiments.
FN-modified PPy/DBSA surfaces were also prepared without applying electrical stimulation
during the FN adsorption. L929 cells were then injected into the electrochemical cell and
attachment of a live cell to the AFM probe followed by the SCFS experiments were
performed as described above. For this electrical stimulation scheme (1), SCFS curves were
only taken after the FN had adsorbed, followed by rinsing, and electrical stimulation switched
off. In this scheme, no electrical stimulation was applied during the SCFS curves.
4.2.9.2 Scheme 2: Electrical Stimulation ‘During’ SCFS
FN modified PPy/DBSA surfaces were prepared without applying electrical stimulation as
described above and placed into the electrochemical cell. L929 cells were then injected into
the electrochemical cell and preparation of a live cell to the AFM probe was performed,
followed by the SCFS experiments. For this electrical stimulation scheme (2), SCFS curves
were firstly performed on the PPy/DBSA without electrical stimulation and then during the
application of electrical stimulation. Thus, in this scheme, the cell was brought into contact
with the polymer surface as it either underwent oxidation or reduction.
4.2.10 Immunofluorescence Microscopy of FN-Modified on Polymer
FN immobilized on PPy/DBSA films prepared in 4.2.9.2 were fixed with 3.7%
paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 10 min and then gently washed with PBS, and incubated with
primary antibody, anti-fibronectin (Abcam, AB2413, 1:200) for 30 min at room temperature.
The samples were then gently washed with PBS followed by incubating with AlexaFluor
488-conjugated secondary antibody (Life Technologies, Goat anti-Rabbit IgG, 1:1000) at
room temperature for 10 min, and washed with PBS. Observations were performed on a
confocal microscope (Leica TSC SP5 II). Approximately 5 images were collected for each
sample. Fluorescence densities for the images were analysed using Leica Application Suite
AF (LAS AF) software (Leica).

4.2.11 Data analysis
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SCFS curves were analysed by JPK-SPM Data Processing software (Version spm-5.1.4). The
curves were modified by functions of Subtract the Baseline, Adjust the X Offset and Correct
Height for cantilever bending are selected before measuring adhesion, energy and steps. Fit
parameters for identifying and quantifying plateau and jump are “smoothing” and
“significance”. Each of the ruptures should be checked and confirmed manually. Boxwhisker plots were plotted and fitted by OriginPro 9.1. The median and standard error of the
median for the force at each velocity was computed using Excel.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Cyclic Voltammetry
Cyclic voltammograms (CV) were acquired in CO2 independent cell culture medium to
assess the electro-activity of the PPy/DBSA and determine redox potentials for applying the
electrical stimulation (Fig. 2a). As such, we applied constant potentials of +500mV and 500mV to oxidize and reduce the polymer electrode. During the electrical stimulation, the
induced current under -500mV was greater than +500mV and both current signals decreased
and stabilized near the zero baseline current within < 10 secs (Fig. 2b). The higher induced
current and baseline value for -500 mV was also reflected in the CV measurements.
4.3.2 Electrical Stimulation Schemes
Two different schemes of the electrical stimulation were employed for the SCFS
measurements; Scheme (1) termed “Pre-stimulation” involved applying constant voltages of
+/-500 mV immediately after injection of the FN solution into the AFM electrochemical cell
and electrical stimulation continued for 5 mins during FN adsorption onto the polymer
electrode surface (Fig. 2c). The surfaces were then rinsed and SCFS measurements
performed with no applied potential. Scheme (2) termed “Real-time stimulation” involved
allowing the FN to adsorb onto the native polymer without electrical stimulation (ES) and
then constant voltages of +/-500 mV were applied during the SCFS measurements (Fig. 2d).
Therefore, the cell adhesion was dependent on either the effect of redox potential-mediated
FN adsorption, or direct effect of electrical stimulation in real-time.
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Figure 2. a, Cyclic voltammetry(CV) of PPy/DBSA polymer in CO2 independent cell culture medium(scan
rate for all CVs:100mVs-1. All potentials are reported vs. Ag/AgCl). b, Current vs. Time and
corresponding Potential vs. Time signals which are recorded via eDAQ potentiostat whilst applying prestimulation (electrical stimulation mediating FN immobilizing onto PPy/DBSA polymer electrodes) and
real-time electrical stimulation. c, Schematic showing an expanded view of the FN immobilizing onto
PPy/DBSA polymer electrode of pre-stimulation experiments. d, Schematic showing an expanded view of
cell interacting with FN immobilized PPy/DBSA electrode with electrical stimulation applied of real-time
stimulation.

4.3.3 Determining Specificity of Integrin-FN Binding (Blocking Experiments)
In chapter 3, the SCFS measurements represented the non-specific interaction between the
L929 cell surface, comprising the glycocalyx and differently charged proteins, and the
PPy/DBSA surface consisting of sulfonate, dodecylbenzene and PPy chemical groups[320].
In this chapter, we introduced an adsorbed layer of ECM protein, FN, which is known to
specifically bind integrins, including α5β1, αIIbβ3, and αvβ3 that have been studied in greater
detail compared to other FN-binding integrins[236, 321-326]. The integrin, α5β1, is
considered to be a prototype receptor of FN, specialized for binding to FN via the RGD and
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PHSRN regions, and one of the majorly expressed FN receptor across many cell types [322],
including the L929 cell line [327, 328]. To elucidate the specificity of the FN binding to
integrin, specifically α5β1, we performed SCFS blocking experiments by undertaking force
measurements in the presence of an anti-integrin α5β1 antibody and without the antibody. In
blocking experiments, suppression of the cell adhesion by the antibody specifies the
involvement of the targeted receptor. The SCFS curves between the L929 cell probe and
PPy/DBSA with adsorbed FN shows a typical profile upon retraction of the cell from the
surface, including a large peak related to the maximum force required to detach most of the
cell from the surface followed by smaller jump and plateau interactions (Fig. 3a). A
comparison between these force curves without the antibody present (Fig. 3a) and those from
the blocking experiments (Fig. 3b) shows that the maximum adhesion force and energy
significantly decreases during blocking in the presence of the anti-integrin α5β1 antibody,
indicating that the α5β1 receptor is predominately involved the L929 cell-conducting polymer
adhesion. Maximum adhesion values without antibody (0.65±0.02 nN) decreased by more
than 50% to 0.30±0.01nN, while the adhesion energy values (12.9±0.7×10-16J) decreased by
~ 80% to 2.8±0.2×10-16J (Fig. 3e). The number of binding events associated with jump and
plateau interactions also decreased by 60-65% during blocking experiments, indicating that
these events are mostly due to α5β1-FN binding (Fig. 3f). The predominance of the α5β1
integrin is further shown by immunofluorescence anti-integrin α5β1 antibody staining that
shows a high expression of this receptor on the L929 cell surface (Fig. 3c). Despite
confirming the specific α5β1-FN binding, there remains a smaller contribution of nonspecified interactions (0.30±0.01nN and ~ 30% of maximum force) to the overall cell
adhesion. These interactions could conceivably be due to specific interactions between the
FN and other types of the integrins expressed on the cell surface[321, 322]that are not
blocked, or likely to arise from prevailing non-specific interactions with the glycocalyx such
as those measured in Chapter 3. Furthermore, the α5β1-FN complex at the cell-polymer
interface increases the maximum adhesion force (0.65±0.02 nN) and energy (12.9±0.7×10-16J)
compared to those values, 0.54±0.02 nN and 9.5±0.4×10-16J, respectively, for the cell
interaction with the polymer only (no adsorbed FN).
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Figure 3. a, Representative SCFS curve of single live L929 cell on FN immobilized PPy/DBSA polymer
electrode interface under 1nN constant force for 1 second with the retract speed 5μm/s. The area covered
by red diagonal dotted lines describes the energy (work) required for cell detachment. The peak force
stands for the maximum force value required along with cell detachment. Plateau (constant force over
distance) and jump (non-linear force increase over distance) have been interpreted as two kinds of
interaction events along with detachment. b, The bottom SCFS curve is single live L929 cell on FN
immobilized PPy/DBSA polymer electrode interface under 1nN constant force for 1 second with the
retract speed 5μm/s. The α5β1 integrin receptors of cell membrane were blocked by their antibodies of
the upper SCFS curve. c, Immunofluorescence staining of anti-integrin α5β1antibody images, the above
image is the normal light microscope image of stained L929 cell morphology on glass slide. The middle
florescence image is the DNA of nuclear which was stained with 4', 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI).
The bottom image displayed the staining of anti-integrin α5β1 antibody on cell membrane which would
identify the success of blocking α5β1 integrin by anti-integrin α5β1 antibody, and also demonstrated α5β1
integrin playing dominant role in cell-FN binding as it spread universally on L929 cell membrane. e, Bulk
adhesion force(maximum force) and detachment energy(energy) between L929 cell and FN immobilized
PPy/DBSA polymer electrode surface without ES(0.65±0.02nN; 12.9±0.7×10-16J). The α5β1 integrin
receptors were blocked of the blocking groups (0.30±0.01nN; 2.8±0.2×10-16J). Asterisks indicate statistical
significance values of p<0.05(Mann-Whitney). All values are presented as mean±s.e.m, nf stands for the
number of analyzed SCFS curves, and nc means the number of analyzed cells, nf=100, nc=10. f, The total
number of jump events and plateau events. The total number of jumps and plateau events of the blocking
groups decreased significantly. 100 SCFS curves are in each group.
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4.3.4

Effects

of

Electrical

Stimulation

-“Pre-stimulation”

versus

“Real-time

Stimulation”
4.3.4.1 Pre-stimulation Decreases Single Cell Adhesion
In scheme (1) involving electrical stimulation during FN adsorption, or ‘Pre-Stimulation’, the
application of +500 mV and -500 mV significantly reduced the cell adhesion compared to the
non-stimulated polymer (control, grey curve) (Fig. 4a and c). This is qualitatively evident in
representative SCFS curves showing that the non-stimulated polymer has a higher maximum
adhesion force and energy (shaded area), and longer range interactions extending out to
~10µm (Fig. 4a and d). Statistical analysis using box-and-whisker plots shows that the
maximum adhesion force for both +500 mV (0.37±0.01nN) and -500 mV (0.40±0.01nN) is
significantly reduced compared to the non-stimulated polymer (0.65±0.02nN). However, no
significant difference is observed between the two applied potentials (Fig. 4c). This effect of
oxidation and reduction during FN adsorption on the FN-mediated cell adhesion cannot be
solely attributed to surface energy of the polymer. Oxidation of the PPy/DBSA results in an
increase in surface hydrophobicity due to interfacial switching of the dodecylbenzene groups
(see Chapter 3, Fig.1b and contact angle measurements in Fig. 3), yet the non-stimulated
polymer, also in the oxidized form, has a similar surface energy. Conversely, the reduced
polymer is hydrophilic and gives similar adhesion values.
The observed cell adhesion as a function of the applied voltage also contradicts an
expectation that applying +500 mV should enhance the rate of adsorption of the negatively
charged FN[329], leading to increased cell adhesion. QCM studies of FN adsorption onto
PPy/dextran sulfate shows that a +300mV bias increases the mass of adsorbed FN by 3 times
compared to negatively biased films [329]. Similarly, FN adsorption generally increases on
cationic charged polymers [319]. Whilst the exact reasons are unclear, the pre-stimulation
may affect the FN-mediated cell adhesion in number of ways, including causing a decrease in
the adsorbed mass of FN, resulting in fewer FN-integrin bonds, and/or changes in
conformation of the FN that causes a decrease in the binding strength or ability of the integrin
to access RGD and PHSRN binding regions of FN. Immunofluorescence labelling with
AlexaFlur 488-labeled anti-fibronectin antibody revealed that both +500mV and -500mV
pre-stimulation gave decreased fluorescent intensity signals of the polymer surface
(Supplementary 2S), firstly indicating the possibility of reduced FN adsorption. However,
changes in the FN conformation on the pre-stimulated polymers could also restrict binding of
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the anti-fibronectin antibody, leading to a similar decrease in fluorescent intensity.
Whichever the case, or in both instances, the immunofluorescence labelling indicates a clear
difference between the non-stimulated versus pre-stimulated polymers, and further supports
an effect of the pre-stimulation on the FN that correlates with a significant decrease in the cell
adhesion in the SCFS (Fig. 4c). The pattern on reduced PPy/DBSA may due to detachment
of PPy/DBSA film under highly reduced potential and high negative current.
4.3.4.2 Adhesion Energy Dependence on Pre-stimulation
Further statistical analysis of the adhesion energy, which effectively describes the ability for
the adhesion to persist over a given distance or time, reveals a more complete view of the cell
interaction. For instance, the adhesion energy for -500 mV (12.4±0.7×10-16J) is significantly
higher than that of +500 mV (7.8±0.6×10-16J), but despite having lower adhesion force (500mV = 0.40±0.01nN), is equivalent to that of the non-stimulated polymer (12.9±0.7×10-16J)
(Fig. 4d). This infers that despite weaker adhesion forces, the FN-integrin mediated adhesive
interactions can persist over a longer distance on the reduced PPy/DBSA polymer and is
qualitatively observed in Fig. 4a where the adhesion exists over a longer range. There are
several possible sources of the increased energy, namely through changes in the cell
mechanical properties or stiffness of the bond complexes. For example, cells with a lower
Young’s modulus could extend, or ‘stretch’, greater distances under tensile forces, giving rise
to longer-range interactions. However, we did not observe a decrease in the cell modulus
during reduction (-500 mV) (see Chapter 3, Figure 6) or a significant difference in the
modulus on the different polymers that underwent pre-stimulation (Supplementary 1S a)
Thus, an increase in energy suggests that the stiffness of bond complexes at the cell-polymer
interface is most likely decreased. Because the α5β1-FN binding complex is coupled to a
PPy/DBSA consisting of extensible polymer chains, such as the DBSA and PPy, stiffness
changes in the latter could contribute the adhesion energy. As shown in Chapter 3, reduction
of the polymer causes a significant increase in mass associated with water uptake, potentially
causing a decrease in the stiffness of the polymer and/or the liberation of polymer chains.
This correlated to a decrease in the stiffness of non-specific interactions in Chapter 3 (Fig. 8,
9) and a similar effect could be occurring for the α5β1-FN binding where the adhesion energy
is modified through elastic coupling of the PPy/DBSA polymer. This possibility is discussed
further below in analysis of single molecule interactions that can estimate the bond stiffness.
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Lastly, the plateau interactions are expected to contribute to the energy and also discussed
further below in single molecule analysis. At longer distances, they do not add to the
maximum adhesion force (i.e. the bulk of the cell has already detached) yet increase the
overall adhesion energy given as the striped area under the SCFS curves (Fig. 4a).

4.3.4.3 Real-time Stimulation Enhances Cell Adhesion
During this scheme (2), referred to as ‘Real-time Stimulation’, the FN firstly adsorbs onto the
non-stimulated polymer, with the initial adsorbed mass and conformation of the FN
dependent on the surface chemistry. SCFS curves are then collected on the non-stimulated
polymer followed by curves during an applied constant voltage of +500mV and -500mV.
Firstly, the maximum adhesion force and energy, as well as the jump and plateau
forces/lengths (discussed further below), of the non-stimulated polymer were similar to that
obtained above in scheme (1) (cf, Fig 4a-c and 4e-f), indicating reproducibility across the
SCFS experiments using different cells and PPy/DBSA polymer surfaces. For real-time
stimulation, the maximum adhesion for +500mV (0.80±0.03nN) and -500 mV (0.56±0.02nN)
were significantly greater or less than the non-stimulated polymer (0.70±0.02nN),
respectively, suggesting that the FN-mediated cell adhesion on these polymer surfaces was
oppositely affected depending on oxidation or reduction of the polymer. Furthermore, the
oxidized films showed a significant increase in the maximum force and energy over both the
non-stimulated and reduced polymers (Fig 4e-f), which is in stark contrast to scheme (1) for
pre-stimulation.
4.3.4.4 Role of FN-Mediated Cell Adhesion
A previous study has shown that epithelia cells adhered to reduced PEDOT/TOS films while
very few cells, mostly dead, remained on oxidized films when a bias voltage (+/- 1.5 V) is
applied immediately after cell seeding[189]. However, if the cells were allowed to firstly
settle on non-biased films for 24 hrs, followed by applying a bias voltage for 24 hrs, both the
reduced and oxidized films exhibited a large number of cells. This suggests that once cell
adhesion is established on the non-biased PEDOT/TOS, switching their redox state does not
affect cell viability. The underlying cause of the cell viability on oxidized and reduced films
was attributed to changes in the adsorbed serum layer, comprising mainly of FN and other
proteins. Considering that the differently applied bias voltage, either during or post cell
seeding (and effectively during or post serum adsorption), onto the PEDOT/TOS are closely
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analogous to our schemes (1) and (2), the findings from the previous study draw a parallel
with the SFCS measurements (Fig. 4c versus 4e). Both studies show that once FN-surface
binding is established a protein conformation that supports cell adhesion is more greatly
conserved despite subsequent exposure to electrical stimulation with typical voltage biases
used in such experiments.
Cell viability is therefore enabled once FN adsorption is established though it is evident that
electrical switching between oxidized and reduced states can modify the degree of cell
adhesion. In the same study above, further experiments involved pre-coating the
PEDOT/TOS with FN prior to cell seeding in serum-free media followed by electrical
stimulation[189], which is equivalent to our scheme (2), real-time stimulation. Reduced
films showed a ≈ 3 times increase in the number of adhered cells compared to oxidized,
leading to a proposed theory that redox induced changes in the FN conformation either
promotes or inhibits access to cell binding regions. Earlier studies also alluded to this
mechanism to explain the rounding-up and detachment of cells on oxidized PPy[330]. Other
studies on PEDOT/TOS conversely show that oxidation promotes the adhesion of mouse
fibroblasts due to a higher affinity interaction between the α5β1 integrin and FN that is in a
more folded conformation. The SCFS measurements are in agreement with the latter whereby
the adhesion force between the L929 cell and PPy/DBSA reveals that oxidation of the
polymer significantly increases the maximum adhesion (0.80±0.03nN) compared to the
reduced form (0.56±0.02nN) (Fig. 4e), with the adhesion energy values also giving the same
result (Fig. 4f).
Several conclusions can be interpreted from the above findings. Firstly, the enhanced cell
adhesion on oxidized polymers with adsorbed FN is opposite to that (reduced polymers)
observed in Chapter 3 without the use of FN (See Chapter 3, Fig. 5), confirming the
specific role and effects of the adsorbed FN surface layer. Given that the mass of adsorbed
FN is equivalent on each of the initial non-stimulated polymer surfaces (and presuming no
FN desorbs during electrical stimulation), the effects of real-time stimulation are expected to
arise from conformational changes of the FN. In other words, cell adhesion is not purely
governed by the FN surface density (e.g. molecules per nm2) but rather we propose that the
electrical stimulation modifies the FN conformation, leading to changes in the binding
strength of α5β1-FN complexes, or their ability to form due to α5β1 integrin access to cell
binding regions (RGD and PHSRN) on the FN. The two cell binding regions must be in close
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proximity to enable α5β1 binding, only occurring when FN is in a compact conformation
[325]. FN was shown to adopt a folded conformation on oxidized PEDOT/TOS, which
enhanced binding to α5β1 binding and was consistent with increased mouse fibroblast cells
numbers on these polymers [192].
4.3.4.5 Redox Switching Mechanism of FN Conformation
Understanding the surface properties responsible for redox-induced switching of the FN
conformation is therefore of significant interest yet still remains perplexing. Enhanced
adhesion on the oxidized PPy/DBSA, exposing the hydrophobic, dodecyl benzene groups,
may be considered somewhat contrary to the general rule that FN-mediated cell adhesion is
favoured by hydrophilic surfaces. Hydrophilic surfaces maintain a folded, bioactive
conformation, while hydrophobic surfaces denature the FN [331-333]. That said, highly
hydrophilic and/or sulfated polymers can also induce more extended or unfolded FN
conformations, with increased hydration or flexibility to enable specific binding to a
conducting polymer[329]. It is noted that the oxidized PPy/DBSA remains moderately
hydrophilic with a contact angle of 63-77° and thus attributing the surface energy to effects
on FN conformation is perhaps oversimplified for the complexity of the FN-polymer
interaction. Furthermore, redox switching of typical polymers such as PEDOT and PPy,
including those with highly sulfated dopants (e.g. PPS, DS), are not likely to fully switch
between hydrophilic (< 90 degree) and hydrophobic (> 90 degree) surfaces but remain
hydrophilic by definition of their contact angle. Alternatively, changes in the interfacial pH
that are known to effect the FN conformation is proposed as another possible
mechanism[334]. For example, reduction of PEDOT/TOS drives protons into the polymer,
decreasing proton density in the electrolyte and increasing the local pH (pH 7.7). FN adopts a
more unfolded or extended conformation at higher pH [93, 192], consistent with the reduced
cell numbers on these polymers [93, 192]. During oxidation, the expulsion of protons from
the polymer into the electrolyte, which is more negative, causes a lowering of the pH (pH 7.1)
and leads to a more folded FN conformation and hence greater cell numbers. For comparison,
the PPy/DBSA also expels cations (protons) during oxidation, while driving out cations
during reduction. A mechanism based on changes in interfacial pH could then apply to the
PPy/DBSA.
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Figure 4. a, Representative SCFS curves of live L929 cell on pre-stimulated FN immobilized PPy/DBSA
electrode surface and blocking groups whose cell membrane α5β1 integrins blocked. b, Representative
SCFS curves of live L929 cell on free FN immobilized PPy/DBSA electrode surface with real-time
stimulation and blocking groups whose cell membrane α5β1 integrins blocked. c, Adhesion
forces(maximum force) measured between individual live L929 cell with FN immobilized PPy/DBSA
polymer electrode interface without electrical stimulation and immediate electrical stimulationmediated(+500mV/-500mV) FN immobilized PPy/DBSA polymer electrode interface. Under each
experiment condition, each of the second whisker box is corresponding blocking group which the α5β1
integrin of cells were blocked to identify the specificity to FN. (Control: 0.65±0.02nN; Control-blocking:
0.30±0.01nN;+500mV: 0.37±0.01nN; +500mV-Blocking: 0.18±0.01nN; -500mV: 0.40±0.01nN; -500mVBlocking: 0.17±0.01nN;) d, The corresponding energy measured between individual live L929 cell with
FN immobilized PPy/DBSA polymer electrode interface without electrical stimulation and immediate
electrical stimulation-mediated(+500mV/-500mV) FN immobilized PPy/DBSA polymer electrode
interface. (Control: 12.9±0.7×10-16J; Control-blocking: 2.8±0.2×10-16; +500mV: 7.8±0.6×10-16; +500mVBlocking: 1.9±0.2×10-16; -500mV: 12.4±0.7×10-16; -500mV-Blocking: 1.7±0.1×10-16 ;) e, Adhesion forces
(maximum force) measured between individual live L929 cell with FN immobilized PPy/DBSA polymer
electrode interface without electrical stimulation and real-time stimulation as mentioned above. (Control:
0.70±0.03nN; Control-Blocking: 0.24±0.01nN;+500mV: 0.80±0.03nN; +500mV-Blocking: 0.30±0.01nN; -
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500mV: 0.56±0.02nN; -500mV-Blcoking: 0.24±0.01nN;) f, The corresponding energy measured between
live L929 cell and FN immobilized PPy/DBSA polymer electrode with real-time stimulation. The red line
in the box-whisker plots marks the mean value. (Control: 13.4±0.7×10-16J; Control-Blocking: 3.3±0.2×1016

J;+500mV: 16.7±0.8×10-16J; +500mV-Blocking: 3.9±0.2×10-16J; -500mV: 13.2±0.9×10-16J; -500mV-

Blocking: 2.3±0.2×10-16J;)(All values are presented as mean±s.e.m, nf stands for the number of analyzed
SCFS curves, and nc means the number of analyzed cells, nf=100, nc=10 for both pre-stimulation and
real-time stimulation experiments)

4.3.4.6 Effect of Electrical Stimulation on Single Ligand-Receptor Binding
To gain further insight into the role of the molecular forces on the single cell adhesion, we
analysed individual jumps and plateaus that are indicative of single molecule ligand-receptor
complexes, as previously reported[320]. Typically in the SCFS the contact time between the
cell and surface is limited to < a few seconds to increase the probability of observing single
molecule interactions[267, 271]. Explicitly this means that the analysed forces of individual
jumps and plateaus are statically more closely related to single bonds rather than the sum of
several interacting bonds in parallel.
4.3.4.7 Pre-stimulation Decreases Bond Strength of Single Integrin–FN Complexes
4.3.4.7.1 Unbinding Forces
For pre-stimulation during FN adsorption, the jump forces for the non-stimulated polymer
(63.3±1.5pN) are significantly greater than both the +500mV (48.8±1.2pN) and -500mV
(46.1±0.8pN) (Fig. 5a). Similarly for the plateau forces the non-stimulated polymer
(77.5±2.5pN) gives significantly higher forces compared to pre-stimulated polymers although
the +500 mV (63.5±2.4pN) gives higher forces than -500 mV (53.3±3.2pN) (Fig. 5c). In
particular, the α5β1 integrin-FN unbinding (jump) forces are ~ 35% lower for the +500mV
and -500mV polymers. These weaker forces suggest that the FN adsorbed during prestimulation adopts a conformation that has a deleterious effect on the binding strength
between the α5β1 integrin and cell binding regions on the FN. Whilst the α5β1 integrin still
has access to the binding regions of FN, it appears the affinity with one or both of the RGD or
synergy site is reduced either due to structural or coordinational modifications of the latter
two peptide sequences. Blocking agents (i.e. free RGD in solution) or fluorescently labelled
antibodies have been used previously to probe FN binding to explain the observed cell
adhesion on oxidized and reduced PEDOT [192]. Similarly, Supplementary 2S indicates a
decrease in antibody binding to FN after pre-stimulation. However, antibodies can generally
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bind several epitopes and thus may be insensitive to conformational changes, or specific sites,
of the FN. On the other hand, the SCFS at the single molecule-level directly probes the ability
of the live cell integrin receptor to access the FN binding sites. Furthermore, Figure 5a
provides the first direct, quantitative evidence that both oxidation and reduction of the
polymer during FN adsorption (pre-stimulation) specifically affects the RGD or synergy sites,
causing a decrease in the unbinding force; this relates to lowering of the activation energy
barrier along the unbinding pathway of the α5β1 integrin-FN complex. A decrease in the
molecular-level unbinding force is also concomitant with a decrease in maximum adhesion
force at the single cell level, revealing a molecular basis for differences in cell adhesion on
non-stimulated versus pre-stimulated polymers in Figure. 4a-c.
4.3.4.7.2 Bond Interaction Length
In addition to modifying the binding force, pre-stimulation increases the jump length firstly
with +500 mV (304.7±14.5nm) followed by -500mV (344.5±10.9nm) in comparison to the
non-stimulated polymer (270.0±12.5nm) (Fig. 5b), indicating the stiffness (i.e. force divided
by jump length) of the FN-integrin interaction is lowered. Based on the force values, the bond
stiffness is approximated to be 2.37e-4N/m (non-stimulated), 1.57e-4N/m (+500mV) and
1.33e-4N/m (-500mV). As shown in Chapter 3, there is a decrease in stiffness of the nonspecific binding between the glycocalyx molecules and polymer surface groups during
reduction at -800 mV, which is associated with significant water uptake and likely changes in
the mechanical properties of the polymer. The pre-stimulation however occurs at -500 mV
and +500 mV where there is no, or comparatively negligible, water uptake into the polymer,
suggesting that a decrease in the α5β1-FN bond stiffness is due to structural, conformational
modifications of adsorbed FN as opposed to the polymer. A lengthening of the bond
interaction, specifically within the FN, is further supported given the corresponding decrease
in the single molecule α5β1-FN unbinding force (Fig. 5a). The plateau lengths showed a
different dependence as they were highest for +500mV (1154.6±109.2nm) compared to 500mV (961.4±64.1nm) and non-stimulated polymer (1034.6±85.8nm) (Fig. 5d). Prestimulation effects on the plateau interactions are not clear although their lengths are known
to be dependent on availability of the membrane volume forming the membrane tethers[335].

4.3.4.8 Real-Time Stimulation Effect on Single Molecule Interactions
4.3.4.8.1Unbinding Forces
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In comparison to pre-stimulation, the jump force minimally decreases from the nonstimulated polymer (58.6±1.5pN) followed by the +500 mV (54.5±1.4pN) and -500 mV
(49.6±1.4pN) (Fig. 5e). Similarly, the plateau forces decrease as the SCFS experiments
proceed from the non-stimulated polymer (75.6±4.5pN) to real-time stimulation at +500 mV
(68.4±2.8pN) and -500 mV (57.5±2.5pN) (Fig. 5g) Whilst these forces shows a similar trend
to pre-stimulation such changes in the molecular level force do not correlate with the single
cell adhesion where a significant enhancement in maximum adhesion force occurred at +500
mV during real-time stimulation (Fig. 4a). This raises interesting questions on the underlying
mechanism governing the strength of the single cell adhesion, since the amount of adsorbed
FN and the α5β1-FN bond forces are effectively equivalent on each of the polymers. As
mentioned above, the ability of the α5β1 integrin to access cell binding regions (RGD and
PHSRN) on the FN is a remaining possibility that is explored further below in relation to the
number of bonds (jumps and plateaus) that have formed.
4.3.4.8.2 Bond Interaction Length
The jump length of the +500 mV is significantly higher (323.1±15.5nm) than both the nonstimulated (289.6±13.0nm) and -500 mV (246.0±11.7nm) (Fig. 5f). Taking into account the
corresponding binding forces, this means the α5β1-FN bond stiffness is lowest for the +500
mV (1.67e-4 N/m), while the other polymers show no significant difference (≈2.0e-4 N/m).
The effect on the plateau length was opposite to that of the pre-stimulation, with the +500
mV this time giving the lowest values (887.7±65.7nm) compared to the other two polymers
(non-stimulated, 1136.0±92.1nm; -500mV, 1137.2±77.3nm)(Fig. 5h).
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Figure 5. The box-whisker plots of molecular level interactions. a, jump force of pre-stimulation
experiments(Control: 63.3±1.5pN; +500mV: 48.8±1.2pN; -500mV: 46.1±0.8pN).b, jump length of prestimulation experiments(Control: 270.0±12.5nm; +500mV: 304.7±14.5nm; -500mV: 344.5±10.9nm). c,
plateau force of pre-stimulation experiments(Control: 77.5±2.5pN; +500mV: 63.5±2.4pN; -500mV:
53.3±3.2pN). d, plateau length of pre-stimulation experiments(Control: 1034.6±85.8nm; +500mV:
1154.6±109.2nm; -500mV: 961.4±64.1nm). e, jump force of real-time stimulation experiments(Control:
58.6±1.5pN; +500mV: 54.5±1.4pN; -500mV: 49.6±1.4pN).f, jump length of real-time stimulation
experiments(Control: 289.6±13.0nm; +500mV: 323.1±15.5nm; -500mV: 246.0±11.7nm). g, plateau force of
real-time stimulation experiments(Control: 75.6±4.5pN; +500mV: 68.4±2.8pN; -500mV: 57.5±2.5pN). h,
plateau length of real-time stimulation experiments(Control: 1136.0±92.1nm; +500mV: 887.7±65.7nm; 500mV: 1137.2±77.3nm). Asterisks indicate statistical significance values of p<0.05(Mann-Whitney). All
values are presented as mean±s.e.m, nf stands for the number of analysed SCFS curves, and nc means the
number of analysed cells, nf=100, nc=10 for both pre-stimulation and real-time stimulation experiments.

4.3.5 Number of Single α5β1 Integrin-FN Bonds
Analysis of the number of jump and plateau interactions (i.e. α5β1 integrin-FN unbinding
events) can be used to indicate the number of integrin α5β1-FN complexes that are formed
during cell adhesion (Fig. 6). The number of complexes that can be formed is governed by
the amount of adsorbed FN and/or number of those FN molecules that present their RGD and
synergy sites for binding. For instance, less cells may bind for an equivalent amount of
adsorbed FN if fewer cell binding regions are accessible. In the Chapter 3, the average
number of jumps per SCFS was ~ 2.5 for non-stimulated PPy/DBSA without FN (Chapter 3,
Fig. 7). By adsorbing FN, this number significantly increased to > 8, indicating that the
presence of FN significantly increases the number of cell adhesive bonds through the
formation of α5β1-FN complexes (Fig. 6a and b). In addition to Figure 3f, Figure 6a and b
also further highlights the difference in jumps between the experiments with FN and those
with blocking, further confirming the α5β1 integrin-FN binding is responsible for a majority
of the interactions.
4.3.5.1 Pre-Stimulation Decreases Number of Bonds
Compared to non-stimulated polymers, there is a significant decrease in the number of jumps
per SCFS curve for both the +500 mV and -500 mV when pre-stimulation is applied during
FN adsorption (Fig. 6a). This means there is a lowering of the number of integrin-FN bonds,
which is supported by immunofluorescence labelling showing reduced FN adsorption on
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these polymers (Supplementary 2S). Interestingly, the number of plateau interactions on the
-500 mV is comparable to the non-stimulated and significantly greater than the +500 mV
(Fig. 6a and b) and may explain the unexpected high values of adhesion energy for the
reduced polymers (Fig. 4a, 4d). It is possible that high adhesion energies for -500 mV occur
despite having significantly lower maximum adhesion force values (single cell adhesion) than
the non-stimulated polymer. Plateaus give rise to longer-range interactions, occurring up to
10 microns with an average of ≈ 1 micron in length (Fig. 4a, 4d). As mentioned above, once
the bulk of a cell has detached from the surface, any remaining plateau interactions that have
a lower force will only contribute to the adhesion energy and this may be the case for -500
mV polymers. Previous SCFS studies explain that bonds at the periphery of the cell are first
to unbind, contributing to the maximum adhesion values, followed by remaining, longerrange bonds (i.e. plateaus interactions) occurring at the centre apical region of the cell as it
continues to retract from the surface[93].
4.3.5.2 Real-Time Stimulation
There was a gradual decrease in the number of jumps per SCFS in the order of nonstimulated polymers, +500 mV, followed by -500 mV (Fig. 6c). This trend in the effective
number of number of α5β1-FN bonds does not clearly correlate with the enhancement in
single cell adhesion on the oxidized polymer in Fig. 4b and 4e. However, the +500mV did
show the highest number of plateau interactions compared to the other two polymers (Fig.
6c). It is difficult to interpret from these bond numbers, as well as other molecular parameters
(e.g. bond force), reasons for the single cell adhesion, particularly the case for the nonstimulated polymers that showed a similar number of integrin-FN bonds and highest bond
force yet lower single cell adhesion.
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Figure 6. Statistical analysis of jump and plateau events for pre-stimulation and real-time stimulation
experiments. a, Average number of jump interactions on each SCFS curve collected in pre-stimulation
part of experiments. b, Average number of jump interactions on each SCFS curve collected in real-time
electrical stimulation part of experiments. c, Average number of plateau interactions on each SCFS curve
collected in pre-stimulation part of experiments. d, Average number of plateau interactions on each SCFS
curve collected in real-time electrical stimulation part of experiments.

4.4 Conclusions
Compared to non-specific binding in Chapter 3, adsorbed FN on PPy/DBSA polymer
significantly increases the number of polymer-L929 fibroblast cell interactions (jumps and
plateaus) through mostly specific binding of α5β1-FN binding complexes with higher
individual bond strength.

In contrast, when electrical stimulation, either oxidation or

reduction, is applied during FN adsorption (pre-stimulation) the amount of FN is reduced,
causing a decrease in the number of bond complexes that are formed. The FN that does
adsorb also undergoes a conformational change that directly affects the binding strength
(force), and molecular stiffness, of the α5β1receptor-FN complex. Therefore, both the
strength of individual bonds and number of bonds are reduced, supporting the concomitant
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decrease in adhesion at the single cell level. An interesting phenomenon is that despite
significantly lower cell adhesion strength, the energy required to detach a cell from the
reduced polymer at -500 mV is unexpectedly high. This may relate to an increase in the
number of membrane tethers (plateau interactions), which contribute to the energy as the cell
interacts and detaches over longer distances
Once the FN has established binding to the PPy/DBSA the FN maintains a conformation that
supports a higher degree of cell adhesion even in the presence of real-time stimulation. Single
cell adhesion is significantly enhanced on the oxidized polymer at +500 mV, compared to the
non-stimulated, while the reduced polymer at -500 mV shows a decrease in cell adhesion.
Analysis of the single molecule interactions, including individual bond strength and number
of bonds, do not clearly correlate with the observed single adhesion. Therefore, the real-time
stimulation is capable of switching the cell adhesion and energy, involving specific α5β1
receptor-FN binding, yet the exact underlying mechanisms remain unclear.
In summary, electrical stimulation of conducting polymers can manipulate individual
bonding parameters, force, stiffness, energy, lifetime and different combinations, which may
have important implication for signalling between intracellular and extracellular components.
The EC-SCFS techniques presents a promising approach probe fundamental insights on the
cellular and molecular interactions between single live cell and electromaterials in general,
which is critical for developing next-generation electromaterials and electrode interfaces for
bionic devices.
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4.5 Supplementary

Supplementary 1S. Histograms of cell modulus as a function of the applied voltage. (Mean ± s.e.m; nf=100;
nc=10). (a) Scheme 1;(b) Scheme 2; To quantify the cell modulus, we fitted the contact region of the
approaching curves to the Hertz model using the JPK Data Processing software (Version spm-5.1.4).

Supplementary 2S. Immunofluorescence microscopy of FN on Potential-Assisted FN Immobilized
Electrode. Approximately 3 images were collected for each sample. Fluorescence densities for the images
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were analysed using Leica Application Suite AF (LAS AF) software (Leica). (a) Bare PPy/DBSA
polymer(11.1±0.5);(b) FN immobilized PPy/DBSA without electrical stimulation (58.5±1.2); (c) +500mV
constant potential-assisted during FN absorbing(31.3±1.6);(d) -500mV constant potential-assisted during
FN absorbing(32.0±1.2).
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Chapter

5:

Electrical

Stimulation

Frequency-

Dependence of Single Cell Adhesion Mediated by
Integrin-Fibronectin Bonds
From Publication: Zhang, H, Qi, Gu, Wallace, G. G. Higgins. M. J. (2015). FrequencyDependence Electrical Stimulation of Single Cell Adhesion Mediated by IntegrinFibronectin Bonds. Nature Materials (Under Preparation).

Summary: The study investigates the effect of pulsed electrical stimulation with varying
frequency on single cell adhesion, as well the molecular level interactions, at the surface of
polypyrrole/dodecylbenzene(PPy/DBSA). The main findings are that both the oxidized and
reduced pulsed electrical stimulation weaken the strength of single cell adhesion, and lowers
the adhesion energy, on the polymer surface. In addition, we have observed that the
percentage contribution of specific α5β1receptor-FN interactions decreased while the nonspecific binding effectively increased as the frequency of pulsed electrical stimulation was
increased.
5.1 Introduction
Since electrical stimulation had been reported for pain relief [336], several electrical
stimulation-based therapies have been investigated to treat diseases such as epilepsy [337]
and Parkinson[338]. Diverse electrical stimulation waveforms have been investigated as a
function of current[339-341], potential[320, 342] and frequency[343, 344] to assess their
efficacy. Among the different types, frequency-dependent electrical stimulation is widely
applied to mimic extracellular, endogenous electrical signals [345-347]. In contrast, constant
potential and current is potentially harmful due to accumulation of charge on the electrode
surface, or unwanted faradaic reactions [301]. The charge-balanced, or namely biphasic
stimulation, is preferred to avoid adverse long-term effects such as pH shift, ionic charges
near the electrodes, and the erosion of the electrode materials [348]. Generally, the first
(cathodal) phase of the stimulus depolarizes the cell membrane, thus initiating an action
potential, and then the second (anodal) pulse brings the net charge balance in the electrode to
zero. The necessary time in between the biphasic stimulation pulses is referred to as the
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interphase time interval, which is implemented to prevent the cell membrane from repolarizing before threshold is reached. Importantly, creating a charge-balanced stimulation
requires that the anodal pulse be equal to that of the cathodal pulse[348].

Most studies on conducting polymers have applied constant potentials to switch between
oxidized and reduced states [172, 188, 190], primarily inducing changes in surface chemistry,
with the intention of controlling cell adhesion, growth and differentiation for applications
such as electronic cell culture systems [93]. However, studies are increasingly employing
alternating current (AC) electrical stimulation (e.g. biphasic pulsed stimulation) to emulate
the types of waveforms and stimulation that is delivered in many current implantable
electrode devices (e.g. cochlear electrodes)[349-351]. Wallace et al. and group have studied
PC12 cell differentiation on conducting polymer electrodes as a function of biphasic pulsedcurrent stimulation with different frequencies of 10Hz, 100Hz and 250Hz[352]. It has been
demonstrated that polypyrrole/poly (2-methoxy-5 aniline sulphonic acid (PPy/PMAS)
supports nerve cell differentiation and that clinically relevant 250Hz biphasic current pulses
delivered via PPy/PMAS films significantly promote nerve cell differentiation in the presence
of nerve growth factor. In addition, it has been demonstrated that due to the application of
electrical stimulation during cell culture experiments, cell proliferation and spreading on the
surface of composite hydroxyapatite (HA) and BaTiO3 were enhanced within a narrow
window of voltage/frequency of electrical stimulation[353]. It was suggested that the
signalling mechanism, followed by enhanced protein synthesis or actin polymerization, was
probably the cause by which cellular proliferation was enhanced at low voltages/electric field
strengths[353]. Because the time-diffusion limited processes become dependent on the
frequency of the AC electrical stimulation, the application of higher frequencies may not
result in complete oxidation and reduction of the polymer. Thus, the effects on cell adhesion
will become less dependent on switching of the redox surface chemistry but rather more to do
with remaining effects due to the capacitive charging and discharging of the electrode.

In this chapter, we implement Electrochemical-Single Cell Force Spectroscopy (EC-SCFS) to
probe the interactions of single live cells on fibronectin (FN) coated PPy/DBSA as a function
of pulsed stimulation with varying frequency (Fig. 1). As done in previous chapters, the ECSCFS is implemented by attaching a live cell on the end of an AFM probe to enable direct
measurements of cell adhesion on the PPy/DBSA, which functions as the working electrode
within an in-situ electrochemical cell (Fig. 1). After bring the cell into contact with the
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polymer, the pulsed stimulation was applied to expose the cell-polymer interface to a series
of transient current spikes. The effect of these spikes on the single cell adhesion and
molecular-level interactions are analysed.

Figure 1. Schematic of SCFS setup which quantifying cell-protein-material interactions as a function of
electrical stimulation under varying frequencies.

5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Electrochemical Polymerization of Conducting Polymer Films
The aqueous solution for electrochemical polymerization consisted of 0.2M pyrrole monomer
(Merck) and 2mg ml-1sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate (DBSA) in milli-q water (18.2MΩ).
Polypyrrole (PPy) films doped with DBSA were polymerized galvanostatically under
0.10mA cm-2 for 10 mins via eDAQ EA161 potentiostat and recorder. The electrodeposition
process was performed in a 3-electrode JPK electrochemical-cell with gold mylar as the
working electrode (growing area 2cm2), a platinum wire counter electrode and Ag/AgCl
reference electrode (DRIREF-2SH, World Precision Instruments). After growth, the films
were washed with milli-q water, gently dried with N2 and kept in a dry oven until use. Cyclic
voltammograms were acquired using PPy/DBSA as the working electrode with a scan rate
100mV s-1 in CO2 independent cell culture medium. Electrochemical potentials were recorded
vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrode (DRIREF-2SH, World Precision Instruments).
5.2.2 Fibronectin Adsorption on Polymer
Human Plasma Fibronectin (FN) was purchased from Invitrogen (Australia) (33016–015) and
reconstituted in distilled water at a concentration of 1.0 mg/mL. 20µL aliquots were prepared
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into 2mL tubes and stored at -80℃ prior to use. A tube of FN was thawed and 1 ml of PBS
solution added to give a final FN concentration of 20ug/ml. The FN solution was injected into
the EC cell and allowed to adsorb onto the PPy/DBSA film for 30 mins. Following this, the
film was removed, rinsed with milli-q water, and then placed back into EC cell as the
working electrode for SCFS experiments.
5.2.3 Cell Culture
Mouse fibroblast L929 cell lines were originally sourced from ATCC (CCL-1TM). L929
cells were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) (12800017, Life
Technology) supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (10099141, Life
Technology) and 3.7g/L NaHCO3 (S5761, Sigma). Cells were cultured at 37°C in a
humidified, 5% CO2 atmosphere (HERA cell 150, Thermo) and were subcultured every two
days by splitting 1 in 10 after trypsinizing with 0.25% trypsin to achieve the desired cell
density. Before the experiments, L929 cells were cultured to 90% ~ 100% confluency of the
cell culture flask. More specifically, old medium was removed from the cell culture flask and
then rinsed with 5ml PBS. To remove cells, trypsin (0.25%, 0.5ml) was added and the cell
culture flask stored in a humidified 37℃ incubator for 1~2 mins. 5ml of fresh cell culture
medium was then added to the flask and the cell suspension transferred to a 15ml centrifuge
tube, centrifuged at 1500rpm for 5 mins, and the supernatant removed. Then cells were
resuspended in 1 ml fresh culture medium and 0.5ml transferred to a T-25 flask containing
4.5ml pre-warmed culture medium. This flask was kept for further experiments. 0.5ml of
fresh medium was added to the remaining cell suspension in the centrifuge tube and then
centrifuged again at 1500rpm for 5 mins. The supernatant was removed and the cells were
resuspended in 1ml CO2 independent cell culture medium (18045-088, Life Technology),
which is capable of maintaining long-term pH stability under atmospheric CO2(0.04%). 1ml
of the cell suspension was then transferred to fresh 4ml CO2 independent cell culture medium
into the 15ml tube. Then use this 5ml cell suspension for SCFS experiments.
5.2.4 AFM Probe Calibration and Functionalization with Con-A
AFM tipless probes (NP-O10 from Bruker) were firstly calibrated for their spring constant
using the thermal method and then plasma cleaned for 20 mins. The probes were incubated in
0.5mg/ml biotin-BSA (bovine serum albumin, biotinamidocaproyl-labeled) (A6043, Sigma)
for 12 hours at 4℃. After rinsing with PBS (P5368, Sigma), the probes were incubated in
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0.5mg/ml streptavidin solution for 1 hour at room temperature, followed by further rinsing
with PBS. To enable covalent coupling of concanavalin-A (Con-A), the probes were finally
incubated in biotin-Con-A (C2272, Sigma) for 1 hour at room temperature and rinsed with
PBS. After functionalization, the probes could be stored at 4℃ for up to two weeks.
5.2.5 Attaching Single Live Cell to the Functionalized AFM Probe
L929 cells were resuspended in 1ml CO2 independent cell culture medium (18045-088, Life
Technology) and injected into the JPK Nanowizard Bio-AFM electrochemical cell, which
was maintained at 37℃. Cells were allowed to settle onto the PPy/DBSA film with the
adsorbed FN for only 5-10 mins to ensure they did not spread and adhere to the surface. A
Con-A functionalized AFM probe was lowered toward the surface and prior to attaching a
cell, a force curve was performed to measure the sensitivity. Then, the probe was positioned
over a cell and contact was made with a force of 1 nN for 5s followed by retraction of the
probe with attached cell. Visualization of both the cantilever and cell with the inverted
microscope and control of the cell sample by a motorized stage with step resolution of ≈ < 0.5
microns enabled precise positioning of a single cell at the end of the AFM cantilever. The cell
was allowed to establish adhesion for 5-10 mins on the Con-A functionalized cantilever prior
to the SCFS measurements, an important procedure for ensuring that cell adhesion to the
cantilever is greater than adhesion to the opposing surface [25]. The live cell probe was then
repositioned over the polymer to perform SCFS curves.
5.2.6 Electrochemical-Single Cell Force Spectroscopy (EC-SCFS)
SCFS was performed using a JPK Nanowizard II mounted on a fully automated inverted
Nikon microscope, with the 3-electrode electrochemistry cell integrated onto the AFM
sample stage. The instrument was enclosed in a cell incubation system for temperature and
humidity control. The electrochemical cell also enabled local temperature control of the
sample and consisted of a freshly grown PPy/DBSA polymer film as the working electrode,
platinum wire counter electrode and small Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Electrochemical
voltage and current signals/recording were controlled via an Edaq potentiostat and recorder
(eDAQ EA161).
After positioning the live cell probe above the polymer (as described above), 10 SCFS curves
firstly performed on the non-stimulated polymer with no applied potential. The live cell probe
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was then retracted for 50µm and a squared-waved pulsed electrical stimulation was applied
with a 500 mV amplitude ranging between either 0 to 500 mV or -500 to -1000 mV. The
pulsed stimulation waveforms were from 1Hz (amplitude = +500mV, baseline = 500mV,
pulse length 999.95ms, pulse interval 0.05ms), 10Hz amplitude = +500mV, baseline =
500mV, pulse length 99.95ms, pulse interval 0.05ms) to 100Hz amplitude = +500mV,
baseline = 500mV,

pulse length 9.95ms, pulse interval 0.05ms). After 10 cells were

measured under +500mV, another 10 cells were measured under -500mV with waveforms at
1Hz (amplitude = -500mV, baseline = -500 mV, pulse length 999.95ms, pulse interval
0.05ms), 10Hz (amplitude = -500mV, baseline = -500 mV, pulse length 99.95ms, pulse
interval 0.05ms), 100Hz (amplitude = -500mV, baseline = -500 mV, pulse length 9.95ms,
pulse interval 0.05ms). 10 SCFS curves were collected at each frequency, thus a total of 30
SCFS curves were collected for each cell. Table 1 lists all the parameters for the SCFS.

5.2.6.1 Single Cell Force Spectroscopy: Parameters to Modulate Live Cells
Table1. The desired parameters for modulating single live L929 cell.
Parameter

Value/mode chosen

IGain

50Hz

PGain

0.048Hz

Setpoint

1nN

Rel. Setpoint

0.5nN

Adjust Baseline

1

Z length

10μm

Z movement

Constant Speed

Extend speed

5μm s-1

Extend time

2s

Ext. Delay

1s

Retr. Delay

10s

Delay mode

Constant Height

Sample Rate

2048Hz

Z loop

Closed

All the experiments are preceded at 37℃.

5.2.7 Integrin Blocking Experiment
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Anti-integrin α5β1 antibody (ab75472, Abcam) was aliquoted (2µl) into 2mL tubes and
stored at -80℃ prior to use. After pipetting out 1mL of the cell suspension, as described in
section 5.2.3, 1mL of cell suspension was injected into the 2mL antibody tube. 1ml of the cell
suspension with anti-integrin was then transferred to 15mL tube and another 4mL of fresh
CO2 independent medium added. The 5ml cell suspension with antibody was kept at 37℃ in
the incubator for 30 minutes before injecting into 3-electrode EC cell.

5.2.8 Data analysis
SCFS curves were analyzed by JPK-SPM Data Processing software (Version spm-5.1.4). The
SCFS curves were modified by in-built functions of ‘Subtract the Baseline’, ‘Adjust the X
Offset’ and ‘Correct Height’ functions are selected before measuring adhesion, energy and
rupture events. Each of the rupture, including jump and plateau, should be checked and
confirmed manually. Box-whisker plots were plotted and fitted by OriginPro 9.1.
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Frequency-dependent Electrical Stimulation
FN was first allowed to adsorb onto the PPy/DBSA polymer electrode, as done in Chapter 4
for electrical stimulation scheme (2), ‘Pre-Stimulation’. The live cell probe was then brought
into contact with the polymer surface without applying electrical stimulation (non-stimulated
polymer) and SCFS were performed. Subsequent SCFS curves were performed while
applying pulsed stimulation with amplitude of 500 mV ranging between 500 mV to 0 mV
(oxidized) and -500 mV to -1000 mV (reduced) at varying frequencies from 1Hz, 10Hz and
100Hz (Fig. 2). During the pulses, the baseline voltage was held at +500 mV (Fig. 2 a, c, e)
or -500 mV (Fig. 2 b, d, f) to reflect the oxidized and reduced polymer. The electrical
stimulation waveforms, including the applied voltage (blue traces) and current (red traces), at
the different frequencies are shown in Fig. 2 a-f. In these waveforms, the pulse interval was
kept very short with a constant value of 50 µsec, while in comparison the pulse duration was
significantly higher, on the order of seconds, and varied depending on the frequency. During
a single SCFS curve, the cell approaches and is then held in contact with the polymer surface
for 1sec (dwell time), after which the cell is retracted a distance of 10 µm. Therefore, when
only considering the dwell period of 1 sec, at the lowest frequency of 1Hz with a pulsed
duration of ~1s (999.95 ms), the cell ‘sees’ a constant potential except for a possible transient
change in voltage (50 µs) for only 1 cycle (Fig. 2a and b). At 10Hz, the pulse duration
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decreases to ~0.1s and the cell is therefore subject to an increased number of transient voltage
excursions of 10 cycles (Fig. 2c and d). At 100Hz, the pulse duration is ~0.01s with 100
voltages excursions occurring during the dwell time when the cell is in contact with the
polymer surface (Fig. 2e and f). However, it is noted that the total length of time the cell is
effectively in contact with the surface, including during the initial contact and increase in
loading force, dwell time (1 s) and subsequent adhesive interactions that extend for several
microns (or occur over a time on the order of seconds) is approximately 2-3s. Thus, transient
spikes can occur at different stages of cell contact with the polymer. The total time taken to
collect a SCFS curve is 5s (i.e. 10 µm z-distance with 5 µm/s plus 1 sec dwell period), with a
rest period of 10s between each SCFS curve (a total of 10 SCFS curves for each frequency).
Current spikes are therefore also occurring during these periods and not only when the cell is
in contact with the polymer.

These waveforms are very different to the pulsed stimulation commonly used in commercial
implantable electrode devices, such as the cochlear implant, which use much shorter pulse
durations (e.g. 0.1-10 ms) and longer rest intervals (e.g. ~ 20-100 times greater than the
duration). To emulate stimulation in these devices, previous studies using conducting
polymers, including PPy/DBSA, have implemented biphasic constant current stimulation,
with peak amplitudes of several mA. The pulses generate voltage excursions (spikes) of
several tens of mV (at ~250 Hz)[349] . In contrast, a different approach was taken in this
chapter in an attempt to make comparisons with results from previous chapters. Firstly, the
baseline voltages were held either at +500 mV or -500 mV with longer pulse duration relative
to the interval such that the polymers were maintained at voltages associated with their
oxidized and reduced states. The application of a 500mV pulse then introduced current spikes
that could be superimposed on the polymers in their baseline state. Thus, at lower frequency
(1 Hz), the cell is exposed to more of a ‘constant’ potential stimulation (oxidized and reduced
polymers) as in Chapter 4, while increasing the frequency (10 and 100 Hz) enable
investigation of increasing the number of current spikes during the SCFS.

The pulsed voltage for the +500 mV baseline, returning to 0 mV and then back to the
baseline, induced a sharp increase followed by a decay in the current with peak values of
0.5mA (1Hz), 0.4 mA (10 Hz) and 0.1 mA (100 Hz) (Fig. 2 a, c, e). The pulsed voltage from
the -500 mV baseline, decreasing further to -1000 mV and then back to the baseline, similarly
induced a peak in the current but in the opposite direction with values of -0.75 mA (1 Hz), 127

0.5 mA (10 Hz) and -0.3 mA (100 Hz) (note: from a baseline current of -0.5 mA) (Fig. 2 b, d,
f). The peak value of the current signal decreased with an increase in frequency, as expected
due to an increase in electrode impedance at higher frequencies. In addition, the peak current
values generated with the -500mV baseline is larger, which is in agreement with the higher
current values beyond the reduction potential at -500 mV in the CV measurements (See
Chapters 3 and 4, Figs 1a and 2a).
5.3.1.1 Implications of Pulsed Stimulation on PP/DBSA Electrochemical Switching
The electrochemical switching of the PPy/DBSA polymer film is caused by the
electrochemical doping/dedoping processes and can be explained using equation 1. Oxidation
of PPy/DBSA (Eq 1, right side) causes expulsion of positive ions (Na+), upon which
entrapped negatively charged sulfonate groups (of the DBSA) coordinate with positively
charged PPy and the opposing benzene groups orientate to the polymer surface. Upon
reduction, positive ions (Na+) enter the polymer for charge neutralization (of excess sulfonate
groups). Benzene groups then switch back to coordinate with the neutral polymer, while
excess sulfonate groups rearrange toward the polymer surface [302].
(PPyo)(DBS-Na+)↔(PPy+)(DBS-)＋Na+＋e- (1)
Typically, upon reduction of a polymer, the ejection of anions causes a polymer to contract;
however, because DBS- is large and immobile anion, solvated cations are incorporated to
maintain charge neutrality, causing the significant increase in mass and associated uptake of
solvent (water), as observed in the QCM measurements (Chapter 3, See Fig. 3 e and f) and
expansion of the polymer [177]. The above electrochemical processes are fully reversible and
oxidation/reduction is achieved when applying constant potential or when undertaking CV
measurements using scan rates in the range where ion-diffusion is not limited. For AC
stimulation (e.g. pulsed stimulation) at higher frequencies, the ability of ions to move in and
out of the polymer becomes time-diffusion limited. At low frequency, ions have sufficient
time to diffuse, entering the polymer and balancing charge; a process similar to applying a
constant potential. At higher frequency, ions have less time to diffuse into the polymer and
are predominately involved in surface charging (double layer formation).
In-situ EC-AFM studies on PPy with a similarly large, entrapped dopant, polystyrene
sulfonate (PSS), showed a significant non-linear decay in the film expansion and contraction
(actuation) during reduction with an increase in CV scan rates ranging between 10-200
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mV/sec, confirming the process of time-limited diffusion. In contrast, thinner films < of 500
nm showed a decrease in actuation with increasing scan rate, but this time a linear
relationship, that was attributed to a majority of fast ion diffusion into the polymer primarily
occurring at the solid-liquid interface. Thus, the electrochemical actuation process was
shifted from a diffusion limiting to a current limiting system[354]. Using the same EC-AFM
approach, a biphasic pulse ±100 mV applied to a range of different doped PPy film showed
that actuation, or ion diffusion into the polymer, significantly diminished at 1 Hz to a few
nanometres and was effectively cut-off at 10 Hz[177, 179]. Specifically related to protein
interactions, FN adhesion significantly increased by an order of magnitude on PPy films
during positive applied voltages at a scan rate of 50mV/s. The application of a positive
voltage induced charge on the polymer backbone, causing a strong columbic attraction of the
negatively charged FN domains. At 50 mV/s, outward diffusion of charge balancing cations
occupying anionic sites on the immobile GAGs is rate limiting and, as such, renders the
anionic sites on the dopant unavailable for charge neutralization of the positive charges on the
polymer and thus protein adhesion occurs. However, the same effect did not occur at lower
scan rates. At scan rates of 5mV/s, the outward cation diffusion was conversely not rate
limited and charge neutralization of the polymer occurs to negate coulombic attraction of the
FN [179].
The PPy/DBSA films prepared in this work are polymerized with a low current density and
charge, 0.1mA cm-2 for 10 min, resulting in very smooth films with thickness < ~300 nm
[177, 179]. Based on the above work, we can expect that the thin PPy/DBSA films subject to
the pulsed stimulation in this chapter follow similar electrochemical behavior, particularly
rate-limiting processes of ion/current diffusion and primarily charging at the solid-liquid
interface in the applied frequency range.
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Figure 2. a, Current vs. Time and corresponding Potential vs. Time signals which are recorded via eDAQ
potentiostat whilst applying 1Hz +500mV electrical stimulation. The pulse length is 999.95ms, pulse
interval 0.05ms. b, 1Hz, -500mV, electrical stimulation. The pulse length is 999.95ms, pulse interval
0.05ms. c, 10Hz, +500mV, electrical stimulation. The pulse length is 99.95ms, pulse interval 0.05ms. d,
10Hz, -500mV, electrical stimulation. The pulse length is 99.95ms, pulse interval 0.05ms. e, 100Hz,
+500mV, electrical stimulation. The pulse length is 9.95ms, pulse interval 0.05ms. f, 100Hz, -500mV,
electrical stimulation. The pulse length is 9.95ms, pulse interval 0.05ms. (Current: red curve; Potential:
blue curve)

5.3.2 Pulsed Stimulation Decreases Single Cell Adhesion
Fig. 3a and b displays the SCFS curves for the pulsed stimulation at the different
frequencies. Qualitative observations show that the maximum adhesion force and energy
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(striped area) is significantly greater for the non-stimulated polymer (black curve) compared
to pulsed stimulation with +500 mV (red curve) or -500mV (blue curve) baselines. Another
noticeable observation was that the pulsed stimulation caused significantly longer-range
interactions, including plateaus, especially for the -500 mV baseline (blue curves). The
corresponding SCFS curves from blocking experiments with anti-α5β1 integrin antibody
significantly diminished the interactions and adhesion under the same pulsed stimulation
(Fig. 3b), thus confirming the specificity of the α5β1 integrin-FN binding. Statistical analysis
of the maximum adhesion force and energy is displayed as whisker plots in Fig. 3c-f. These
confirmed that the maximum adhesion force significantly decreased when a pulsed
stimulation of either +500 or -500 mV was applied to the polymer (Fig. 3c and e), with the
same effect occurring for the adhesion energy (Fig. 3d and f). Specifically, non-stimulated
polymers had a maximum adhesion force of 0.64±0.03nN, which decreased by 45-60% to
values ranging from 0.34 - 0.43nN for pulsed stimulation at the different frequencies.
Similarly, the adhesion energy for the non-stimulated polymer (13.9±0.8×10-16J) decreased
between ~30-60% following pulsed stimulation.
Another potential mechanism has considered in this study is that the high frequency pulses
may inducing reversible electroporation of the cells on the probe. High frequency pulses are
reported to significantly disrupt cytoskeleton of cells which altering cell elasticity, or termed
cell modulus[355, 356]. However, we investigated the cell modulus of cells before and after
stimulation at each frequency, which shown no variation (Supplementary, Fig. S1). Thus,
we would discuss more about the contribution from electrical stimulation to the bonds
between cell and protein immobilized polymer electrode instead of electroporation of cells.
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Figure 3. Representative SCFS curves for each condition of potential and frequencies and box-whisker
plots of cellular level interactions. a, The SCFS curves of L929 cell on FN immobilized PPy/DBSA
polymer electrodes under different frequencies and voltages (Control :Black; +500mV:Red; 500mV:Blue). b, The reprehensive SCFS curves of control group whose cell membrane α5β1 integrins
blocked. c, Adhesion forces (maximum force) measured between individual live L929 cells and FN
immobilized PPy/DBSA polymer electrode interface as a function of +500mV frequency-dependent
electrical stimulation (Control: 0.64±0.03nN; 1Hz: 0.43±0.02nN; 10Hz: 0.40±0.01nN; 100Hz: 0.39±0.02nN;
Blocking group: Control: 0.19±0.01nN; 1Hz: 0.18±0.01nN; 10Hz: 0.18±0.01nN; 100Hz: 0.22±0.01nN ). d,
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The corresponding energy measured between individual live L929 and FN immobilized PPy/DBSA
polymer electrode interface as a function of +500mV frequency-dependent frequency(Control:
13.9±0.8×10-16J; 1Hz: 10.0±0.8×10-16J; 10Hz: 8.4±0.7×10-16J; 100Hz: 7.7±0.6×10-16J; Blocking group:
Control: 2.2±0.2×10-16J; 1Hz: 2.3±0.2×10-16J; 10Hz: 2.6±0.3×10-16J; 100Hz: 3.5±0.3×10-16J). e, Adhesion
forces (maximum force) measured between individual live L929 cells and FN immobilized PPy/DBSA
polymer electrode interface as a function of -500mV frequency-dependent electrical stimulation (Control:
0.64±0.03nN; 1Hz: 0.39±0.01nN; 10Hz: 0.36±0.01nN; 100Hz: 0.34±0.01nN; Blocking group: Control:
0.19±0.01nN; 1Hz: 0.20±0.01nN; 10Hz: 0.21±0.01nN; 100Hz: 0.23±0.01nN). f, The corresponding energy
measured between individual live L929 and FN immobilized PPy/DBSA polymer electrode interface as a
function

of

-500mV

frequency-dependent

electrical

stimulation(Control:13.9±0.8×10-16J;

1Hz:

11.1±0.7×10-16J; 10Hz: 10.0±0.6×10-16J; 100Hz: 7.7±0.4×10-16J; Blocking group: Control: 2.2±0.2×10-16J;
1Hz: 3.1±0.2×10-16J; 10Hz: 3.4±0.2×10-16J; 100Hz: 4.3±0.2×10-16J). The red line in the box-whisker plots
marks the mean value. Asterisks indicate statistical significance values of p<0.05(Mann-Whitney).

5.3.2.1 Cell Adhesion Decreases with an Increase in Pulsed Stimulation Frequency
The maximum adhesion force showed a slight decrease with an increase in frequency and the
same trend was observed and more pronounced for the adhesion energy. For the +500 mV
baseline, the maximum adhesion force values decreased by 0.43±0.02nN (1Hz), 0.40±0.01nN
(10 Hz) and 0.39±0.02nN (100Hz), yet there was no statistically significant difference
between each of the frequencies (Fig. 3c). The corresponding adhesion energy showed a
significant difference between the 1Hz (10.0±0.8×10-16J) and 100Hz (7.7±0.6×10-16J).
Similarly for the -500 mV baseline, the maximum adhesion force values were 0.39±0.01nN
(1Hz), 0.36±0.01nN (10Hz) and 0.34±0.01nN (100Hz). However on this occasion there was
significant difference between the 1Hz and 100Hz (Fig. 3e). For the adhesion energy
significant differences were observed between the 100Hz (7.7±0.4×10-16J) and both of the
1Hz (11.1±0.7×10-16J) and 10Hz (10.0±0.6×10-16J). In summary, adhesion force and energy
values showed a decrease with an increase in pulsed stimulation frequency. Most of the
values showed a statistically significant difference between 1 Hz and the other two higher
frequencies of 10 and 100Hz.
5.3.2.2 Pulsed Stimulation Increases Non-Specific Interactions and Forces
Blocking experiments are given as the whisker plots with lower values in Figure 3 and their
analysis further elucidates the effect of pulsed stimulation and its frequency on the cell
adhesion. It was evident that a significant increase in the blocking, or non-specific, forces and
energies occurred when pulsed stimulation was applied and in particular as the frequency
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increased from 1Hz to 100 Hz (Fig. 3c-f). Overall, a decrease in the maximum adhesion
force/energy of specific α5β1 integrin-FN interactions converges with an opposing increase
in non-specific binding, elucidating that the pulsed stimulation has an intriguing yet complex
effect on the cell adhesion. This effect of pulsed stimulation is very different to that observed
for a constant potential where the changes in blocking values are non-significant or do not
correlate with those of the maximum force and energy values (See Chapter 4, Figure 4c-f,),
confirming that the contributions from non-specific interactions remained similar throughout
the SCFS experiments. Interestingly, compared to the absolute change in the maximum
force/energy of whisker plots in Figure 3c-f, the relative % contribution of α5β1 integrin-FN
and non-specific interactions show a decay and growth, respectively, with pulsed stimulation
frequency increasing.
5.3.2.3 Pulsed Stimulation versus Real-Time Stimulation (Constant Potential)
In the Chapter 4, ‘real-time stimulation’, or an applied constant potential, when the cell is in
contact with the polymer surface significantly enhanced the cell adhesion at +500 mV.
During the pulsed stimulation frequency at 1Hz, the cell is similarly exposed to a constant
baseline voltage of +500 mV for a majority of the time (99.95%) when in contact with the
polymer for a dwell period of 1 sec. Yet despite their similarity, the occurrence of at least one
voltage/current spike for a period of 50 µsec has a significant deleterious effect on the cell
adhesion. The maximum adhesion force drops by 60% from 0.8 nN for real-time stimulation
(See Chapter 4, Fig. 4e) to 0.43 nN for pulsed stimulation (Fig. 3f). Significant decreases in
the maximum adhesion force also occur for -500 mV, as well as the adhesion energies of both
+500/-500 mV, when comparing real-time versus pulsed stimulation (compare Fig. 3c-f and
Chapter 3, Figure 4c-f). It is difficult to comprehend that the presence of only 1 current
spike during the cell-polymer surface contact time is the cause of a dramatic decrease in the
cell adhesion. Therefore, as mentioned above, we emphasize that during a SCFS curve the
polymer is exposed to at least 5 pulse cycles, in addition to another 10 pulse cycles during the
rest time (10s) in between curves. We suggest that it is repeated pulsing during the entire
SCFS curve that are likely to have effects, particularly whilst the cell is above the surface,
and specifically on the adsorbed FN at the polymer-electrolyte interface.
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5.3.2.4 Mechanisms Involved in Protein Binding via Pulsed Stimulation

Whilst to our knowledge there are no studies on the effect of AC electrical fields on FNmediated cell adhesion on conducting polymers, or perhaps any electromaterial, an
understanding of possible mechanisms can be gleaned by previous work on antibody-antigen
interaction in PPy [357, 358]. The application of a positive potential oxidizes the polymer
and shown to facilitate binding of negatively charged antigens to the entrapped antibodies.
Conversely, application of a negative potential reduces the PPy and inhibits antibody-antigen
interactions at the PPy-electrolyte interface. For example, pulsed stimulation of antibodydoped PPy between 400 and -200 mV allowed rabbit immunoglobulin (IgG) to reversibly
bind to anti-rabbit IgG antibodies (RIgG) [93]. The extent of IgGRIgG binding was
modulated by applying positive (+400 mV vs Ag/AgCl) pulses for 200 millisec to oxidize the
PPy and facilitate IgG-RIgG binding. The reversibility of antigen binding in antibody-doped
PPy was attributed to the minimization of strong binding interactions by quickly switching
between binding and dissociation states. By using 200 ms pulses, initial weaker van der
Waals interactions could proceed, but the secondary, stronger hydrophobic binding forces
stabilizing the antibody-antigen complex are minimized. Specifically related to FN, the
binding between PPy doped with anti-FN antibody, specific to type III 9 and 10 cell binding
regions, and free FN in the electrolyte showed that 200 ms was too short a time period for
significant FN binding to occur in the PPy matrix [93]. The timescale for binding to occur
was > 500 ms and at low frequencies (2 Hz or less). Contrary to previous measurements, it
was suggested that the reversibility of the FN binding was not due to the minimization of
secondary, stronger antibody-antigen binding forces. Rather, the reversibility of antigen
binding was due to the minimization of free charges in the PPy during oxidation and
reduction [93]. By interacting with Na+ and FN at the PPy-electrolyte interface, the antibodydoped PPy was able to maintain charge neutrality by enhancing or impeding various
electrochemical interactions The above findings set a precedent in the use of pulsed
stimulation at higher frequencies for supressing molecular binding at the conducting-polymer
electrolyte interface and that this may be due to either charge minimization effects within the
polymer, or directly impede on kinetic pathways of bond formation.

Whichever the specific mechanism underlying the significant decrease in cell adhesion due to
pulsed stimulation, we can assume that the effects arise from the same general principles, as
outlined in the previous Chapter 4, including a decrease in the adsorbed mass of FN, resulting
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in fewer FN-integrin bonds, and/or changes in conformation of the FN that cause a decrease
in the binding strength or ability of the integrin to access RGD and PHSRN binding regions
of FN (again reducing the number of bonds). After the FN was initially adsorbed onto the
non-stimulated polymer, we assume that the initial mass of adsorbed FN is equivalent on both
the polymer surfaces. However, the effect of pulsed stimulation on ‘protein’ desorption is not
well-understood and we do not have evidence to verify this effect in this study. Therefore,
analysis of the molecular level interactions are shown below to further shed light on the
contribution(s) of the number of bonds (i.e. from the number of jump and plateau
interactions) and/or the binding strength of these bonds. We also discuss implications for the
concomitant increase in the non-specific adhesion determined from the blocking experiments.

5.3.3 Effects of Pulsed Stimulation on Single Molecule Binding

Figure 4. The box-whisker plots of molecular level interactions. a, jump force of +500mV
experiments(Control: 50.4±1.2pN; 1Hz: 48.5±1.7pN; 10Hz: 50.4±2.0pN; 100Hz: 47.1±1.9pN). b, jump
length of +500mV experiments(Control: 252.3±8.8nm; 1Hz: 268.1±15.0nm; 10Hz: 289.9±16.6nm; 100Hz:
290.9±13.2nm). c, plateau force of +500mV experiments(Control: 77.1±3.2pN; 1Hz: 55.5±2.8pN;10Hz:
59.8±2.0pN; 100Hz: 53.9±2.3pN). d, plateau length of +500mV experiments(Control: 1066.0±137.5nm;
1Hz: 902.7±96.8nm; 10Hz: 830.0±107.1nm; 100Hz: 974.4±107.0nm). e, jump force of -500mV experiments
(Control: 50.4±1.2pN; 1Hz: 41.8±1.0pN; 10Hz: 34.9±1.1pN; 100Hz:34.2±1.2pN). f, jump length of -500mV
experiments(Control: 252.3±8.8nm; 1Hz: 275.8±11.7nm; 10Hz: 306.1±16.2nm; 100Hz: 286.2±15.2nm). g,
plateau force of -500mV experiments(Control: 77.1±3.2pN; 1Hz: 55.±2.0pN; 10Hz: 50.1±1.7pN；100Hz:
43.1±1.5pN). h, plateau length of -500mV experiments(Control: 1066.0±137.5nm; 1Hz: 918.3±77.2nm;
10Hz:942.7±76.8nm; 100Hz: 1025.9±75.2nm). Asterisks indicate statistical significance values of
p<0.05(Mann-Whitney). All values are presented as mean±s.e.m, nf stands for the number of analyzed
SCFS curves, and nc means the number of analyzed cells, nf=100, nc=10 for both pre-stimulation and
real-time stimulation experiments.
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5.3.3.1Unbinding Forces
The jump force on the non-stimulated PPy/DBSA with adsorbed FN is 50.4±1.2pN which
further indicates reproducibility in the SCFS measurements following on from Chapter 4
(See Chapter 4, Fig.5). Despite the ±500 mV baselines showing a similar decreasing trend in
the single cell adhesion, i.e. maximum adhesion force and energy (Fig. 3), the effect of
pulsed stimulation on their respective molecular integrin-FN unbinding was markedly
different. Jump forces surprisingly remained constant, even after pulsed electrical stimulation
and with increasing frequency at +500mV (Fig. 4a). For the -500mV, there was in contrast a
significant linear decrease in the molecular unbinding forces with increasing pulsed
stimulation frequency (Fig. 4e). Therefore, from these two disparate results, it was difficult to
ascertain a definitive general relationship between the molecular-level forces and the
maximum adhesion forces/energies observed at the single cell level. This was particularly
evident where the +500 mV pulsed stimulation shows significantly less single cell adhesion
yet has the same molecular (jump) forces (50 pN) as the non-stimulated polymer. Plateau
forces for the non-stimulated polymer were 77.1±3.2pN and in agreement with the previous
Chapter 4 (See Chapter 4, Figs 4c and g). They also decreased significantly with pulsed
stimulation at both +500 mV and –500 mV (Fig. 4c and g), and more specifically at -500 mV
the plateau forces were lower and again, like the jumps, also showed a significant linear
decrease with increasing frequency (Fig. 4g). In contrast to the +500 mV, the frequencydependence of the jump/plateau interactions at -500 mV was in accordance with the
corresponding single cell adhesion and raised the interesting questions on their underlying
contribution during the pulsed stimulation. Lastly, there was an emerging trend, occurring
from this Chapter 5 and previous Chapter 4, that when stimulation is applied after FN
adsorption (both real-time and pulsed stimulation) the magnitude of the molecular integrinFN forces associated with jumps and plateaus are significantly higher in the oxidized state
(+500 mV) compared to the reduced state (-500 mV); critically this observation correlates
with the single cell adhesion.
5.3.3.2 Bond Interaction Length
For +500mV, there was no observable trend or significant difference in the jump length,
which reflects the ability to extend the bond, thus indicating that the overall effective bond
stiffness (binding force/binding distance) did not significantly change (Fig.4a and b). In
contrast, due to a decrease in the binding force and corresponding significant increase in the
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jump length with increasing electrical stimulation frequency at -500mV, the bond stiffness
was significantly reduced with pulse stimulation (Fig. 4e and f). Fig. 4c and Fig. 4g show
that in comparison to non-stimulation, both +500mV and -500mV pulsed stimulation
significantly weakened the plateau force. However, the effect of frequency was different
between -500mV and +500mV. More specifically, there was no significant difference in
plateau force for +500mV along with the increasing of electrical stimulation, while the forces
showed a slight decrease with increasing frequency for -500mV. From Fig.4d and Fig.4h, we
observed that +500mV pulse stimulation did not affect the plateau length, but -500mV pulse
stimulation increased the plateau length which was independent of frequency.

In summary, it is evident that the +500mV pulsed stimulation does not have an effect on the
molecular-level interactions, with the exception of weakening the plateau forces. In contrast,
the -500mV pulsed stimulation, significantly influence both the force and length of the
jumps/plateaus, which has the effect of decreasing the stiffness of the adhesive bonds.
5.3.4 Number of Single α5β1 Integrin-FN Binding under Frequency-dependent
Electrical Stimulation.
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Figure 5. Statistical analysis of jump and plateau events. a, Average number of jump interactions on each
SCFS curve collected in +500mV experiments (Native: 10.3; 1Hz: 8.5; 10Hz: 7.6; 100Hz: 6.2;Control:
Native: 3.2; 1Hz: 3.2; 10Hz: 2.3; 100Hz: 2.8; ). b, Average number of plateau interactions on each SCFS
curve collected in -500mV experiments (Native: 2.1; 1Hz: 2.5; 10Hz: 2.1; 100Hz: 2.1; Control: Native: 0.8;
1Hz: 1; 10Hz: 0.7; 100Hz: 1.2;). c, Average number of jump interactions on each SCFS curve collected in
+500mV experiments(Native: 10.3; 1Hz: 9.4; 10Hz: 6.2; 100Hz: 5.2; Control: Native: 3.2; 1Hz: 2.8; 10Hz:
2.1; 100Hz: 2.1;). d, Average number of plateau interactions on each SCFS curve collected in -500mV
experiments(Native: 2.1; 1Hz: 2.3; 10Hz: 2.5; 100Hz: 2.8; Control: Native: 0.8; 1Hz: 1.3; 10Hz: 1.2;
100Hz: 1.6;).

5.3.4.1 Pulsed Stimulation Decreases Number of Bonds Associated with Jumps
The total number of jumps per SCFS curve decreased with an increase in frequency for both
the +500mV and -500mV (Fig. 5a and c), indicating a decrease in the number of
α5β1integrin-FN bonds which may be responsible for the observed decrease in single cell
adhesion during pulsed stimulation. Assuming that the mass of adsorbed FN does not change,
then a decrease in the number of bonds could alternatively be due to a conformational change
of the FN that restricts access to its cell binding regions. In contrast, the number of plateaus
per SCFS curve was independent of frequency at +500mV (Fig. 5b), while their number
slightly increased with increasing frequency under -500mV (Fig. 5d).

Whilst the number of jump interactions increase (Fig. 5a and c), the non-specific binding
remains constant for both the +500 mV and -500 mV at the different frequencies (Fig. 5).
This is an expedient observation when recalling that Figure 3 indicates that the non-specific
adhesion increases with increasing frequency of the pulsed stimulation. Thus, the latter
cannot be attributed to the number of bonds, but rather an increase in the binding strength of
these interactions. These observations have a number of implications. Firstly, it is evident
from Fig. 5 that the increase in pulsed stimulation frequency specifically reduces the relative
% contribution of specific α5β1integrin-FN interactions (of jumps), suggesting that effects on
the adsorbed FN plays a role in the cell adhesion. Furthermore, analysis of the molecular
binding without blocking does not differentiate jumps as being either specific or non-specific
interactions. Thus, a relative decrease or increase in either can have an effect on the statistical
analysis of the mean unbinding forces. Another explanation is that non-specific binding
increases only because the FN is affected, and/or the pulse stimulation actually also increase
the binding force of non-specific interactions.
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5.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, compared to the equivalent ‘real-time stimulation in Chapter 4, both the
oxidized (+500 mV) and reduced (-500 mV) pulsed stimulation significantly decreases the
single cell adhesion and energy. This effect is augmented with an increase in pulsed
frequency yet it is apparent that the threshold occurs at the lowest frequency of 1 Hz where
most of the adhesion is already lost. Further analysis of the molecular level binding to
determine the influence of the number of bonds and their binding strength does not give a
generalized extrapolation to the cell adhesion, as there are a number of competing parameters,
such as the force, length and number of jumps and plateaus interactions. That said the main
finding that pulsed stimulation decreases most of molecular-level binding forces, as well as
significantly reducing their number, correlates with the deleterious effect on single cell
adhesion. By way of deduction, it was apparent that the decrease in number of bonds
(associated with jumps) is due to conformational changes of the FN that restricts access (of
integrin) to its cell binding regions. This causes a decrease in the specific integrin-FN
interactions relative to the non-specific binding whose binding strength is interestingly
enhanced during pulsed stimulation. When focusing on differences between the oxidized and
reduced, an emerging trend is that the molecular level forces of the oxidized polymer are
significantly greater than those of the reduced polymers, irrespective of the constant or pulsed
stimulation, which reflects differences observed at the single cell level.
The exact electrochemical mechanisms are not clear yet these are expected to stem from
interfacial charging and discharging, as opposed to diffusion of ions into the polymer, due to
the thin PPy films (~few hundred nm thick) and increased impedance at higher stimulation
frequencies. As such, the electrochemical process is predominately localized in the vicinity of
the adsorbed FN surface layer (e.g. within the double-layer) where significant effects can be
exerted on the protein. Previous studies show that oscillating electrical fields induce
electrophoretic-related frictional dissipative effects, causing unfolding of proteins such as
BSA and lysozyme[359]. AC electrical fields have also been shown to modify peptide
conformations, form beta sheets to alpha helices, through disruption of hydrogen bonding
[360]. Since the oxidized polymer with constant potential enhances binding of the FNintegrin complex, it is dramatic to observe the opposite effect when an AC field is introduced
into the same polymer system. This suggests that the charging/discharging of the capacitive
double-layer and generated electrical field effects the FN conformation.
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5.6 Supplementary

Figure S1．Histograms of cell modulus as a function of the applied voltage. (Mean ± s.e.m; nf=100;
nc=10). To quantify the cell modulus, we fitted the contact region of the approaching curves to the Hertz
model using the JPK Data Processing software (Version spm-5.1.4).

If the overall modulus of cells varied along with the experiment proceeding, the contact area
between cell and FN immobilized PPy/DBSA polymer electrodes may change which would
affect the counts of rupture events and bulk adhesion and energy. Therefore, we calculated
cell modulus over fitting the contact region of the approaching curves to the Hertz model.
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Quantifying

Cell

Adhesion

on

PEDOT:PSS with Conductive Colloidal Probe
AFM-SECM
From: Knittel, P. Zhang, H. et al. (2015). "Conductive Colloidal Probe AFM-SECM for
Rapid Investigation of Cell-Material Adhesion", Nanoscale.
Contribution: HZ carried out experimental work with AFM force measurements on living cells,
analysed data, prepared figures, and assisted in revising the final manuscript.

Summary: Conductive colloidal probe Atomic Force-Scanning Electrochemical Microscopy
(AFM-SECM) is a new approach that employs electrically insulated AFM probes except for a
gold-coated colloid located at the end of the cantilever. Force measurements can be
performed while biasing the conductive colloid under physiological conditions. Such colloids
can also be modified by electrochemical polymerization to produce coatings, e.g. conductive
polymer-coated spheres, which may be loaded with chemical or biological dopants. In
contrast to SCFS measurements, these colloidal probes allow for measurements on multiple
cells in a rapid manner while the surface properties of the colloid (polymer) can be changed
by applying a bias. Furthermore, spatially resolved electrochemical information such as
oxygen reduction can be obtained simultaneously. In this chapter, we show the development
and fabrication of the conductive colloid AFM-SECM probes modified with poly (3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) doped with polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) for single cell
force measurements as a function of electrical switching. Simultaneous electrochemical
sensing near the surface of the living cells is also demonstrated.

6.1 Introduction
The interface between living cells and functional materials is the focus of intensive research
in an attempt to understand adhesion, spreading, migration, proliferation and differentiation
of cells. Among functional materials, conductive polymers such as PEDOT and PPy are
promising substrates for cell growth as properties like topography, surface chemistry,
conductivity, and stiffness of the polymer can be easily tuned[361]. The stability of PEDOT
and in particular of PEDOT:PSS renders this conductive polymer interesting as a scaffold
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material[362]. Marzocchi et al. recently investigated and summarized previous studies on the
cell growth-dependence on the physical and chemical properties of PEDOT:PSS[363]. It was
shown that the cell proliferation depends on the cell type but also on the redox state of the
polymer, as well as the fabrication method of the PEDOT. Hence, studying the adhesion of
cells and characterizing the cell–PEDOT interface at a single cell level is a prerequisite to
understanding their effects on cell function at the molecular level.
Cell adhesion is frequently determined with washing assays and shear force
measurements[239, 364], alternatively, single-molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS) has
gained considerable interest for probing molecular-level interactions[365]. SMFS includes
optical and magnetic tweezers, AFM, microneedles and pressurized microcapsules that allow
for the detection of biomolecular and cellular adhesion in a force range of 0.1–100 pN
(optical tweezers) to 10–104 pN with high temporal and spatial resolution[366-368]. In
particular, AFM is an attractive technique, enabling 3D-mapping and quantitative analysis of
single receptor–ligand bonds across the surface of living cells over a wide range of detectable
forces[369].

Several limitations of AFM-based SMFS such as high mechanical stress exerted on cells,
reduced probability of binding, and increased susceptibility to fouling of the tip are avoided
with SCFS that involves attaching a single living cell onto a tipless AFM cantilever[370].
Single cell force spectroscopy (SCFS), as demonstrated in the above chapters, allows the
quantification of single receptor binding, focal adhesion clusters and whole cell adhesion
[240, 255, 267, 371-373]. These important insights characterizing single cell adhesion
obtained by SCFS come at the expense of labor-intensive preparation of the live cellmodified AFM cantilevers, low-throughput and limited measurement numbers due to cell
viability[240]. Most SCFS studies to date have focused on measuring cell adhesion forces on
extracellular matrix components (e.g. collagen, fibronectin)[249] but recently been shown to
be highly suited for quantifying cell adhesion on materials such as synthetic polymers,
biomaterials and stimuli-responsive surfaces[241, 374]. For example, SCFS has been applied
to study cell adhesion on protein repellent polymer coatings and electrically switchable
polymers (chapter 3) previously [375, 376].

In addition to measuring physical interactions and forces, there is interest in sensing the flux
of biomolecules or ions in close vicinity to the cells. For the latter, SECM has been used for
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the study of live organisms, e.g. single cell [377] and tissue[378], specifically to quantify the
flux of molecules entering or leaving a cell, or probe local electrochemical reactions
occurring at or inside a cell [377, 379]. Among the various analytical tools for monitoring
cellular activity, SECM has received attention since it is a noninvasive tool to monitor
cellular status and capable of imaging metabolic activity at the single cell level [380, 381].
SECM was applied to image fluxes of oxygen at living cells and to obtain topographic
images of biological substrates[382, 383]. Moreover, SECM has been demonstrated as a
suitable tool for probing transmembrane ion and electron transfers which are indicators of
enzymatic redox reactions of cells[384]. Recently, J. Ganesh Ummadi applied a new SECMbased method to study single-cell migration and morphology in a model cell line, and SECM
is believed to be a powerful tool to study single cell biomechanics under varied chemical
gradients[385].

To our knowledge there has been no reported studies on electrochemical sensing at the cell
surface whilst simultaneously measuring the biomolecular forces (e.g. adhesion) acting on the
probe. This is apparently achievable as SECM had already been combined with AFM[386] to
enable electrochemical and topographical information in liquid and real-time. The approach
of integrating micro and nano-electrodes into AFM probes using microfabrication techniquesfocus ion beam (FIB) milling have been developed the C. Kranz group[386, 387]. We
recently demonstrated the development of combined AFM-Scanning Electrochemical
Microscopy (SECM) probes with nanoscopic polypyrrole (PPy) electrodes that were suitable
for force (adhesion) measurements under potential control. The probes enabled force
measurements on model samples during applying a voltage to the conductive tip, or could be
brought into contact with living cells and used for electrical stimulation, specifically inducing
contraction of muscle cell myofibers[388]. Due to their integrated electrode and ability to
perform force curves these probes have the potential to also perform simultaneous
electrochemical sensing of the cells. However, the probes utilize a nanoscale tip and therefore
suffer from similar limitations as SMFS (e.g. high indentation forces, fouling of nanoelectrode tip) Colloidal probe AFM is an alternative approach for studying force interactions,
adhesion and mechanics of cells with a broad variety of substrates, including nanostructured
materials [389, 390]. The increased contact area of a micron-sized colloidal probe drastically
decreases the mechanical pressure and multiple cells can be measured with a single probe.

Here, we adopt the concept of colloidal probe AFM and develop “Conductive Colloidal
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Probe AFM-SECM” that has the advantages of both SMFS and SCFS, namely the
measurement of whole cell adhesion and molecular level forces with high throughput under
potentiostatic control. As the cantilever is insulated only by the gold-coated sphere, which is
electrically connected, it is controlled electrochemically. This facilitates electrophoretic
induced deposition, and/or specific surface functionalization, facilitating the deposition of
material coatings onto the colloidal probe for exploring a range of cell–electrode material
interactions, which is currently of significant interest[391]. In addition, the conductive colloid
is capable of electrochemical sensing, leading to new sights into the combined effects of
biomolecular forces and bio-chemical reactions.

Figure 1. Setup depiction of Conductive Colloidal Probe AFM-SECM experiments to study single live cell
adhesion.

6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Fabrication of AFM-SECM Probes with Disc Electrodes
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Commercially available NP-O probes (Bruker, Germany) were etched in aqua regia to
remove the reflective gold coating from the backside. Next, the probes were cleaned in ultrapure water (UPW) and the titanium adhesion layer was removed using a buffered hydrogen
fluoride solution (1:1, 5% HF, 40% NH4F, BHF). After rinsing with water, acetone and
isopropanol, the chips were mounted into a stainless-steel shadow mask, which allows
coating of the cantilever with the nominal lowest spring constant (k = 0.06 N/m, f0 = 12-24
kHz according to manufacturer specifications) on the front side. Prior to deposition of the
conductive layer, the mounted cantilevers were cleaned in an O2-Plasma (RF power 100W)
for 5 mins to increase adhesion and to remove contaminations. An electron beam evaporator
is used for metal coating of the cantilevers as well as of a conductive path and the contact pad,
with 5 nm titanium adhesion layer and a 95 nm gold layer at a deposition rate of 1.5 Å/min
avoiding bending of the cantilevers by thermal or intrinsic stress. The front side metal-coated
cantilevers are then insulated with a mixed silicon nitride/dioxide film (thickness: 1 µm)
using PECVD. The layer thicknesses and hence the deposition times as well as plasma power
and gas mixture must be optimized for low stress depositions. The following process
parameters have been found to produce well-insulated probes with bending angles below 2°
in a Plasmalab 80 Plus PECVD (Oxford Instruments, UK).
Table 1: Deposition parameters for silicon nitride and silicon dioxide films in a plasmalab 80 plus
PECVD.
SixNy deposition

SiO2 deposition

700 sccm 2% SiH4 in He

425 sccm 2% SiH4 in He

20 sccm NH3

710 sccm N2O

300 sccm N2

100 sccm N2

1.0 Torr chamber pressure

1.0 Torr chamber pressure

300°C substrate temperature

300°C substrate temperature

10 W forward power

10 W forward power

The coating is obtained in a two-step process ensuring uniform insulation. To protect the
contact pad on the cantilever chip, the cantilevers were mounted into a second stainless steel
shadow mask. In a first step, the entire backside (cantilever and silicon mounting chip) was
coated. The backside coating consists of 7 alternating deposited layers with an initial 150 nm
thick silicon nitride layer, followed by 100 nm SiO2, 100 nm SixNy, 100 nm SiO2, 150 nm
SixNy, 100 nm SiO2, 150 nm SixNy, respectively. Consecutively, the cantilevers were flipped
over for the second deposition process increasing the insulation thickness on the frontside.
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Three more deposition steps are employed consisting of 100 nm SixNy, 80 nm SiO2, 150 nm
SixNy.
The quality of the insulation was inspected with cyclic voltammetry in 10 mM [Ru(NH3)6
Cl3/0.1] M KCl. Afterwards an inlaid disc electrode was exposed using a Quanta 3D FEG
dual-beam FIB instrument (FEI, Eindhoven, NL) equipped with a XeF2 gas injection system.
A centered circular pattern (4 µm diameter) at the end of the cantilever (4 µm distance from
cantilever edge to circle center) is milled into the front side of the cantilever at 30 kV
acceleration voltage and 30 pA beam current using the insulator enhanced etching (IEE)
parameter file. With the endpoint monitor recording the secondary electron current, the
milling through the individual silicon nitride and dioxide layers could be observed and
stopped right at the gold surface, where the current increases drastically due to the change in
material. The exposed disc electrode is again characterized by CV in 10 mM
[Ru(NH3)6Cl3/0.1] M KCl to prove the exposure of the gold layer and determine the diameter
of the disc-shaped electrode.

6.2.2 Attachment of Gold Colloids
The gold colloids (MicroParticles, Germany, 5.02 µm, SD=0.12µm) were suspended in
isopropanol and spread on a cleaned glass slide and a small spot of Norland Optical Adhesive
81 (NOA 81, Norland Products, USA) is placed next to the gold colloids. The cantilever and
the glass slide were mounted in the JPK NanoWizard II AFM (JPK, Germany) equipped with
an inverted microscope. The probe was immersed into the UV-curable glue and several
approaches to the bare glass slide allowing stripping excess of the glue. As the used glue is
not conductive, the gold colloid has to make direct contact to the underlying exposed gold
layer. The cantilever was accurately positioned over the colloid using the piezo scanner and
the light microscope. For attachment a manual approach or a force curve with 10 nN loading
force was used. After attaching the colloid, the glue is cured with UV light (wavelength 320
to 380 nm) for 5 mins and the integrity of the contact between conductive colloid and gold
electrode is confirmed via CV in 10 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3/0.1 M KCl. When the cantilever was
accurately positioned, the success rate of contacting the colloid was 100%.
6.2.3 PEDOT:PSS Electropolymerization
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Before mounting the probes into the AFM, electrical contact between a (polymer-coated)
copper wire to the contact pad located at the cantilever chip was established with conductive
epoxy raisin, (silver epoxy EPO-TEK® H20E-FC,Epoxy Technology, USA). The contact area
and height of the applied epoxy should be kept as small as possible. After the epoxy was
completely cured, the contact area was insulated with a layer of UV-curable glue, e.g. Dymax
glass adhesive 425 (Dymax, USA). As proper insulation is crucial for electrochemical
measurements, at least 3 layers of the UV curable glue were applied onto contact area and the
chip. Then the cantilever chip including the attached wire was glued to the cantilever holder
of the AFM. Proper mounting and insulation was verified running CVs in the electrochemical
cell of the AFM setup in cell medium.
Modifications of the colloids with the conducting polymer were performed after mounting the
probe either in the AFM setup or in a standard electrochemical cell. This procedure avoids
any degradation of the conducting polymer by high temperatures or UV irradiation. For the
PEDOT:PSS deposition, a degassed solution of 10 mM EDOT and 0.1 mM NaPSS was used.
Dissolved oxygen was removed by bubbling the solution with argon for 15 mins. 10 CV
cycles in a potential window of -0.6 V to 1 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) at a scan rate of 100 mV/s were
employed to deposit PEDOT:PSS.

6.2.4 Cell Preparation
Mouse fibroblast (L929 cell lines) were obtained from ATCC( CCL-1TM) and were cultured
in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) (12800017, Life Technology)
supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum(FBS)(10099141, Life Technology) and 3.7g/L
NaHCO3. Cells were cultured in physiological condition (37℃, humidified and 5% CO2
atmosphere) and were sub-cultured every other day to maintain a sufficient cell density and
same cell state for force spectroscopic experiments. In our experiments, the L929 mouse
fibroblast cells were ready to be used when the cells covering around 90%~100% of T-25 cell
culture flask.
Use 5mL pipette to suck out the old medium and rinse with 5mL PBS one time, or apoptotic
cells would retain and counteract the efficiency of trypsin. Add 0.5mL trypsin (25%) into the
cell culture flask and shake well the flask to disperse trypsin evenly, and then put the flask
into humidified incubator (37 ℃ ) for 2 mins. Add 5mL fresh cell culture
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medium(DMEM+10%FBS) in flask, then transfer the cell suspension into 15mL centrifuge
tube to centrifuge at 1500rpm for 5 mins. Such out the suspending medium and resuspend
cell with 1mL fresh medium(DMEM+10%FBS), and then transfer 0.5ml cell suspension to a
new T-25 flask containing 4.5ml pre-warmed culture medium(DMEM+10%FBS) for further
experiments. Add another 0.5ml fresh medium to the centrifuge tube with last 0.5ml cell
suspension, then centrifuge again at 1500rpm for 5 minutes. Decant the suspending medium
and resuspend the cells with 1ml CO2 independent cell culture medium (18045-088, Life
Technology) which is capable of maintaining long term pH stability under atmospheric CO2
(0.04%). Pipet out 0.9ml cell suspension, then add another 5ml CO2 independent cell culture
medium into the tube. After 10 times pipet in and out the cell suspension, 5ml even-dispersed
cell suspension has been prepared for SCFS experiment.

6.2.5 Force spectroscopic measurements
Force spectroscopic measurement is proceeded in 3-electrode JPK electrochemistry cell
(ECCellTM) the PEDOT: PSS modified colloid as working electrode, a platinum wire counter
electrode and Ag/AgCl reference electrode (DRIREF-2SH, World Precision Instruments).
The substrate inserted at the bottom of electrochemistry cell for cell immobilized is
PPy/DBSA. A CHI 650d (CH Instruments, USA) is connected with 3-electrode
electrochemical cell. Before each individual cell adhesion measurement cycle, the integrity of
the insulation was tested by running CV in the cell medium. The thermal noise method was
used to determine the spring constant of the cantilevers. Prior to mounting the cell substrate
into the JPK NanoWizard II AFM (JPK, Germany), the cultured cells were injected into the
cell medium and allowed to seed on a PPy/DBSA-polymerized gold mylar. All cell
measurements were preceded at a physiological temperature of 37°C in CO2 independent cell
culture medium to increase the life span of the cells. Force measurements on cells were
performed with a loading force of 5 nN and a contact time of 5s. A minimum of 10 force
curves was recorded for each potential with a resting period of 20 s between each force curve.
The first measurements were always performed without applying a potential (OCP), then the
polymer was polarized at +0.8 V and probing was continued after a resting period of at least 1
min to allow complete oxidation of the PEDOT:PSS. The probe was then polarized at -0.6 V
to reduce the polymer again and another set of force curves were recorded. The current
response in respect to the applied potential was constantly recorded. Between each cell
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measurement, a few SCFS curves were recorded on the bare substrate to ensure the integrity
of the polymeric probe.
6.2.6 Data analysis
Analysis of the AFM force curves was performed with the JPK Data Processing software
(Version spm-5.1.4). SCFS curves were analyzed by JPK SPM Data Processing software
(Version spm-5.1.4). Functions of subtract the baseline, adjust the X Offset and correct height
for cantilever bending are selected before measuring bulk cell adhesion, detachment energy
and molecular rupture events. Fit parameters of identify and quantify steps are smoothing and
significance. Each of the rupture should be checked and confirmed manually, and adjust of
smoothing and significance is inevitable. Histograms were plotted and Lognormal fits applied
using OriginPro 9.1. Histograms were prepared using the same bin size for each analysis
target (maximum force, detachment energy, rupture length and energy). The bin sizes of the
rupture length (50nm) and force (10pN) are at the magnitude close to binding of single
molecule level. The loading force dependent cumulative distribution function figure of
maximum detachment force was prepared by OriginPro 9.1.
6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1 Fabrication of Colloidal AFM-SECM Probes
Fabrication methods developed for AFM-SECM probes with different geometries include
conical electrodes[392], integrated frame electrodes[393] or handmade cantilever-shaped
submicrometer spherical gold electrodes[394]. For a colloidal geometry, the attachment of a
colloid and subsequent application of a metallic coating would be feasible[395]. However, for
measurements under physiological conditions, an important aspect is complete insulation of
the cantilever. The selective, reproducible removal of an insulating layer solely from a
spherical particle would be difficult, e.g., using chemical etching or FIB milling.
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Figure 2. Fabrication of the PEDOT:PSS coated conductive colloidal AFM-SECM probe. (a–d) SEM
images of the main fabrication steps (insulation, milling, colloid attachment and polymer deposition). (e)
Electrochemical characterization after each step via CV in 10 mM [Ru(NH3)6 Cl3/0.1] M KCl (3
consecutive cycles are shown, scan rate: 100 mV s−1). (f) SEM image showing a cross section of the
modified colloidal probe shown in (e); (g) EDX spectra recorded at the marked spots in f (red: core of the
polystyrene sphere, blue: PEDOT:PSS, inset structure of PEDOT:PSS).

The conductive colloidal probes are fabricated using commercially available soft cantilevers,
which are coated with Ti/Au on the frontside, followed by insulation via plasma-enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) with mixed layers of silicon nitride/silicon dioxide
(SixNy/SiO2) (Fig. 2a and Fig. S1). Gas-assisted focused ion beam (FIB)-milling using
xenon difluoride (XeF2) was used for selectively removing the insulation layer exposing an
inlaid disc-shaped electrode (Fig. 2b). As the conductive colloids have a diameter of 5.02 ±
0.12 μm, a gold area of 4 μm in diameter was exposed using the endpoint monitor function to
control the milling depth (Fig. S1b–d). Following protocols for colloid attachment, a goldcoated polystyrene colloid was glued to the exposed conductive area of the cantilever using a
non-conductive UV curable glue, which allowed attachment but did not completely coat
(insulate) the inlaid disc electrode (Fig. 2c). The electrical contact was made at an exposed
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contact pad on the AFM chip with conductive epoxy glue and the contact was subsequently
insulated with UV glue.

To characterize the individual fabrication steps, cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were recorded
in hexaammineruthenium(III) chloride/potassium chloride [(Ru(NH3)6 Cl3/0.1]Cl) (Fig. 2e
and Fig. S2 a). After attachment of the conductive colloid, a significant increase in current is
visible, indicating a perfect electrical contact (red-solid vs. blue-dashed trace). Due to the
micro-sized dimension of the electrode, the obtained faradaic current is not limited by mass
transport and the steady-state current can be used to calculate the diameter of the disc-shaped
and spherical microelectrode with the following equations:[396, 397]
𝒊𝒊𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 = 𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝒄𝒄𝟎𝟎 𝒓𝒓𝟎𝟎

𝒊𝒊𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 = 𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝒄𝒄𝟎𝟎 𝒓𝒓𝟎𝟎

(disc)

(1)

(sphere)

(2)
with a diffusion constant for the redox species D = 5.3 × 10 cm2 s−1[397], the Faraday
−6

constant F, the number of electrons transferred (n = 1), and the bulk concentration c0.
The obtained steady-state current iss is 5 nA (Fig. 2e, blue dashed line) for the probe as
shown in Fig. 2b. Based on eqn (1), the resulting electrode radius r0 is 2.44 μm, which is in
good agreement with the radius of the inlaid disc electrode obtained from SEM (Fig. 2b),
taking the roughness of the gold layer into account. For the colloid shown in Fig. 2c, the
recorded reduction current at −250 mV vs. Ag/AgCl is −17 nA (Fig. 2e, red trace). Using eqn
(2), a radius of 2.65 μm and hence a diameter for the conductive colloid of 5.3 μm is
determined, which is in excellent agreement with the diameter obtained from the SEM image
(Fig. 2c).

PEDOT:PSS was subsequently electrochemically deposited onto the colloid via CV using 10
cycles with a potential window from −0.6 V to 1 V (vs. Ag/AgCl)[398]. The
electropolymerization was terminated at a negative potential, resulting in a partially reduced
state of the polymer. Due to the electrical conductivity of PEDOT:PSS, the deposition and
resulting increase in the electroactive surface area can be followed by the rising current in
each subsequent potential cycle (Fig. S2b). The deposition process resulted in a complete
coverage of the colloid with the polymer, exhibiting characteristic “cauliflower” morphology,
as well as preserving the overall spherical geometry of the probe (Fig. 2d). A FIB cross
section of the coated colloid revealed a polymer layer thickness of approximately 1 μm.
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Additionally, energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectra recorded at the colloid core (red circle)
and the deposited polymer layer (blue circle) were recorded (Fig. 2f). The EDX spectra of the
PEDOT:PSS (blue spectra) layer show sulphur (SKα) and sodium (NaKα) peaks, which is
expected for the reduced polymer (Fig. 2g). PSS is the counter anion, and for maintaining
charge neutrality in the reduced state, cations (Na+ ions) from the solution are incorporated
into the polymer film[399]. Also the oxygen (O Kα) peak is higher for the PEDOT:PSS
compared to the polystyrene colloid. The Ag Lα peak is related to the Ag component of the
polystyrene colloid. Au is not visible because the film is significantly thinner. Raman
spectroscopy was applied to further confirm the PEDOT:PSS deposition (Fig. S3). Control
experiments with respect to the potential-dependent adhesion behavior have been performed.
As a test sample for measuring adhesion forces of the PEDOT:PSS-coated colloidal probe at
different biases, a plasma-treated glass slide was chosen, which had been used as a model
sample in previous experiments[388]. The glass slide serves as a hydrophilic model substrate.
Measurements were conducted in 0.1 M KCl solution to screen electrostatic interactions. The
order of applied potentials during measurement was as follows: −0.2 V (open circuit
potential,OCP), followed by +0.8 V and −0.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl. The unbiased polymer-coated
colloidal probe showed strong adhesive interactions with the surface OH groups of the glass
slide of 2.12±0.53 nN (for all measurements, N ≥ 100).
Additionally, longer range pulling forces are visible in the range of 10 to 50 nm(Fig. 3a).
These rupture forces, which appear as a random sawtooth profile, are related to adhesion of
several polymer chains and their subsequent stretching until they finally detach from the glass
surface. When a positive potential is applied, the maximum adhesive interaction decreases to
1.58 ± 0.46 nN and significantly reduced rupture forces were observed. In the oxidized state,
the interaction of a dopant with a positively charged polymer is higher due to ionic
interactions with the immobile, anionic PSS− dopant within the polymer matrix. Also,
compared to the reduced state of the polymer, less sulfate groups from the dopant should be
present at the surface. When applying a negative potential, the maximum adhesion rises again
to 2.13 ± 0.53 nN, and the rupture forces were observed again, indicating that the polymer
interaction can be reversibly switched. The oxidized polymer shows significantly less
adhesion (the t-test was performed for statistical analysis; p < 0.02 was regarded as
statistically significant). However, for hydrophilic surface groups, a higher negative potential
did not reveal a significant impact (Fig. 3b).
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Figure 3. Force spectroscopic measurements on a plasma-treated glass slide in 0.1 M KCl under potential
control. (a) Typical force–distance curves obtained for the individual potentials (red = trace, blue =
retrace) and (b) histograms of the measured maximum adhesion force (N ≥ 100).

6.3.2 Single Cell Force Spectroscopy via Colloidal AFM-SECM Probes

In the next step, the PEDOT:PSS colloidal AFM-SECM probes were used for single cell
force spectroscopy measurements.The adhesion between PEDOT:PSS and L929 mouse
fibroblast cells was determined while applying potentials of −0.2 V (OCP), +0.8 V and −0.6
V vs. Ag/AgCl. A representative SCFS curve obtained on a single cell at OCP is shown in
Fig. 4a, with similar curves observed for bias voltages of +0.8 V and −0.6 V. For the OCP,
the maximum force (red circle) and energy of adhesion (yellow area under curve) is 1.08 ±
0.41 nN and 2.13 ± 0.85 × 10−15 J, respectively. The curves also consisted of ruptures with
forces of ≈50 pN, indicating molecularlevel interactions associated with membrane tethers
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that are pulled away from the cell membrane (green-dashed mark) or cell surface
molecules/receptors that remain anchored to the cell membrane–cytoskeleton complex
(black-dotted region)[240]. For the first time, local changes in electrochemical activity were
simultaneously detected during force measurements on L929 cells. With the probe biased at
−0.6 V, a drop in current is observed when approaching the cells, leading to a plateau current
in the contact area. Recovery of the current signal is evident during withdrawal of the probe
(Fig. 4b and c). It is possible that a reduction of dissolved oxygen occurs at the PEDOT:PSS
colloid and that during the approach and contact of the colloid with the cell, the diffusion of
oxygen to its surface is hindered by the cell membrane (reflecting negative feedback current
in the SECM experiment)[400]. Alternatively, the consumption of oxygen by the living cell
may result in the reduced current[401]. As the insulating glass substrate and the surrounding
PPy (Fig. S4) did not show a negative feedback, both effects may contribute to the current
drop.

Figure 4. Simultaneously obtained electrochemical data and force measurements. (a) Force curve (retract
part) obtained at OCP on a fibroblast containing typical features known from SCFS (green-dashed marks
membrane tethers, red-solid denotes the maximum force, black-dotted marks jumps and the yellow-
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shaded area reflects the obtained adhesion energy). The inset shows the AFM probe positioned above a
single fibroblast cell with surrounding cells on the substrate. (b) Electrochemical response at −0.6V,
revealing a decrease in faradaic current during approach of the probe and at contact with the cell (≈
−13.7nA) and (c) simultaneously obtained faradaic current (taken from red shaded region in (b) and
deflection signal vs. time and piezo displacement of a force curve recorded at a single cell.

6.3.3 Effect of Electrical Stimulation

Figure 5． Statistical data are shown in histograms for the different potentials (all vs. Ag/AgCl) (14 cells,
20 curves for each cell and potential). (a) Adhesion energy and (b) maximum force as a function of the
potentials applied during measurement. Force spectroscopic rupture data (membrane tethers) recorded
with PEDOT:PSS-coated colloidal AFM-SECM probes are shown in (c). Histograms are fitted with
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lognormal functions to obtain peak distribution values (14 cells, 20 curves for each cell and potential).

Histograms of the maximum energy and force as a function of the applied potential are
shown in Fig. 5a, b. Surprisingly, neither the maximum energy nor the rupture forces and
their interaction lengths as a function of the applied potential showed a statistically
significant difference (Fig. 5c). Although, the length and force of the ruptures remain
constant, more ruptures per curve were obtained at OCP.

In contrast, conventional SCFS studies combined with electrochemical-AFM have shown a
significant increase in single cell adhesion on PPy doped with dodecylbenzene sulfo-nate
(PPy/DBSA) during electrically switching from the oxidized to the reduced state. In the
reduced state (−800 mV), reorientation of DBSA sulfonate groups to the polymer surface and
increased surface roughness, hydrophilicity and water uptake were observed, which
contribute to the increased cell adhesion[376]. For PEDOT:PSS on the other hand, the PSSdopant is a polymeric, anionic species (Mw = 70 000) with high chain length that is immobile
and in excess at the polymer surface. Hence, electroneutrality in the reduced state is achieved
by incorporating sodium ions from the solution and the overall polymeric structure does not
drastically change, as demonstrated by spectroelectrochemical studies[402]. In comparison
with the DBSA, these differences in the redox interactions of the PSS anion, may be
responsible for the lack of dependence of cell adhesion on the applied potential. For the
presented results, 10 cells were investigated with a single PEDOT:PSS coated conductive
colloidal AFM-SECM probe, and 4 cells were probed with two different probes to evaluate
reproducibility of the measurements. Finally, after the cell measurements, a practical
advantage of our approach is that the conductive colloid probes are reusable, as the colloid
can be easily removed by dipping the cantilever in the piranha solution and a new conductive
colloid can be attached to the exposed inlaid disc electrode, a procedure which can be
performed in less than 30 minutes including the modification with the polymer layer.
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6.4 Supplementary

Supplementary S1: Scheme of fabrication process for AFM-SECM probes. a) Commercially available
probes were etched in aqua regia and chrome etchant to remove the backside coating. A Ti/Au layer was
deposited onto the cantilever and the chip using a stainless steel shadow mask. Partial (no coating on the
contact pad) or complete insulation of the chip was obtained with e.g. mixed layers of silicon
nitride/silicon dioxide. b) Selective removal of the insulation using gas-assisted (XeF2) FIB milling to
expose an electrode at the modified AFM tip. Etching through a mixed silicon nitride/silicon dioxide
(denoted as N and O) layer can be easily followed using the End-Point Monitor c), which records the
specimen current over time. Silicon nitride and dioxide layers can be clearly distinguished in the
beginning. Reaching the buried gold layer, the current rises drastically (scheme shows a smaller increase
for scaling reasons) until reaching a climax, where the ion beam starts milling the Au layer and hence, the
patterning is stopped. Afterwards a colloid was attached to the exposed electrode as shown in d)
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Supplementary S2: a) Electrochemical characterization of the cantilevers after attaching a colloid with
exposed silver in 10 mM Ru(NH3)6 Cl3/0.1M KCl. The red curve shows a small potential range were no
silver oxidation/reduction is visible as compared to the blue curve recorded in a larger potential range.
Inset shows three-electrode setup for electrochemical measurements displaying the cantilever as working
electrode and the reference and counter electrode. The cantilever connected with a stainless steel clamp is
carefully immersed into the solution using a z-positioner; b) shows the current response of the
PEDOT:PSS deposition in 10 mM EDOT/ 0.1 mM NaPSS (scan rate 100 mV/s) with rising currents for
each subsequent cycle.
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Supplementary S3: The Raman spectra of the deposited polymer revealed bands of PEDOT:PSS at 1510,
1430, 1370, 990, 857, 701, 574, 526, 440 cm-1 respectively, which can be assigned to C=C stretching
(asymmetric at 1510 cm-1, symmetric C=C(-O) at 1430 cm-1), Cβ-Cβ stretching (1370 cm-1), oxyethylene
ring deformation (990, 574, 440 cm-1), asymmetric C-S-C deformation (701 cm-1),

as reported in

literature[363, 403]. The inset shows the microscope image of the cantilever with the modified colloid and
the measurement region (red circle).

Supplementary S4. Simultaneously recorded Faradaic current (tip potential – 0.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl, and
cantilever deflection and piezo displacement of a single force curve (setpoint 10nN) on the PPy substrate
surrounding the fibroblast cells during measurement. In contrast to the measurements on the cells no
current drop was recorded.
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Chapter 7 Future Work
Summaries and conclusions for the work are given above in each of the chapters. Here, we
conclude the thesis by presenting ideas and future research for the application of EC-SCFS.
Investigating the relationship of initial cell adhesion recognition to longer time-scale cell
behaviours adhesion
The understanding of cellular functions requires detailed knowledge of all factors, including
their dynamic interactions and modifications in short and large time scales. AFM based SCFS
is ideal to study initial cell-material recognition and adhesion on timescales ranging from
milliseconds up to ≈ half hour [240]. Throughout this thesis, the EC-AFM based SCFS has
been applied to study initial cell adhesion as a function of different electrical stimulation. It
has previously been demonstrated that the initial cell adhesion can be used to predict the
downstream cell behaviours[236]. To achieve this in future work, longer timescale of cell
behaviours, such as proliferation, migration and, differentiation should could be investigated
and analysed in conjunction with observations of cell-material recognition on the order of
seconds or minutes as ascertained from the initial cell adhesion data from AFM-based SCFS
experiments. Fluorescence experiments microscopy will would also assist to in clarifying the
corresponding function of target sub-cellular and sub-molecular components inside within the
cell and their dynamics as the cell interacts with the material. For example, techniques, such
as like super-resolution microscopy is a promising technique for elucidating the molecular
mechanisms with single-molecule sensitivity, molecular-scale resolution, and dynamic
imaging capability to allow direct visualization of molecular interactions in cells[404]. Since
current commercial Bio-AFM is typically combined with optical/fluorescence, advances in
combining super-resolution optical/fluorescence techniques are likely to transpire in the
future.

Investigating cell adhesion in 3-dimensional structured materials
To date most effects of electrical stimulation on cell adhesion are studied in two-dimensional
(2D) electrodes. However, cell and tissue function in-vivo are in three-dimensional (3D)
environments, which is very different to the 2D situation[405]. For example, 3D-structured
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conducting polymer-based electrodes or scaffolds have been developed and studied for in
vivo applications [406]. Elucidating the cell interactions and adhesion becomes more of a
challenge when we consider the complexities of a 3D cell environment. Cells may interact
with a material at both its dorsal and ventral surfaces or with each other in cell-cell
interactions. Thus, 3D models could be developed and EC-SCFS applied to explore the
interactions of live cells with pseudo-3D patterned structures and material surfaces[265]. The
challenge remains on the ability for Bio-AFM to truly probe within a 3D structure though
emerging developments on needle-based [407, 408] and arthroscopic AFM [409] are
demonstrating that this will be possible.

Figure 1. Application schematic of AFM-based single cell force spectroscopy to test cell adhesion with 3D
patterned surfaces.

From cell-protein-material interaction to cell-cell interaction
Cell-cell adhesion is fundamental to cellular organisation, cell cycle control, cancerous
transformation and cell migration through tissues [410-412], as cells are constantly in contact
with other cells and with the surrounding ECM. Understanding cell-cell interactions is more
complicated due to the heterogeneity of molecules involved in the adhesion. AFM-based
SCFS is a promising method to elucidate the force-related mechanisms and specific
molecules that contribute to the interactions. In addition, the interactions (forces) between
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cells are an important signal that may also be modified by the presence of electrical fields.
Thus, EC-SCFS could play a role in studying not only cell-material interactions, but also the
influence of materials and their dynamic properties on cell-cell interactions.
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